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Abstract
This thesis is about how formal devices can be used in a grammar to de-
flne certain aspects of linguistic description. The general goal is to propose
a framework in which the refined logical perspective on the speciflcation
of linguistic composition of type-logical grammars is paired with a refined
classification schema that includes techniques to organise grammatical in-
formation. These techniques should provide the same functionality as

(typed) feature structure systems offer to constraint-based grammars, in-
cluding cross-classification, underspeciflcation and the possibility to for-
mulate general feature distribution principles. We argue that to achieve
this goal it is not necessary to integrate feature structures as they are typi-
cally found in a constraint-based approach into a type-logical setting. We
show that the type-logical framework already provides the necessary tools
that can be used for the same tasks.

This thesis consists of four parts. The first part presents an analysis of
the functions and components of a grammatical framework. It introduces
the central topics and contrasts the type-logical categorial approach with
phrase structure approaches of the constraint-based type. It provides an in-
troduction to the frameworks that are being investigated and to the issues
involved in the combination. A f,rst general issue concerns an important
difference between the frameworks. Whereas the type-logical grammars try
to define a dedicated, resource- and structure-conscious logic that captures
linguistic properties as characteristics of logical constants, the constraint-
based grammars make use of a general purpose Iogic in which a linguistic
theory is formulated. This difference is important when the issue is consid-
ered of how the two frameworks could be related (or combined). A second
general issue concerns the (empirical) motivation behind extensions to the
type-logical framework: what is it that one might want to achieve with a

combination. We argue that, from an empirical point of view, it is only
the morphosyntactic properties that need a more fine-grained description
technique than they receive in traditional type-logical accounts.

In Part II we summarise and evaluate several proposals for combining
ideas from the categorial and the constraint-based tradition to refine the
classification structures of the former and we discuss the obstacles that are
typically encountered in this endeavour. Analysing the different proposals,
we compile a list of desiderata for an optimal system. None of the systems
discussed meets all of them.

In Part III we define a resource and structure-conscious perspective on
cross-classification and feature checking using the multi-modal version of
categorial grammar. Underspecification and the possibility to express lex-
ical generalisations form important issues in the discussion. This system
combines the benefits of the various systems presented in Part III.

In Part IV we evaluate the merits of the mechanism of underspecifi-
cation defined in the previous part and combine this with an evaluation
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of the use of underspecification in constraint-based grammars. We show
the advantages of using the fine-grained logical instruments of type-logical
grammars for the analysis of coordination constructions. In this part we
also point out that one should carefully distinguish between different cases
of underspecification. This leads us to reconsider the relation between the
type-Iogical and the constraint-based grammars. We present the contours
of a framework that combines aspects of both approaches to provide an
optimised mechanism for expressing linguistic generalisations.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction to Part I
A grammar is a device that deflnes a language. The nature of the device,
the way it is used to define a language, and the precise notion of what is
a language is open to variation. In this flrst part we present several op-
tions for each of these aspects. More particularly, we contrast several types
of phrase structure grammar and of categorial grammar and see how such
grammar frameworks differ in defining two of their central tasks: (1) c/assi-

fyins expressions into equivalence classes and (2) describing how complex
expressions are composed out of smaller expressions.

This introductory first part serves a number of functions. Our main aim
is to introduce the main topics and themes of this book and to provide
motivation for some of the proposals made in later chapters. An important
secondary aim is to provide the necessary background material about the
basics of the phrase structure and the categorial framework.

In the first chapter we provide an elementary introduction to basic
phrase structure grammars and categorial grammars. The former use atomic
symbols, called non-terminals or categories, to refer to classes of expres-
sions. The grammars consist of a lexicon and a set of rules. The lexicon
states for each word to which classes it belongs. We say that it assigns cate-
gories to words. A rule, like Nrp ---+ DET N, states that expressions consisting
of the concatenation of some expression in pnt and an expression in trl

are in the category NP. The rule component is thus concerned with the
specification of composition (what classes can combine and in what order)
and classification (what is the category of the combination). Categorial
grammars, on the other hand, have a richer notion of category. Besides
atomic categories, they also use complex categories of the form AIB and
B\,4 (where .4. and B are again categories, possibly complex themselves).
A language is defined solely by a lexicon that assigns categories to words.
There are no phrase structure rules. Instead, a pair of general combina-
tion operations is used: (1) an expression in A/B concatenated with an
expression of category B gives an expression in A, (2) an expression in B
concatenated with an expression in B\A gives an expression in A. Notice
that these schemata do not mention specific categories, but use variables
over arbitrary categories A,B. The information about precisely which ex-
pressions combine with others is provided by the lexicon. For instance, a

determiner, such as the, might be assigned the category Nn/r.1, which, by
the general schema, means that it combines with expressions in N to form
expressions in Nr. Again, from this elementary summary it should be clear
how classification and composition are defined in this alternative framework.
One thing that is important is that the classifi.cation of expressions by the
categories directly expresses their combination properties.

This first chapter already shows some of the possible variation in the
kind of devices that can be used to define a language. Also in this first
chapter, we define several notions of what one could take a language to
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be. We are interested in languages as sets of signs, i.e. form-meaning pairs.
Although our concerns in this book lie mainly with the first component of
this pair, we will also briefly indicate how an account of the second can be
provided by the two grammar frameworks considered.

From the basic categorial grammars we move to more refined versions
in the second chapter. We introduce type-logical versions of categorial
grammars in which the combinatorial schemata are formulated as logical
rules with / and \ defined as logical operators (connectives). Categories
should thus be thought of as logical formulas. We show how the logical
rules for the connectives can be fine-tuned to express the specific charac-
teristics of linguistic composition. The analogy between the combination
schema above (from A/B and B construct ,4) and the modus ponens rule
(from B + ,4 and B infer A) is obvious. Similarly, there are type-logical
versions of hypothetical reasoning or conditionalisation. The rules of in-
ference have to be tuned to the resource and structure-sensitive nature of
linguistic composition: the order, the number and the structure of premises
are all important. We are dealing with substructural or resource-conscious
logics in this linguistic setting. We show how multiple logics can be de-
fined which differ in their structural characterisation and how they can
be combined. This provides a device that can characterise a landscape of
structural options with respect to linguistic composition.

In the kinds of phrase structure grammar that form the topic of Chapter
3, the categories are no longer atomic symbols but have internal structure
as well. In this case the aim is to define a notion of category that is able
to refer to multiple properties of expressions. Feature structures are used to
model categories which will enable the classification of expressions along
a number of dimensions. AIso in this chapter, we will see that feature
structures need not be restricted to the representation of categories but can
be used to encode other information, Iike phrase structure itself.

We not only show how these structures can take on the role iust men-
tioned of cross-classiflcation, but also how they are used to structure lin-
guistic information in various ways. More specifically, we discuss the use
of multiple inheritance and related techniques for feature structure gram-
mars to capture certain linguistic generalisations. We will look more in
particular at Head-Driven Phrase structure Grammar (Hnsc).

In Chapter 4, we contrast the two grammatical frameworks. In the dis-
cussion of the type-logical grammars we focus on how they offer a refined
logic of composition, whereas in the discussion on the feature-based gram-
mars we emphasise the introduction of more delicate ways to capture a

logic of classif,cation. In Chapter 4 we turn to a discussion of the comple-
mentary and contrasting aspects of these approaches.



1

Grammars and Categories

On a general level, we are concerned with the use of formal devices used in
grammatical frameworks for the description of natural languages. In this
chapter we introduce some basic frameworks to point out the maior tasks
of grammars and the devices that are used to carry them out.

In order to be able to phrase more precisely the problems that will be
addressed, we start by rephrasing some elementary definitions of terms like
Ianguage and grammar from formal language theory thereby isolating the
basic concepts that we will be concerned with in this and following chap-
ters. For similar definitions and further explanation about technical terms
and notation we refer to a basic textbook like Partee et al. (1990). In fact,
we assume familiarity with the concepts so that reading this presentation
should merely involve getting attuned to some notational conventions and
slightly non-standard formulations that make the comparison between dif-
ferent systems easier.

In formal language theory a language is defined as a set of strings, i.e. a

set of finite sequences of vocabulary items. A grammar for a language then
is a formal device that defines which strings belong to that language. We
will start with such an elementary definition of language and look at two
types of grammar: a context-free grammar (Section 1.1) and a simple cate-
gorial grammar (Section 1.2). The concept of what constitutes a language is
further refined by taking into consideration the notion of category, impos-
ing a classification on the set of strings (expressions), and a more refined
notion of strucfure, reflecting the construction of complex expressions from
their constituents.

The comparison of the two grammar frameworks will concentrate on
the way they classify expressions and on the way they deflne complex
structures. However, it should be noted that as a model for natural lan-
guages this definition of language falls short in that it ignores that expres-
sions are not just syntactic structures but that they carry meaning. In a

more adequate model, linguistic obiects are form-meaning pairs (sips). We
will briefly indicate how the two approaches to grammatical description
can be extended to take this aspect of linguistic description into account
(Section 1.3).

1.L Phrase Strrrctrrre Grammars
One particular kind of formal system that is used to define a language is
commonly known as a context-free phrase structure grammar.

11



1.2 CHAPTER 1

Definition L (Context Free Grammar) Given two finite, disjoint sets
of symbols I/ and C, d context free phrase structure grammar is a pair of
finite sets (lex, Rules), where LexCV x C andRu/es CC xC*.

We will refer to the set I/ as the vocabulary. Elements in the set will be
called words. They are also commonly called terminal symbols. An element
of. C is called a category. They are the non-terminal symbols. By C* we mean
a sequence of categories. We use the common notation for rules and write
c -) c1...c, for a rule (c,cr...cr). Contrary to usual definitions of context-
free grammars we do not introduce a distinguished category as the initial
(or start) symbol.

We will refer to words and sequences of words as expressions. We can
define expressions using the Backus-Naur notation to be the least set .E
such that:

E:::Vl(EoE)
We have used o as an explicit sequence or concatenation operator. We

will often simply leave it out. The concatenation operation is usually de-
fined to be associative as expressions are taken to be strings. We will mostly
leave out the brackets. This recursive deflnition should be read as follows:
the set,E consists of V ar,d pairs of elements from ^E that are combined by
o.

A language can be defined as a set of expressions. We will often take
a language to be a set of pairs (E,C), where E is an expression and C a

category. In the definition of language below we use variables sa to denote
sequences (: strings) of words. Variables c,ct stand for categories.

Definitiorr 2 (A CFc-Language) The language, Lc C E x C as defined
by the context-free grammar G : (Lex,Rulesl is the smallest set such that:

(1) Lex C Lc
(ii) if (c, c, ...c"]l e Rules and (s1, cr) € LG,..., (sr, c,) € Lc then

(rro...6sn,,C)eL6

This defines how a context-free grammar is used to specify a language.
The relation between grammar and language is often defined in terms of
a rewriting system (Chomsky (1957)). In such a system each step consists
in rewriting a string of elements from V tl C to another string of elements
from this set. At each step a category c in the string is replaced, either by
another string of categories Cr...cn, provided c -+ Cr...Cr, € Rules, or by a

word w, provided (w, cl e Lex. For each sequence of rewriting steps that
starts with a single category (c) and arrives at an expression s, (a string
consisting of elements from 7 only), we say that (s, c) € .L6. Notice that
we do not assurne a single distinguished category as our start symbol in this
case either.

We will now define a few other notions to provide the terminology to
refer to various components in this relation.
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Definition 3 (Interpretation of a category) The interpretation (deno-
tation) of a category c in a grammar G, written as u(c) (or u5:(c)) is the set
of expressions s such that (s, cl e L6.

Note that categories are called category labels by Gazdar et al. (1985).
They reserve the term category for its interpretation.

Definition 4 (String Set) The string set Sc e V* defined by a grammar
G is defined as the set of strings s such that there is a c € C with (r, c) e Lc.

Another important concept which we want to define is that of phrase
structure. We first define a more general notion, that of tree. We consider
trees that are labelled with categories (internal nodes) and words (Ieaves).

Definition 5 (Trees) The set of trees, T, is defined recursively to be the
smallest set such that:

(i) YxCeT
(ii) if tt,...,tn e T(n > 0) and c e C then (tr...tn,,Cl e T

We will refer to trees that are defined by a grammar as phrase strucfures
trees.

Definition 5 (CFG-Phrase structures) The set of phrase structure trees
Tc 9 7 defined by the grammar G : (Lex,Rulesl is the smallest set such
that:

(1) Lex e Tc
(ii) if (c, cr...c,") e Rules and t1 : (t|...t\,n, cr) € TG,..., tn : \t'nt...t'nrn, cn)

€Tc then (tt...tn,cl e T6

An important difference between strings and phrase structures is that
whereas string concatenation is assumed to be associative, trees are brack-
eted structures. The latter thus preserve aspects of the compositional (con-
stituent) structure or derivation which is lost in the string representations.

Example 1 (Grammars and Languages) We consider a grammar for
a small fragment of English: G (: (Lex,Rulesl), with vocabulary V and
categories C.

V : { a, the, cook, pizza, baked },
C : { DET, N, NP, S, V, VP },
Lex : {(a, nnr) , (the, onr) , (cook,N), $tizza, tt), (baked,,v)}
Rules - {s --- NP vP, NP ---+ DET N, vp -+ v NP}
Among the elements of the language L6 arc (the, ant) because this is in

the lexicon, and (the cook baked a pizza, s) which is in the language by the
repeated application of the second condition in DefinitiorL (2) of language.

13
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(1) (a o pizza, NP) € .L6r because
NP ---+ DET N e Rules,
(a, oer) e Lc (Lex), and
(pizza,N) € Lc (Lex)

(Z) (baked o A o pizza,vn) e tr6 because
VP ---+ v NP e Rules,
(baked,v) e ,L6 (Iex), and
(a o pizza, NP) € Lc 0)

(3) \the " cook,Nr) e .L6 because
NP ---+ DET N e Rules,
(the,orrl e Lc (Lex), and
(cook,N) € Lc (Lex)

(4) (the " cook o baked o a o pizza, s) € .L6 because
S ---+ NP vP e Rules,
(the o cook,NP) € .L6 (3), and
(baked o A o pizza,,vP) € Lc Q)

In a similar way we can show that ?6 contains the following tree which
we also depict in the usual graphical way.

(((the,onr) , (cook,N), Nr,), ((baked,v), ((a, oEr) , Qpizza,,N), rvr), vt,), s)

S

---^tt-.--

{ 
-*,\n-1_ ----^-t.-\DET T '; NP

]tl-l-\the cook baLed DEr N

tl
a pizza

As the following table shows, \ re can also derive that the sentence is in
the language by the rewriting procedure mentioned above.

S S ___+ Np Vp
NPVP VP-+VNP
NP V NP NP -.-+ DET N
DET N V NP NP --I DET N
DETNVDETN (the,om)
the tq v DET N (cook, tt)
the cook v DET N \baked,vl
the cook baked DET N (a, ner)
the cook baked a x (pizza,,N)
the cook baked a pizza
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The left column represents the sequence of categories and words that is
arrived at by replacing one of the categories (c) (identical to the left-hand
side of the rule in the second column) on the line above by the right-hand
side of the rule or by a word that is assigned the category c by the lexicon.

Conclusion Looking at this simple recapitulation of some definitions of
grammar and language, we can isolate some of the functions a grammar
is required to serve. In the definitions above we have presented grammars
to define several sets of obiects: (i) a set of expressions (the string set), (ii)
a set of pairs of expressions and categories (language), (iii) a set of phrase
structures. More abstractly we can say that a grammar is a device that is
concerned with two aspects.

(1) Defining the membership of elements to some (sub)set: classification
or categorisation.

(2) Specifyirg the compositionql structure of complex elements.

The grammars that we introduced categorise expressions in two steps.
The lexicon component Lex of a grammar deals with the categorisation of
the atomic expressions (the words), whereas the Rules determine the cat-
egory of complex expressions. The rules also take care of the definition
of compositional structure. They define which parts can combine to form
Iarger structures. Categories play an important role in defining the com-
positional structure because they group together the set of expressions that
behave similarly with respect to compositional structure. In other words,
the rules make reference to the categories, not to the individual expres-
sions.

Besides classification, another important function of a grammar is to de-
fine structure. Analysing this aspect, we can say that the context-free gram-
mar fixes the order of (sub)expressions (precedence) and a part-whole struc-
ture (dominance). Phrase structure trees make this compositional structure
and the categorisation of wholes and parts explicit. We will now turn to
another type of grammar that performs the same tasks in a different way.

1..2 Categorial Grarnrnars
We present an alternative way to deflne classification and composition by
simple categorial grammars. In this type of grammar the lexical compo-
nent takes over the role of the rule component in fixing the compositional
structure of a language. We will see how, in order to effect this, the notion
of category is modified.

Among the primary tasks of a grammar that we mentioned, is a charac-
terisation of the classes that expressions fall into and a specification of how
expressions are constructed out of others. These two aspects are intimately

15
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connected in the categorial approach to grammatical description. Whereas
in a phrase structure grammar the categories are simply atomic symbols,
the categories in a categorial grammar have internal structure reflecting
the combination possibilities of the expressions they denote.

Definitiorr 7 (Categories,/Types) The set of categories is defined induc-
tively relative to a finite set of (atomic) basic categories (B) and a set of
operators called connectives. In the simple categorial grammars of this sec-
tion we use the connectives: f and \. The set of categories C is defined as

follows.

C:::Bl(CIC) l(C\C)
Categorial grammars can differ in the set of basic types that are assumed

and in the precise set of connectives. We will often omit the outermost
brackets around complex categories. In order to distinguish categories in a

categorial grammar from categories in a phrase structure grammar, we will
sometimes refer to the former as types. In categories e/n and n\e we refer
to A as t}ee range and s as the domain subcategory.

We assume the same definition of language, expression and lexicon as

in Section 1.1. Just like categories of the phrase structure grammar, the
types are used to classify expressions. In categorial grammars, they provide
information about the compositional properties of the expressions directly.
The structure of complex types provides information which in a phrase
structure is expressed in a rule. An expression e2in cr\cs can combine with
an expression e1 in cr to form an expression atoe2 of type cs. Similarly, an
expression e1 in cslcz can combine with an expression e2in c2 to form an
expressiorl €1 o ez of. Wpe cs.

We will now provide some definitions for a basic type of categorial
grammar which we will refer to as AB (for Adjukiewicz (1935) and Bar-
Hillel (1e64)).

Definition 8 (AB-grammar) Given a set of types C (as def,ned in Defi-
nition 7) and a set V (of words) an AB-grammar, G, consists of an assign-
ment of types to words (Lex): G -- Lex c V x C.

Definition 9 (AB-language) The AB language Lc e E x C is defined by
the AB-grammar G (: Lex) to be the smallest set such that conditions (i-iii)
hold.

(i) GCLc
(ii) if (s1,caf C2) and (sz,cz) are in -L5: then so is (s1 os2,C3),
(iii) if (rr,Cr\ca) and (rr,cr) are in Lc then so is (s1 os2,C3).

In these combinations, the flrst category @zlcz or c1\ca) is called the
functor and the second is called t}:,e argumerzt. Rule (ii) represents rightward
application and rule (iii) leftward application. The definition of the string
set is identical to Definition 4.
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Definition 1O (AB-string set) The set of expressions or string set 56 C
.tr defined by a grammar G is defined as the set of strings s such that (s, c) e
L6 fot some c e C.

Definition 11 (Interpretation of a category) The interpretation of a
category c in a grammar G, written as u(c) (oruc(c)) is the set of expres-
sions s such that (s, c) e L6. For the complex categories this means the
following.

t7

{e lVe2 € c2le a a2 e u(c1)]}
{e lYe2 e c2le2 o e € u(c1)]}

Whereas the categories in the phrase structure grammar as such tell
us nothing about their distributional properties but leave this aspect to
the rule-component, the categorial types encode information about their
combination potential. The relation between the information expressed
by complex categories and the information expressed in phrase structure
rules can be made explicit as follows. For each type cslcz we need a cor-
responding phrase structure rule: C3 ---+ c c2, where c is some category
symbol corresponding to the type cslcz and similarly for types c1\ca. In
a categorial grammar we can do without these rewrite rules. We only need
something like a general rule schema that corresponds to the semantics
of the types we gave before. So instead of all these rules we could have
rule schemata like the following, corresponding to clauses (ii) and (iii) of
Definition 9 above. For all types X, Y:

x ---+ xlY Y

X --+ Y Y\x

The proof of the weak equivalence between this type of categorial gram-
mar and context-free grammars can be found in Bar-Hillel et al. (1960). For
more discussion see Buszkowski (1997).

The schemata are language or grammar independent. This means that
the only language specific statements a grammar contains are the assign-
ments of types to lexical expressions: G : Lex(QV x C).

AB-grammars can also be used to define phrase structure trees. We first
define a general notion of AB-tree.

Definition 12 (AB-Trees) The set of AB-trees, T, is defined recursively as

the least set such that:

(i) YxCeT.
(ii) if tr and tz e T and c € C then ((tr, tr) ,c) e T.

u(ct lcz)
u(c2\c1)
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These AB-trees are similar to the phrase structure trees defined before.
They differ from these in two ways. The nodes in the tree are decorated
with categorial types and branching structures are always binary (condition
ii). We will refer to the second component of a tree t as the category of t. We
can now define the (AB-) phrase structure trees defined by an AB-grammar.

Definition 13 (AB-Phrase structures) The set of AB-phrase structure
trees 7c def,ned by the grammar G is defined as the smallest set such that:

(i) G CTc
(ii) if tr and tz eTc and the category of t1 is caf c2 and the category of t2

is c2, then ((tr,trl, Cs) e 7c
(iii) if tr and tz e Tc and the category of tr is c1 and the category of t2 is

cr\cs, then ((tr,tr), cs) e 7c

Exarnple 2 (AB-fragrnent) We consider a small fragment of English de-
fined by the following grammar G, with vocabulary V and basic categories
B. C is as defined above (Definition 7) using connectives / and \.

V : {a, the,, baked, cook, pizza}
B : {N, Np, s}
G : Lex : {(a, Nn/u) , (the, Nr/N) , (baked, (ur\s)/N vl , (cook, N) , (pizza, w)}
Among the elements of the language .L6 is (ttt/t't, the) because this is in

G. It is easy to show that (the cook baked a pizza, s) is in L6.

(1) (a o pizza, ur,) e -L5r because
(a, Nr/N) € Lc (Lex)
(pizza,N) € Ls (Lex)
clause (ii) of Definition (9)

(2) (baked o A o pizza,Nn\s) € Lc because
(baked, (Nn\s)/Np)) e Ls (Lex)
(a o pizza, Nn) e Lc 0)
clause (ii) of Definition (9)

(3) (the o cook,ttr) e -t5r because
(tfte, un/n) e Lc @ex)
(cook,N) € Ls (Lex)
clause (ii) of Definition (9)

(4) \the o cook o baked o a o pizza, s) € .L5r because
(the " cook,Nn) e Lc G)
(baked o a o pizza,un\s) e LG Q)
clause (iii) of Definition (9)

An important difference between this derivation and the phrase struc-
ture one is that in the categorial case there are no references to individual
rules (because there are none) but only to the general combination clauses.
The combination restrictions originate from the type-assignments to the
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lexical items. This reflects the lexicalised character of categorial grammars,
where the language speciflc information is provided in the }exicon.

The AB-phrase structure corresponding to (the cook baked a pizza, s) can
be represented as a tree as well.

NP

Np/trt N

I I (Nn\s)/ur NP

the co,ok I ---^\
baked NP/N N

tt
a pizza

Alternatively, we can write the phrase structure tree upside down.

19

Nr/N N

czlcz C,

A: B A
B

S

----\-/\

the cook baked fr-K
rvr,/N N (Nn\s)/NP NP

NP NP\S

S

Ignoring the leaves of the tree, this structure is similar to a Prawitz style
natural deduction derivation for propositional logic (Prawitz (1965)). The
inference step as exemplified in the following subtree is licensed by clause
(ii) of Definition 9.

NP

From a proof-theoretical perspective, we can thus formulate clause (ii)
from the definition as a general rule of inference:

C3

This rule of inference parallels the following modus ponens step from
propositional logic:

Nn\s
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A basic type corresponds to a propositional variable and a complex type
cslcz corresponds to an implicational formula: cz f cg. In the proposi-
tional case, the order of the premises of the inference rule are not impor-
tant. In the categorial case, howeveq we want to introduce order-sensitive
inference rules, corresponding to the order in which expressions combine.
This means that the propositional implication connective, ), has 2 coun-
terparts in the categorial logic, I and \, and two rules of inference. The
other rule of inference - the reformulation of clause (iii) from Definition
9 - Iooks as follows.

::
q cr\c,

C3

The logical rules and the corresponding derivations can be presented in
several ways. In the following chapters we will mostly use the so-called
Gentzen-style natural deduction formulation. The variant that we will be
using shows clearly how expressions are built up step by step. The lexical
steps are notated like this: the I ur/w or cook F N. The rules of combination
are similar as in the Prawitz-style when we Iook at the categories that are
to the right of the turnstile. The left-hand side of the conclusion combines
the left-hand sides of the premises in accordance with Definition 9.

thel czlcz cookl c2

theocookl cs

Summary In the preceding paragraphs we have shown how the basic
tasks of a grammar such as the definition of membership of expressions to
a language, their classification into categories and a specification of their
compositional structure, is accounted for in simple categorial grammars.

We have pointed out the maior difference between the categorial and
the phrase structure grammar. The internal structure of the categories ex-
presses the combination potential of expressions. In a phrase structure
grammar this information is expressed by the rules. The mechanisms re-
sponsible for combination in a categorial setting are (1) a language inde-
pendent application schema, which can be rephrased as a direction sensi-
tive rule of inference (modus ponens) and (2) the type-assignments to the
lexical elements.

L.3 Sernantics

Signs The discussion so far
pects of linguistic description.

has paid attention only to the syntactic as-
Our definitions of 'language'have been kept
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very simple, referring only to expressions as strings of words or other ele-
mentary notions like phrase structure trees. A more accurate model of nat-
ural language should, however, also take into account that expressions are

used to convey information. In this study we will not have to say much
about semantics. However, we will present here the outlines of the tech-
niques that can be used to capture meaning in the frameworks that we
presented above. For more details we refer to Hendriks (1993) and Carpen-
ter (1999).

The expressions, as we have used them, are meant to represent the
prosodic form of natural language objects. Semantic forms can be repre-
sented by lambda terms from some suitable variant of the A-calculus. We
will take semantic forms to be formulas from the simply typed )-calculus.

Definition 14 (Language) We define a language as a set of signs, i.e.
triples (E,C,M), where E is an expressiot, C a category and M is a se-

mantic form.

For our purposes, we can assume an elementary definition of typed ,\-
terms. The definitions are provided only to introduce notation. We frrst
define the types.

2t

Definition 15 ((,\)Type) Given
define the set of (.\-)Types, TYP, as

Typ ::: B^ | Tvr, ---+ TYp

As variables over types we will
subscripted by a natural number.
functional type.

a set of symbols B;, the basic types, we
follows:

use Greek letters like o and r, possibly
A type of the form 6 --+ r is called a

Definition 16 (,\-Term) For each A-type T we assume a set of constants,
Cor.ri and a denumerably inf,nite set of variables, Vant. The set of .\-Terms,
7r can be described as follows (note that we leave out the .\ subscript),
where the terms must be typed appropriately as indicated.

Tr ::: CoN" I Van" I (7"'"7")
To+r ::: (.\Ven".?")

A term of the form ((Ar".ti'")ti) can be converted by B-conversion to
another term tllr e f2]. The notation indicates the term t1 in which every
free occurrence of r is replaced by the term f2.

These lambda-terms are semantic forms that are interpreted on a frame
(the semantic domains of the basic Wpes). For instance, consider Bl :
{.,t} (entities and truth values), and A a domain of entities, then we can
take the domains of intelpretation for typed terms to be as follows (D"
stands for the set of possible denotations of terms of type r).
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Dt : {0, 1}
Do-, : the set of functions from Do to D,

A model is an ordered pair consisting of a frame and an interpretation
of the constants (a function having the set of constants as its domain and
as range the set of possible denotations corresponding to the type of that
constant). Together with assignments of values to variables this takes care
of the interpretation of the terms.

We will now update the grammars presented in the previous sections
with semantic information.

Phrase Structure Grammar In the case of phrase structure grammars,
changing the grammar to account for the semantic component means
changing the lexicon (Iex) and the rules (Rules). Instead of pairs of ex-
pressions and categories, we nolv have triples, which we write as follows:
E < C > 7. For the example we gave before, the change in the lexicon has
the following result. The vocabulary Cott, VAR, Tvp that is used, can easily
be recovered from the example.

Lex:
a <DET> annnP
the <DET> t}l^en*nP
cook <N> cook'
pizza <N> pizzan
baked <v> baked'P*(nP's)

We use abbreviated terms. The term baked'p-(n'p*s) will be abbreviated
to b in the derivations. We also have to change the format of the rules.
Note that the computation of the semantic term of complex constructions
is specified for each rule separately (or rule-to-rule, see Bach (1976)).

Rules:
slos2<S>(trtt)

srosz<NP>(trtr)

srosz<vP>(trtr)

--+ s1 {NPtrt1
sz(VPtrfz

---+ s1 ( DET tr t1
s2{Ntrf2

-) sr<iVtrtr
sz{NPtrfz

The following derivation shows that the string the.cook baked a pizza
of category s with semantics ((b (a p)) (t c)) is in the language defined by
the grammar above. The leaves of the derivation are formed by lexical
elements, each further step is licensed by a rule. The branches of the tree
correspond to the right-hand side of the rule, the root corresponds to the
left-hand side of the ruIe. We have abbreviated the semantic terms even
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further and performed B-reduction immediately when applying a rule. We
have also abbreviated the prosodic forms for cook and pizza.

a<DET> a p<N> p

the<DET> t c<N> c bakedcv> b ap<NP> (ap)
the c < NP > (t c) bakedap<vP> (b(ap))

the c baked a p <s> ((b (a p)) (t c))

In this presentation we have left out the types of the lambda terms. If
we had fiIIed them in it would become clear that all the terms, including
the terms constructed in the course of the derivation, are well-typed. The
grammar writer has to take care that application of the rules leads to well-
typed lambda terms. This involves a number of precautions. Consider the
first rule.

srosz<s>(tztt) -+ s1 {NPtrt1
s2 ( YP D t2

First the type of ty, r, must match the type of t2, r ---+ o. Secondly,
across rules, the type of terms associated with some category must be the
same wherever that category occurs. In our example, we have the following
match.

Categorial Grammar To extend the categorial grammars with seman-
tic terms, we only need to change the lexicon.

type(otr) :
WPe(N) :
APe$) :
type(vv) =

fpe(Nn) =

APe$) :

Lex:
a (Np/x>
the < Np/n >
cook <N>
baked < (wn\s)/r.rp >

n ---+ fi,p

n
np --+ (rp --- s)
np ---+ s

np
s

an+np
t}f,en-nP
pizzan
bakedrp*(np*s)

In a categorial grammar there are no phrase structure rules. Instead of
a rule-to-rule translation as in the phrase structure grammars, we calculate
the semantics of a combination by an extended version of the general ap-
plication combination schema (modus ponens). This method can be said
to be type-driven (Klein and Sag (1985)). In a Prawitz-style presentation
this can be formulated as follows.
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tr<B>t, s1<B>t,s1 <A/B>t1 s2{B\A>t,
s1os2<A>(trtr) sl os2<A>(tfiz)

Looking at the way categories and types are lined up in these combina-
tion schemata, we can define the mapping between the complex categories
and the types recursively.

type(AlB) : type(B) -, type(A)
type(B\A) : type(B)-- type(A)

Such a mapping may be assumed to be universal. Specific categorial
grammars are parameterised for the basic categories that are assumed and
the types that correspond to these. For instance:

UPe(s) : s

fzpe(Nn) : np

APe6) : n

The reader can see that the lexicon presented above agrees with this
typing schema.

acNn/ruv an'np pizza ( N tr pn

n pizza < NP > (a p)'

This simple illustration shows that in the categorial grammars there is
a close fit between the syntactic categories and the semantic types. The
syntactic rule of combination corresponds to application in the semantic
dimension (the syntactic rule is also often called application).

Summary
Aspects of the syntax of natural languages can be accounted for by model-
ing linguistic obiects as expressions classified into categories, or as phrase
structure trees decorated with categorial information. Semantic representa-
tions can be built up in parallel.

Grammars define the membership of linguistic structures to some lan-
guage, classify them into categories and specify their compositional struc-
ture.

Different formal devices can be used as grammar formalisms. In this
chapter we have introduced two basic frameworks: context-free phrase
structure grammars and applicative categorial grammars. In the follow-
ing chapters we will discuss extensions to both of these. We first discuss
extensions to the latter, focusing on techniques to refine the description of
the compositional structure of languages. Next, we turn to refi.nements of
phrase structure grammars, designed to deal with more fine-grained classi-
fication distinctions.
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Multi-modal Categorial
Grammars

In this and the next chapter we explore more reflned ways of describing
languages by extended versions of the grammatical frameworks we dis-
cussed earlier. We first discuss extensions of categorial grammars that focus
on refining the concept of grammatical composition. In the next chapter,
we will introduce more complex structures for categories in phrase struc-
ture grammars to reflne the classification mechanisms of linguistic expres-
sions.

We will extend the simple AB-grammars from the previous chapter in
several ways. First we continue the logical (deductive) perspective on cat-
egorial grammars by introducing type-logical grammars in which the rule
of modus ponens or application is complemented by a rule of condition-
alisation (hypothetical reasoning). Next, we will generalise this logic to
connectives of other arities as well. Besides the binary connectives /, \ *.
introduce unary connectives O, fl. The inventory of connectives is further
refined by allowing different structural options for the logical connectives
which leads to the use of multiple connectives of the same arity. For in-
stance, with respect to the binary connectives for which the base logic de-
fines the operation of selection and composition, the structural options
(defined by structural rules) distinguish between different versions of the
composition operation like an associative versus a non-associative one. By
varying the structural rules, it is thus possible to model different notions
of composition. Finally, we show how different options can be mixed to-
gether into a single, multimodal system and how the interaction between
different modes of composition can be defined.

Our presentation draws heavily on Doien (7992), Kurtonina (1995), and
especially Moortgat (1 997).

2.1 The Logic of Parts and Wholes
In a categorial grammar, categories provide information about the combi-
nation options of expressions. The rules of combination tell us in general
terms how expressions can be composed. They reflect what we want the
complex categories to mean. If some expression is in the set of expres-
sions a/r it means that it can combine with any expression in s and the
combination will be in n.

25
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In the previous chapter we interpreted combination in terms of string
concatenation. Let us now consider a more general notion of composition
as a relation between parts (components) and wholes (composites). In the
case where we assume a composite made up out of two components we
have a ternary relation, which we can represent as R(w,pt,pz), where 'u is
the whole, and pr, pz are the parts. We can also add category names for the
wholes, by introducing a binary category forming operator r, such that u,,

is of type A t B if p1 is of type A and pz is of type B.

Models In the general setting that we are concerned with in this section,
we turn to a relational interpretation of categories and provide a Kripke-
style semantics in which the connectives are treated as modal operators.
We introduce a set of nodes W ("worlds") which we call linguistic resources.
For the logical connectiv€, o, we introduce a ternary relation on W, R3.
The set W and the accessibility relation define a frame (W, R'). To define
the interpretation of the basic categories we add a valuation function 'u

that assigns subsets of W to the basic types and that satisfies the following
conditions for the complex types.

u(e o n) : {tu l-r,lylR3wra k r e u(a) k y er(s)l}
u(cle) : {n lVyYul(R3wry k y eu(s)) + w e u(c)l}
u(e\c) : {y lYrVwl(R3uny k r €u(a)) + w e u(c)l}

For the AB grammars we used the following clauses to make explicit
how expressions combine.

(ii) if \s1,AlB) and (s2, B) arcin L6 then so is (r, o sz,A),
(iii) if (s2,^B\,4) and (s1 ,Bl arein L6 then so is (s1 os2,A)

With these rules we can reason from the parts to the whole. We deduce
the category of the whole by inspecting the parts. However, these rules are
not enough to defrne a complete logic for the interpretation above. We
should also be able to reason the other way round.

(ii') if (s1 os2, Al e Ls and \tz,B) e Lc then (s1,A/Bl e Lc.
(iii') if (s1 o s2,.4) e L6 and (rr, B) e Lc then (s2, B\,4) € Lc.

In this case we deduce the type of one part from the type of the whole
and the type of the other part. Whereas clauses (ii) and (iii) are essentially
modus ponens steps from a logical perspective, the new rules are condi-
tionalisation steps.

Residuation The duality between composition expressed by r and selec-
tion expressed by the connectives f ,\, or the duality between construction
and deconstruction is an instance of the residuation schema. In the ax-
iomatic presentation, this duality is immediately apparent.

A -- C lB iff A o B ---+ C iff B ---+ /\C
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Natural Deduction In terms of formal rules of inference we can formu-
late the logic of combination in a Gentzen-style natural deduction format.
We also include the rules for c, which is the logical connective that cor-
responds to the structure building operation o. A judgment like f F C is
called a (natural deduction) sequent. The left-hand side, f, will be referred
to as t};e antecedent and the right-hand side, C, as the succedent.

In a sequent f F C the f-part consists of a term constructed from cate-
gories, by means of the term constructor o. This is taken to be associative
in the so-called associative Lambek calculus. This term represents the struc-
tured set of assumptions. The interpretation of the structured terms that
form the antecedent parallels the interpretation of r.

o(Ar o Az) : {w l1r,1ylRswrA k r e u(A1) k y e 'u(A2)]}

In the following definition we write f [A] for a term f containing a dis-
tinguished occurrence of the subterm A. For each relevant inference rule,
the distinguished occurrences in premise and conclusion are supposed to
occupy the same position in f.

Definitiort 17 (Lambek Calculus Gentzen $tyle hID) The following
rules define the Lambek calculus in the Gentzen Style Natural Deduction
presentation.

AIA

AF(ArB) r[(AoB)]tC r F A AI B Ior[a] r- c

f t AIB Lt B

Eo (f o A) t (Ao B)

(roA)FA

f r--B aFB\,4
(foA) F,4

(IoB)FA
ffillui')
q*#/\(ziil)

E IUi)

E\(iri)

The inference rules in the left column are called elimination rules because
they eliminate a logical connective in going from the premises to the con-
clusion. The rules in the right column are called introduction rules because
they introduce a logical connective in the conclusion.

The relation between the clauses above and the rules of inference comes
out clearly when we align them as follows.

(ii) if (s1,AlBl and (s2,.B) are in Ls then so is (s1 os2,A),
(ii) itf FA/BandAl-Bthenf oAFA.
(ii') if (s1 o s2,1) e L6 and \rz, B) e Lc then \s1, A/Bl e Lc.
(?i') if f oBFAthenf f A/B
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The expressions s1,s2,sL o s2 Constructed from words, are replaced by
terms, consisting of categories. We can say that an expression s of category
C is in the language if we can derive f F C, where I is like s but all the
words have been replaced by categories. Of course, this substitution has to
accord with the lexical type assignments.

The axiom says that from ,4, one can derive A. In terms of the interpreta-
tion of categories and terms we can read F as C. So, for the axiom we have
u(A) C u(A), which is trivially true. We can show that with the calculus
and interpretation as above a sequent f F C is a theorem of the calculus iff
r,(f) c u(C) (for all frames and valuations).

Lambek Calculus This version of categorial grammar is known as the
Lambek calculus (Lambek (1958), Lambek (1961)). What distinguishes this
calculus from the AB grammars is that we have two rules for each connec-
tive /, o, \: introduction rules that derive a complex category and elimina-
tion rules that show us what can be done with a complex category. In other
words, rules that tell us how parts can be assembled into wholes and rules
that tell us how combinations can be broken up into parts.

Example 3 (Gentzen Style Natural Deduction Derivation) The fol-
lowing derivation is a simple instantiation of rule (ie).

NP/NFrul/N N-N El
(Nn/N o N) l- Nn

It is easy to see that this derivation shows that ((a o pizza),Nv) e Lc,
provided that Nr/tq is a lexically assigned category for a and N a category
for pizza. To make this relation between expression and category explicit,
we can systematically replace the categories in the antecedent by the lexical
items. This is the shorthand format we will be using in most linguistic
examples. It is also the format which we introduced at the end of the
presentation of AB-grammars in the previous chapter.

a l- Nr,/N pizza I w El
(aopizza) Fwr

Let us now consider the use of the introduction rule. Intuitively, it says
that if we know that some compositional structure f o s is of type a then we
can conclude that the structure I (i.e. the original structure without B) is of
the type e/r (i.e. the type of constructions that combine with s elements
to form A expressions).

Example 4 (Argument Lowering) The introduction rule can be used
to derive argument lowering: a lexical type assignment for a verb like need,

tv/((s/Nr)\s), can be lowered to IV/Nr. We use u and t to represent the
hypothetical terms in the antecedent.
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tFs/NP UFNP
touFs

needtwl($lNn)\s) u F (s/Nr)\s

29

El
/\
El

needonpltv
need F rv/Nl,

Semantics In the previous chapter, the meaning dimension of natural
language expressions was modelled by means of A-expressions. In the cat-
egorial calculus, the semantics of words was provided by the lexicon and
the meaning of phrasal expressions was calculated on the basis of the rules
of inference. We repeat the procedure for the elimination rules in Prawitz
notation (E<C>M).

s1 {A/B>t1 sr<B>r, sr(Btrtz s2<B\A>t1
s1 os2<A>(tfiz) s1 os2<A>(tfiz)

The semantic effect of this combination rule is that the function asso-
ciated with the functor category is applied to the semantic term associated
with the argument category. The application rule corresponds to the elim-
ination rule in the Gentzen style natural deduction format. The rule of
introduction in this calculus is coupled with in the meaning recipe. We
only provide the rules for l.

ll A/B>h L,l B>tz (f o B > u) F A> t
(f o A) t A> (trtr) T t AIB D \r.t

This shows that the way a semantic representation is determined in
this more extended categorial calculus is similar to the method used be-
fore. The interpretation of complex structures is derived in the spirit of the
so-called Curry-Howard correspondence. For more discussion and exten-
sions to other connectives we refer to Morrill (1994), Carpenter (L999) and
Moortgat (1997).

Unary Connectives The logic of residuation is the general starting point
for further extensions. We first consider extensions to connectives of a dif-
ferent arity. We deflne a unary product connective that parallels the binary
one by leaving out the second (B) argument of r and o from the rules of
Definition 17.

AF,4r I[Ao] FC 1.F,4
flal rc IoFAo

We can do the same for the slash connectives.

rtAl (ro)FA
(Io) FA ttA/

rl

El r/
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We write the unary equivalent of the product operotor r as O and the
unary slash operator as E, use prefix notation and replace the structural
operator . o . by brackets: (.), to get a more readable notation:

a r o.4 r[(/)] r- c
f[a] rc
rF rA
(r) F ,4

In axiomatic form, we get the following.

rFA
(f) r oA

(r) F,4
r.F n/

QA --, C iff A ---+ aC

We can introduce connectives of other arities as well. In this book,
however, we will only use the connectives f ,., \, 0, tr. We provide examples
of their linguistic use in Section 2.3. They will also figure prominently in
Part II.

Models For the model-theoretic interpretation, we add binary accessibil-
ity relations to the frame: \W, R3, R2) and add clauses for the unary con-
nectives.

u(on) : {wl=rlRzwrkre u(n)l}
o(rn) : {r I VtrlRzwr + u €"(e)l}

Language After this summary of the proof-theoretic and model-theoretic
properties of the generalised Lambek system, it remains to be shown how
the system is used for the purpose of linguistic description, i.e. how it
is used as a grammar formalism. In fact, there is not much new to be
said here. A grammar is still merely an assignment of types to words:
G : Lex C V x C, but the set of categories is now extended and the terms
in the antecedent become more complex as well.

C ::: B lC oC lClC I C\C I oC I trC
T:::Clgo") l(")

We require interpretation clauses for terms which are straightforward
extensions of the interpretation function u for categories. The denotation
of a term is similar to the denotation of a category. There are three cases to
consider. A term is either a category (so the interpretation is the same) or
constructed out of subterms (7 rT), orbracketed as (7). We assume that o

is non-associative. The interpretation of these complex terms is the same
as the interpretation of complex categories: (C .C), or OC, as the following
definition makes clear.
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Definition 18 (Interpretation of Terms) The interpretation of com-
plex terms is as follows.

31

u(r1 o 12)
,((r))

{w I lr,1ylRswry k r e u(r1) k a e u(r2)l}
{tul:rfRzwrkreu(r)]]

A language, L C E x C is a set of pairs of expressions (non-empty strings
E : V+) and categories. We define a language .Lp1 by a lexicon Lex as in
Moortgat (7997, p. 10a). For a general model fu[ - \W, R', R2,rl to qualify
as appropriate for a lexicon Lex, we assume V c W, and we require the
valuation u to be compatible with lexical type assignments, in the sense
that, for all r e V, (*, Al e Lex implies r e a(A).

Definition 19 (Language - NL) Given a model M that qualifies for a

lexicon Lex, we will say that the grammar assigns type B to a non-empty
string of lexical resourc€s n1 .-.nn € V+ or (r1 . ..tn,B) e -L6 provided there
are lexical type specifications (*u, An) € Lex such that we can deduce B from
some "(Ar ,..., An) in the general type logic. By o(41 ,...,An) we mean the
possible products of the formulas AL, ..., An in that order.

From a linguistic perspective, we are not just interested in the language
as a set of pairs of expressions and categories, but also in the informa-
tion carried by the derivation(s) associated with these pairs. "Linguistic
composition in the form dimension is captured in the term structure over
antecedent assumptions." (Moortgat (1,997, p. 119)). "Semantic interpre-
tation can be read off directly from the proof which establishes the well-
formedness (derivability) of an expression." (Moortgat (1997, p. 115)).

Example We already provided an example of how the calculus is used to
deflne the grammaticality of the simple noun phrase (a o pizza). Following
the definition, to show that ((a a pizza), NP) € L6, wp have to derive I F wp.
Provided that Nn/N and N are among the lexically assigned types to a and
pizza, respectively we can take I to be (Nr,/w o N).

Nt,/NFur,/u NFN El
(ut,/rrloN)FNn

In the alternative presentation, we use expressions as antecedent terms.
The type assignments that are assumed for these derivations can be read off
from the axiom leaves.

a i- xn/u pizza I u
(a o pizza) l- wn

El
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2.2 Structure

cneprr,n 2

In the previous section we have introduced the pure residuated version of
a categorial grammar with operators of various arities. The modus ponens
rule from AB-grammars was complemented by a rule of conditionalisation.
We will now look at variations of the calculus in which this logic of residu-
ation is paired with a package of structural rules thus defining a landscape
of structural options with respect to the composition relation (associative
versus non-associative, commutative versus non-commutative etc.). Struc-
tural rules for the unary connectives will be presented in the next section.

In this context it is important to realise that the assumptions that make
up the antecedent are configured into a structured term. We will point
out what this structure of the antecedent involves precisely and how it can
be manipulated to define useful variants of the calculus. In the following
section we discuss the combination of several options in a mixed system
and we introduce additional machinery to handle the interaction between
the different systems.

In the previous chapter, when discussing the parallels between applica-
tion in an AB-calculus and the rule of modus ponens in propositional logic,
we mentioned an important difference between the two logics. In catego-
rial systems the logic is sensitive to the order of the premises which relates
to the order of the words and phrases. We therefore have two distinct con-
nectives / and \ corresponding to f .

This already points out that a grammar logic must be sensitive to aspects
of linguistic structure. It must be resource and structure-sensitive. Not only
the order of assumptions is important, but also other structural aspects:
the number (multiplicity) of occurrences of assumptions (categories in the
antecedent) matters, and the way they are grouped together (combined by
brackets).

Multiplicity Two sequents that differ only in the number of occurrences
of the formulas in the antecedent are different sequents and may thus dif-
ferin derivability. Thesequentsa/roBos F a and (e/r)ls" n l- n, for
instance, are not derivable because the first has one formula too many and
the second is one formula short.

The following attempts to derive these sequents can be used as an indi-
cation of what goes wrong. The square brackets in the f,rst attempt are here
used to collapse two derivations into one. Both the one with and without
this extra premise will fail.

elnl alt n I n

Aftosl-e El 
[r F n]

VAfvosotl/ t
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(rlt)lrt @ln)fi s F s B/(rlt)/tonFe/n
(nlr)lnott/ e

In propositional logic, the number of times an assumption occurs does
not matter because besides the elimination and introduction rules for the
connectives, there are structural rules that can manipulate the assumptions
in a term. These may include rules that allow one to duplicate copies of a

formula (contraction) or to throw away copies (weakening), for instance.
Because not all the structural rules are generally available in the cat-

egorial logic, we are dealing with an instance of a so-called substrucfitral
or resource-conscious logic (see Do5en and Schrcider-Heister (1993), Troel-
stra (1992)). The reason that we do not want such rules unrestrictedly is
because the categories (formulas) represent linguistic material which we do
not want to be copied and deleted at random but only in a controlled way,
if at all.

Order Another aspect of linguistic objects is that words and constituents
cannot permute freely. The calculus as we have presented it incorporates
this restriction. For instance, we can derive AIB o s [- a but not B o a/n F e.

If we add the structural rule of permutation to the calculus we get a

version of a categorial grammar that is known as the Lambek/Van Benthem
calculus, also known under the abbreviation LP: Lambek with Permutation
(van Benthem (1986)).

f[Aro41] l-c
PERMf[AroA2] Fc

In axiomatic form, this structural rule looks as follows.

AoB---BoA

Whereas the axioms are defined on categories, the natural deduction
format uses terms and introduces contexts f . Using this rule we can derive
noa/nl-a.

nlnl e.ln B I Ela/noel-e
BilEtsA

Associativity We pointed out that the order and number of occurrences
of categories in the antecedent is important. For instance, the structural
rule of permutation is not present in the Nt system. In terms of the prop-
erty of the structural operation o this can be rephrased by saying that in
the Lambek calculus it is non-commutative. The brackets that we have put

PERM
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around terms are, in the absence of structural rules and further conven-
tions, assumed to be non-associative as well. The brackets provide extra
information about the construction of the term, deflning constituent struc-
ture. If we want the o operation to be associative then we have to take care
that we can change a structure (c1 o (cz o cs)) into a structure ((c, o c2) o ca)
and vice versa. This can be effected by introducing the following structural
rule.

r[((AroAz)oAs)] FC
r[(Aro(AzoA3))] FC ASSOC

The double line is used as a notational convention to show that the rule
works both ways. The notation captures the following two structural rules.

r[(A,o(AzoA3))] FC
ASSOCl

r[((4,oAz) oA3)] IC
ASSOCzr[((4, o Az) o A3)] l- C r[(4,o(AzoA3))] FC

In axiomatic form the rule ASSoc can be presented as follows.

Ao(B rC) <--+ (A:B)tC
The difference between an associative and a non-associative system can

be illustrated in several ways. The sequent (e/r "ulc) +.Af c, forinstance,
is a theorem in the associative system but not in the non-associative one.

Ylclslc cl-c El
elr t d,lt (n/c"c)Fn El(a/no(y/coc)) Fa

((elsoslc)oc) Fa ASSOC

rl(a/soB/c)telc
The difference between the associative and the non-associative system

can also be illustrated by the possible types for a simple transitive verb. If
we choose the assignment (Nr\s)/Nn then we can derive both (1) and (2) in
the associative calculus, but only the flrst in the non-associative calculus.

(1) Nn o ((Nr,\s)/Nt, o Nn) F s

(Z) (ur o (wr\s)/Nr,) o Nn F s

The following derivations show at what point we need the rule of asso-
ciativity.

baked F (Nr\s)/nr pizzas F NIp El
Toni F ttp (baked o pizzas) F r.rr,\s

(1) (Toni o (baked o pizzas)) I s

baked F (ur\s)/un pizzas F Np

Toni F Np (baked o pizzas) F I'u,\s

(Toni o (baked o pizzas)) I s

E\

t\
(2) ((Toni o baked) o pizzas) I s

ASSOC

El
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In fact, the associative calculus is 'structurally complete' in the sense
that when some sequent is derivable then all sequents that differ from
it only in the way the antecedent is bracketed are derivable as well (see

Buszkowsi (1988) for the formal proof and Moortgat (1988) for the linguis-
tic consequences).

Associativity and Introduction We provide another linguistic exam-
ple of the associativity rule, this time in combination with an introduction
rule.

Example 5 (Use of Introduction rule) We illustrate the use of the in-
troduction rule with a derivation for a relative clause. We have already seen

derivations for simple sentences like he baked the pizza. Now consider con-
structions like the pizza that he baked. If we have lexical assignments such
that we can derive he o baked o the a pizza F s, then using the introduction
rule we can prove that he o baked is in s/un (an expression that needs a

noun phrase to form a sentence). Of course, when proving that he o baked
is in s/Nn, there is no object ltp. We proceed by hypothesising one which
we have to withdraw later. We use the label t for the hypothesised noun
phrase. We mark the sequent with brackets to show that this hypothesis
has been withdrawn.

baked F (Nr\s)/Nn [t l--Nr,]
El

heFNp (baked o t) t- ur\s
E\

heo(bakedot) Fs
(heobaked)otls ASSOC

rl
(heobaked) F s/Nr

Now this phrase is ready to combine with a relative pronoun to form a

relative (noun modifier) clause, by modus ponens.

thatt (N\N)/(s/Np) (he o baked) F s/Nr
(that o (he o baked)) F N\N

Multiple Systems We started this section on the Lambek calculus by
def,ning a calculus based on the pure logic of residuation. We have now
shown how this calculus captures the number (multiplicity), order and
structure of the Iinguistic resources. Adding structural rules to the calcu-
lus provides us with interesting alternatives. In the following paragraphs
we will see how the different alternatives can be combined into a mixed
system and how postulates can be defined that specify the interaction be-
tween them.

El
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2.3 Mixed-Multimodal
Instead of choosing between an associative or non-associative calculus it is
also possible to mix them together into one system. For this we need a de-
vice to make a distinction between the connectives, distinguishing the as-
sociative f o,.o,\* from the non-associative f n,,.r,,\, ones. The subscripts,
or resource management modes, distinguish between different connectives.
The bracketings of the terms (.o.) must be made distinct as well by indexing
the structural connective o. For each triple of connectives we assume the
base logic expressing the residuation relations. For the associative case we
add the appropriate structural rule. Because the calculi differ only in the
structural rules, we can present the logical rules more compactly as follows,
where i is a variable ranging over resource management modes.

AiA

A F (A .r, B) r[(,4 oi B)) t C lliA aliBE.t I.tflal FC

I t AliB A F B

(f o,A) F (AoiB)

(f o,B)lA rt
(f or L)t A

rFB AFA\,8

E1 I \ o / f It' llAliB t.

-\ (B "of) F AE\,, r+ Bffi- I\c(fo6A) F,4

f [((Ar o, Az) o" A3)] F C

f [(4, oo (Az o" A3))] l- C

a F oi.4 r[(,4)c] F C Eot fiflarc'

ASSOC

f[a] Fc

TlaiA
(r), F A

(r), F ,4Ezr flaAI't
Besides the modes a and n we can introduce others, for instance a com-

mutative mode c or a mode that is both associative and commutative ac,

etc. The unary connectives can similarly be indexed by resource manage-
ment modes.

Interaction Besides having structural rules in which one kind of struc-
tural connective is manipulated, we can also define postulates in which the
interaction between structural modes is expressed. We first present a series
of postulates in which unary structural configurations interact with binary
modes.
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f [(Ar)z "" (Az),] F C

f [(A, o" A2)1] F C

f [(Ar)1 o" A2] F C f [A, o" (A2)a] t C

f [(A, o" A,2)a] F C f [(4, o" A2)a] l- C

The distribution postulates K (strong distribution) and K1, 12 (weak dis-
tribution) allow us to replace the structural brackets i around a complex
construction by structural brackets i around the parts or around one part.
Inclusion postulates allow us to change some structural configuration j into
another i.

r[(A)4] F c
r(ALl F c I

Although we will use this format for postulates in derivations, we will
often def,ne them in the axiomatic form which is easier to read.

K On(A.* B) - QrA t* QiB
K1 Or(A., B) * OiA .* B
K2 Oo(A ." B) -+ A o* QiB
I O iA --+ QiA

Note that the left-hand side of the axiomatic rule corresponds to the
left-hand side of the bottom sequent in a natural deduction presentation
(and the right-hand side to the left-hand side of the top sequent).

The unary structure-building operators provide extra structure in the an-
tecedent term represented by brackets. The logical rules for O and I can be
used to introduce and remove different types of brackets. The behaviour of
the operators is further refined by collections of structural postulates. This
extra structure can be used for different purposes. In Part III we will let
the unary modalities and their corresponding structures refine the classifi-
cation structure with morphosyntactic information and use postulates like
the one above to distribute this information in trees.

Unary modalities are often used to define different domains of locality
(see Moortgat (1997) for examples and further references). Originally, the
unary modalities were introduced in substructural logics like linear logic to
recover the options normally provided by structural rules like permutation
in a controlled way. The following postulate illustrates this use.

PERM QoA t" B +-+ B t"QoA

In this case, we introduce a restricted form of permutation. It is re-
stricted to the mode c and allowed only if one of the subcategories is
marked with Or.

We will call this generalisation of the Lambek calculus with connectives
of different arities and connectives with different structural properties (but

37
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all defined by a base logic of residuation) the generalised Lambek calculus or
t}ae mixed multimodal Lambek calculus.

We wiII often write (i) and [z], for Q6 and tra, r€spectively. Note that the
brackets (.) will be used both around resource management modes and in
terms. The context should make it clear which use is intended.

Models and Language The interpretation of the multimodal types is a
simple generalisation of the relational semantics we provided for the sim-
pler system. As before, we define a Kripke-style semantics in which the
connectives are treated as modal operators. This means that we introduce
a set of nodes ?7 (worlds) which we call linguistic resources. For each logical
connective, we introduce a relation on W of the arity of the connective
plus one: @l,Rl). The set W and the families of relations (accessibility
relations in modal terms) deflne a frame (w, {R'r' ,rr, {R?)a.7) (wherer ob-
viously refers to the set of resource management modes). To define the
interpretation of the basic categories we add a valuation function u as be-
fore but now relativised to the resource management modes.

Extra conditions on the accessibility relations that are proof theoreti-
cally defined in terms of the structural rules, including the interaction and
inclusion postulates, are semantically defined as constraints on the frame,
defining further properties of the accessibility relation, i.e. the linguistic
structure. Corresponding to the various structure manipulating rules above
we have the following frame conditions.

ASSoc lt(R"urt k R"tyz) e=tt(Routtz k Rottry)
K (Ro*, k R*zut) + )utlttlR u'u k Rot't k R*zu't'l
K1 (Rowz k R*zut) + lutlRou'u k Rrzu't)
K2 (Routz k, Rrzut) + 

=tt[Rot'u 
k Rrzutt)

P (R*w'z k Rru'w) + (R*zw' k Rrw'rr)
t (R*wz) + (Rnutz)

In order to let such a mixed, multimodal grammar logic define a lan-
guage we have to make some obvious changes to the definitions we pro-
vided above, indexing logical and structural connectives by a variable rang-
ing over resource management modes. These changes are trivial. They
concern definitions of categories, terms, etcetera.

A language, L C E x C, is a set of pairs of expressions and categories.
A languaEe Lc is deflned relative to a lexicon Lexand a concrete instantia-
tion of a generalised Lambek system. By a concrete instantiation we mean
that the set of basic types, the set of resource management modes and the
various structural rules are all fixed. Also in these multimodal systems we
are not just interested in the set ,L5r, but rather in the derivations. From a

Iinguistic perspective, the form dimension is captured in the term structure
of the antecedent assumptions and the meaning is read off from the proof.
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To illustrate the use of structural rules we present a derivation of an
example taken from the analysis of Dutch verb raising by Moortgat and
Oehrle (1996). We will not discuss the details of this type of construction
here. It is important to note that it involves cross-serial dependencies that
are not context-free. We want to be able to derive a verb phrase category for
Marie wil plagen {Mary wants to tease), where Marie is the object of. plagen, as

in lan weet dat Piet Marie wil plagen (lan knows that Piet Maie wants to tease
= Ian knows that Piet wants to tease Marie).

Example 6 (Language Fragment - GL) We assume the following con-
crete generalised Lambek system, presenting the postulates in axiomatic
form. Mode 1 refers to phrasal composition and 0 is used for verb clusters.

Signature
B : {Nn, vn, tNE}
I : {0,1}

Postulates
I OtA*QoA
K2 Or(1 .t B) ---+ A 11 O1B
K Oo(A.o B) - OoA rs OsB
MC A:1 (B.o C) --+ B.o (/ ., C)

Lexicon
wil ls(vr/srNr)
Maie NP

plagen trs(Nr,\1tNrr)

plagen F !o(Nn\1rNr)
EA
E\

wil I ns(vl,/elNr) Marie F Np (plagenls l- Nn\1INr
(wil)s l- vr/6INE Marie o1 (gtlagen)o F lNr El

(wil)s os (Marie o1 (plagen)e) F vr
MC

Marie o1 ((wil)s os U)lagen)6) F vr
Marie o1 (wil os plagen)6 F vr
Maie o1 (wil os plagen)1 l- vr

lMarie o1 (wil os plagen))1 t vr K2

/n
Marie o1 (wil os plagen) F llvr

We start (at the top) by assembling the words wil, Mariq and plagen in
the structural configuration and in the order that is required by the selec-
tion operators /, \. Next, we apply structural reasoning to derive the proper
verb-raising order. The main rule is that of mixed commutativity (vtc).
This takes care that the verbs get clustered.

EI
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2.4 Alternative Proof Presentations

In the presentation of the grammar logic above, we have made use of dif-
ferent styles of presenting a derivation. In the sequel we will use the style
that is most convenient for the problems at hand. Besides the Prawitz-style
trees and the (Gentzen-style) natural deduction format we will also make
use of the Gentzen sequent calculus.

Gentzen Sequent As in the Gentzen-style natural deduction presenta-
tion, we use sequents of the form f =+ C, where f is a term (antecedent)
and C a category (succedent). We use + instead of F to mark that we are
using the Gentzen sequent presentation.

To show that some expression -B is of category C, we flrst simply replace
the words in ^E by a category (one assigned to the word in the lexicon), and
then we organise the result in a structural configuration to obtain a term
T. If we can derive 7 + C by the rules below, then we have shown that
E e u(C).

____:_-. o,frA+ A
f[Aoa B)+C f +A A=+B R.tL.;
TlAq B) + C foiA+AtaB

L,+B f[,a] +C

f [A oa B\,/] + C

llAliB "; Al + C

L,+B f[A] =+C

Lto lffiu,
I\, Boil+A D\

f + BV/ rL\i

ffia+,
ffi*",

|l(,4),1 + BL\ /sJ Ti\

l[OaAl 1fi "*'

r[A] =+ B
r[(triA)i] + B Lzt

We will sometimes use the Gentzen sequent presentation because it
shows the duality between the connectives very well. It is also useful for
the definition of backward chaining proof search. The rules can therefore
best be read from conclusion to premise. Instead of elimination and intro-
duction rules, the Gentzen sequent presentation uses left and right rules.
The left rules manipulate connectives in the antecedent (to the left of +)
and the right rules manipulate connectives in the succedent (to the right
of +). The right rules correspond to the introduction rules of the natural
deduction presentation.
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The left rules for r and O are less complicated than the elimination
rules in the natural deduction version: the logical connective is replaced
by its structural counterpart. The left rules for I and \ define application.
Consider ttre Lli rule which says that an antecedent f that contains the
substructwe Af aB oi A within it is of type C provided that A is of type B
and the sequent I with A/rB oi A replaced by ,4 is of type C. This expresses
the behaviour of Af iB: form a combination of type A with a structure A
of type B. Also important in the derivations below are the rules for l.
The l?tr ruIe says that in order to show that some structure f is in Da,A we
have to show that the 'marked'version (f)6 is in A. This corresponds to
the axiomatic form OtrA -. A. The ,LEi rule nicely shows how structural
brackets check (and remove) the tr-operators in the antecedent.

To present certain linguistic examples, we will also use a syntactically
sugared version of this calculus in which we replace categories in the an-
tecedent by the lexical forms. As an illustration, we present the derivation
of thathe baked in this notation. We will often omit the line closing off
the axiom leaves for the sake of readability. In this example we have used
associativity implicitly.

NP+NP S=+ qr\
un o un\S =+ s

41

heoNn\s+s
(ler\

NP+NP Ll
he o (Nn\s)/Nn o NP =* s

heobakedoNP*S
(ler)

heobaked+s/Nr
(u\N)/(s/Np) a he o baked =+ N\N

(ter)
thatoheobaked+N\tt

Prarnritz We have introduced the elimination or application rule in the
Prawitz formulation above, but did not present the introduction rules yet.
We provide both of them here. The introduction rules show clearly the
procedure involved in hypothetical reasoning. In the flrst step a category
/ is derived using a hypothetical assumption B which is withdrawn in the
introduction step when AIB is derived. The brackets around the hypothet-
ical assumption mark that it has been withdrawn.

N\N + N\N
Rl
Ll

B B\,4A/B B
AA le

lBl

A
AIB

lB)*

A

li'n aia \t"

\e
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In this presentation the derivation for that he baked proceeds as follows.

baked
(rvp\s)/Np [r.rp]1

Nn\s
that S

s/Nr(u\w)/(s/Np)
x\ttr

Summary
In this chapter we have presented a logical, deductive perspective on gram-
mars. We have deflned a dedicated grammar logic as a speciflc variant of a

substructural, resource-sensitive logic. The sensitivity involves the number
of times a formula can be used in a derivation and the structural configu-
ration of the assumptions, which reflects important properties of linguistic
expressions.

The notion of linguistic composition and of its dual selection is logically
characterised by the properties of the logical constant r and its left and
right residuals /, \. These connectives and their (complete) logic define the
basic rules of composition and selection in the grammar logic.

In the first chapter we discussed applicative categorial grammars that
admit only the modus ponens type of reasoning. Moortgat (1997) writes:
"The insight that Modus Ponens and Hypothetical Reasoning are two in-
separable aspects of the interpretation of the 'logical constants' /, \ is the
key contribution of Lambek's work in the late Fifties". From a linguistic
point of view, we have provided an illustration of how hypothetical rea-
soning relates the treatment of local and non-local dependencies (the lat-
ter exemplified by the relative clauses) and how it complements the rule of
functional application with a rule of A-abstraction in the semantic dimen-
sion.

By varying the structural characteristics of the logical constants it is pos-
sible to define a landscape of compositional configurations. In this way the
base logic, expressing the residuation relation between composition and
selection, is refined. Aspects of structure are taken into account by distin-
guishing, for instance, between commutative or non-commutative versions
and associative versus non-associative ones. This provides the basis for a

modular construction of the grammar. The logical core is formed by the
logic of residuation defining selection and composition, whereas structural
rule packages provide more fine-grained modulation of the structure.

In the multimodal systems, different structural options live next to each
another. In a mixed multimodal system as we have presented it, unary
connectives 0 and I (related by the same base Iogic of residuation) can be
used to control the interaction between different modes of combination
and thereby trigger further structural manipulation. We have illustrated

he
NP

1t
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this with an analysis of the Dutch verb-raising constructions that are not
context-free.

In the third part of this book we will consider a different application for
this type of communication between the unary and binary connectives.
There, the logical rules for unary connectives are used to characterise a

feature checking procedure for morphosyntactic information that parallels
the logical ruIes defining the selection and composition procedure by the
binary ones. In this case, the unary connectives will make use of the binary
structures to move around in, percolating and distributing morphosyntac-
tic information through phrase structure. This will enable us to comple-
ment the fine-grained potential of the binary connectives to characterise
selection and composition by more refined mechanisms to classify expres-
sions using the unary modalities. Before we come to that, however, we will
look at more elaborate techniques to classify expressions in particular types
of phrase structure grammars.





3

Generalised Phrase Structure
Grammars

In the simple phrase structure grammars introduced in Chapter 1 we used
categories as atomic symbols. However, in many contemporary linguistic
theories it is customary to model categories by structured objects called fea-
ture bundles or feature structures. In theories like Head-Driven Phrase Struc-
ture Grammar (Hrsc) such structures are also used to model lexical entries,
phrase structure trees, semantic content and even the rules and principles
of grammar (Pollard and Sag (1987)).

In this chapter we want to indicate what motivates the use of feature
structures in grammatical description. We illustrate some of the ways in
which feature structures are used and point out the specific benefits they
offer to the descriptive grammarian. We first show how they provide a more
fine-grained description language to classify expressions along multiple di-
mensions. Also, the partial informativeness ordering deflned on feature
structures is used as a taxonomic classification schema on the universe of
expressions (sub- and superclasses) and makes it possible to simplify the
grammar by generalising over certain properties (abstraction). The decom-
position of information also provides a handle on presenting the grammar
as a collection of principles that fix the behaviour of some individual prop-
erty or of a collection of properties (factorisation).

3.1, Feature Strrrcture Theories
The use of feature structures to model categories has a long tradition in
linguistics. A formal theory of these structures was presented in Gazdar et
al. (1985) and Gazdar et a/. (1988), synthesising earlier work by several of
the authors involved in these publications and others. The formal rigour
and the precise description of non-trivial fragments was attractive not only
to linguists but also to logicians, mathematicians, computer scientists and
computational linguists. During the last two decades both the formal as-

pects of feature structures and their linguistic applications have been inves-
tigated extensively.

Here we sketch the apparatus that is used in constraint-based grammar
formalisms only briefly. For a more in-depth discussion we refer to the lit-
erature. The classic introduction is Shieber (1986). For surveys and the dis-
cussion of technical issues we refer to Blackburn (1994), Carpenter (1992b),
KeIIer (1993), King (1989) and Rounds (1997). These monographs and dis-
sertations provide insights into different types of feature structure systems,

45
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and into different approaches to formalising feature structures and feafiire
description languages. Many of them also provide a survey of historical de-
velopments. Our brief presentation is only meant to recapitulate the major
aspects of feature structures that are important for linguistic description.

Feature structures Feature structures are often defined as rooted, di-
rected, acyclic graphs with labels on the edges (features) and on the nodes
(sorts), with some extra requirements like the functionality constraint which
states that from each node in a feature structure there can at most be
one outgoing arc for each label. We discuss some further aspects using
the modal approach, (Blackburn (1993), Blackburn et al. (1993), Black-
burn (1994)), in which feature structures are presented as Kripke models.

Definition 2O (Feature Structure) Let L, "4 and B be non-empty enu-
merable sets called attribufes (or features), sorts (or types) and nominal sym-
bols respectively. (lf, {Rrh.r,{Q.}",a-AuB)t is a feature structure of signature
(L, A), where

r ^A[ is a non-empty set called the set of nodes;
r for all I e L, Rt, is a binary relation on .n[ that is a partial function

(transition);
r for all o € A, Qo is a subset of I[,
r for aII o e B, Qo is a singleton subset of N.

It is often assumed that each node can be decorated with a single sort
only (we relax this requirement below). Note that nominals refer to unique
points in the model.

Further restrictions can be imposed on this structure to define the spe-
cific kind of feature structure that is assumed in most of the grammatical
theories using feature structures that we will discuss. The binary relation
.Rr (defining transitions between nodes) is defined to be a partial function.
This accounts for the functionality constraint we mentioned above. Sug-
gestions for axiomatising the notion of feature structure can be found in
Blackburn (1993) who discusses several of the restrictions together with for-
mula schemata that express the appropriateness conditions on the acces-
sibility relation. For instance, the condition that they should be partially
functional is expressed by the schema: (flf - [/]/. However, to state such
a constraint we need a language to talk about feature structures.

One option is the language,LN discussed in Blackburn (1994). Syntac-
tically the language ,LN 1of signature \L,, A,B)) is a (multi-)modal proposi-
tional language containing an .C indexed collection of distinct modalities;
an A indexed collection of propositional symbols (5) and a set of symbols
called the nominals A/ which are indexed by 6. These are used to refer to
individual nodes. They will be represented by symbols i, j,k.... The set of
well-formed formulas F of .L is defined as follows.
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F::: s lI/ | (LlF I r ^f
In this simple language conjunction is the only boolean operator. In

line with Blackburn (1,99$ we could add negation and disjunction, but we
will not need these. In our examples, we will also make use of other feature
description languages.

Semantically, the modal formulas can be interpreted in the Kripke mod-
els as usual. The sorts represent subsets of the domain and modal operators
correspond to accessibility relations. So, the Kripke structures alias feature
structures serve as models for this language. The important interpretation
clauses for .LN are as follows (po is used as a variable over sorts and nomi-
nals).

u(p") : Qo

a((0^rbD : u(finuQl,t)

Similar deflnitions of a modal feature language can be found in Dcirre
et al. (1996) and van Eijck (1998). Quite a few other feature description
languages have been proposed in the literature which is much too vast to
do justice here. For these we refer to the literature mentioned above.

Exanrples Given the features .C : { sYtrt, BAR, NUM} and sorts u[: {v, 2,
pl|,we can form the formula: (catn(svN)vn(nan)Zn(uuu)p/). This formula
is a description of a feature structure. We can depict its interpretation by
a graph where the nodes correspond to the elements of the domain, the
edges between the nodes correspond to the accessibility relations (in this
case labelled by a feature, i.€. the name of the relation) and the labels on
the nodes to the sorts (values).

SYN

Such a graph can also be depicted by an attribute-value matrix like the
following.

cat
SYN V

BAR 2
NUM pl

pt
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The term feature structure is used to refer to obiects in the Kripke model,
the graphs, i.e. to the interpretation of the modal formulas. A formula
from the modal language describing a feature structure is called a feature
desciptioru. A logical language for describing feature structures will be called
a feature description language.

As we have just illustrated, the attribute-value matrices are used to de-
pict feature structures (some examples of this use are Pollard and Sag (1987),
Carpenter (1992b), Johnson (1988)). However, they can also be used as for-
mulas from some "attribute-value description langu age" (Blackburn (1 994),
Pollard and Sag (1994)). For the sake of readability, we will often use the
attribute-value matrices as the description language as well. In the absence
of negation and disjunction, the attribute-value matrix interpreted as a fea-
ture structure is the most general satisfi.er of the (same) attribute-value ma-
trix interpreted as a description.

Not all formulas from the feature description language have a model
that meets the requirements we mentioned earlier. For instance the for-
mula ((svN)v A (svN)2) has no feature structure model if we assume that
only one sort can decorate a node. The reason for this is that the func-
tionality requirement forces us to consider only models in which the tran-
sitions on sYN lead to the same node and the formula requires us to assign
two sorts to this node (v and 2).

Feature structures can get more complex than the one above. First of all
the value of a feature can be a node that has further transitions. Secondly it
is possible that the values for a certain feature are 're-entrant' or 'structure-
sharing'. In the graph representation, this means that two edges in a graph
will end up at the same node.

HEAD

HEAD

This graph is described by the following formula that uses a nominal to
refer to the (re-entrant) node.

(phrase A
(car)(nnan) z n
(orns) (norn) (car) (nnao) (i n noun))
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In the attribute-value matrix notation the re-entrant structure is repre-
sented with so-called tags (boxed numbers are often used).

phrase

CAT

DTRS

f nroo Fll IL t+J
Iroro [.^; Inroo fnou, ] ]]]

Signature We have seen above that the set of feature structures for a

given application is deflned relative to a signature defining the kind of
transition relations f, and sorts "4. For specific applications further con-
straints can be defined. In so-called typed feature structure systems, the sorts
are organised into a sort-hierarchy. The set of well-formed structures can be
further restricted by providing constraints on the domain and range of the
accessibility relations (transition functions). We will briefly consider these
restrictions on the ontology.

Sort-hierarchy In most current versions of feature-structure systems,
the sorts are assumed to be partially ordered (<) in the signature. If a1 I d2t
where or is a supersort of a2 (or alternatively put az is the subsort of o1),
this means semantically that u(a2) e ,(or). h this case, the restriction on
nodes in a feature structure that they only have one sort does not hold. If
a node is of some sort o, it is also of the supersort ae; ds I a*. For in-
stance, if cat J v then ((svN)v n (svN)caf) has a model, where the node that
is reached by following the svw edge has two sorts.

The sort-hierarchy provides a taxonomic classifi.cation of the elements
in the domain.

Appropriateness Not every combination of a feature and a value
makes sense. For instance, in a linguistic setting, where feature structures
are used to represent categories, nom and acc are sorts that are appropriate
for the attribute cASE but not for ppnsoN.

Appropriate
I nom-caf I
[ .otu nom ]

Not appropriate
I nom-caf I
I nu*to* nom ]

Secondly, some features do not make sense for structures of a particular
sort. cAsE is an attribute that is suited for nouns but not verbs and TENSE

(with possible values like present and past) is suited for verbs (represented
by feature structures of sort v-cat for instance) but not nouns so a feature
structure that is specified for both these attributes does not make sense.
Other features llke number and person can be appropriate for both sorts.
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Appropriate
nom-cat
CASE ACC

PERSON third
NUMBER singular

Not Appropriate
nom-cat
TENSE past
PERSON third
NUMBER singular

Appropriate
v-cat
TENSE past
PERSoN third
NUMBER singular

Not Appropriate
v-cat
CASE acc
PERSON third
NUMBER singular

Therefore, for a given application, the signature will not merely flx the
sets 4 and 

"4 but will also indicate constraints on the domain and the range
of the relations indexed by L, relative to the sorts of the elements. We
will say that when a feature or attribute I is appropriate for a sort s, then
elements of the sort s are included in the domain of the function ,&. If
we say that a sort is an appropriate value for a feature I then elements of
the sort s are in the range of R7. Variations on this type of appropriateness
conditions can be put in the signature as well.

Totally WeII-Typed and Sort Resolved In Pollard and Sag (1994),
feature structures that model linguistic expressions are required to be to-
tally well-typed (see also Carpenter (1992b)) and sort-resolved. Note that
type and sort in this context are taken as synonyms. Such feature struc-
tures must obey the appropriateness restrictions and each node must have
a 'resolved' sort (one that has no proper subsorts). Furthermore, if a feature
is defined for a sort, then it must be present in the feature structure.

In this way, the signature can be used in a given application to check
certain well-formedness aspects of structures, or to complete certain partial
structures by type or sort inference procedures. For instance, if a structure
has feature I then it must be of type s to be well-formed, if a structure is of
sort s then it must (either) have feature I (or /') to be totally well-typed, etc.

Constraints For a specific application, the specification of the set of
well-formed feature structures can be further refined by providing a set of
sort constraints. ln Carpenter (7992b) they take on the following form.

a+O

Here o is a sort and O a feature description formula. The constraint
is expressed in the form of an implication because "the intuitive idea is
that a feature structure of type o must satisfy the constraint O" (Carpen-
ter (1992b, p. ZZ7)). In the examples below we will adopt the notation of
Sag (1997) and use attribute-value matrices as the feature description lan-
guage in these constraints.
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So besides classes of feature structures that are well-formed, totally well-
typed, sort-resolved, or combinations of these requirements we can also
talk about the feature structures that satisfy the system of sort-constraints.

Inheritance When a feature is appropriate for a sort it is also appropriate
for all its subsorts. In other words, subsorts inherit the appropriateness
conditions of their supersorts. Subsorts can differ from their supersorts
by having extra features defined for them that are not defined for their
supersorts. When a sort is an appropriate value for a feature then all its
subsorts are appropriate for it as well.

Inheritance also applies to sort-constraints. In this case, each subsort
inherits the constraints of all of its supersorts. So, if we have a constraint
o + O and o I ot then a feature structure of sort a/ must also satisfy the
constraint O.

The notion of inheritance and the organisation of the appropriateness
and constraint information along a sortal hierarchy plays an important role
in the architecture of grammar frameworks that use sorted feature struc-
tures.

Example Consider a set of features ,C and sorts "4 as follows. L: { cASE,
pERSoN, NUMBER, syNCAT, rrNsn) and .4 : { nominal, verbal, nom, acc, first,
second, third, singular, plural, flpt nt v, vp,present, pastj. The following is a
well-formed feature structure according to this signature.
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nominal
CASE

PERSOI.{

NUMBER
SYNCAT

ACC

third
singular
np

For a given application, we will define the set of sorted feature structures
relative to a signature that does not only state which features and sorts can
be used but also for each sort what the appropriate features are and what
the appropriate values are for each of these features.

Exarnple 7 (Signature) 4 : {casE, pERsoN, NUMBER, syNCAT, TENSE} and
A : { nominal, verbal, nom, acc, first, second, third, singular, plural, npt n, v,
vp, present, pastl

t nominal has appropriate features: cASE, pERSoN, NUMBER, syNCAT,
where CASE can have values nom and acc, pERSoN can have values

first, second, third, NUMBER can have values singular and plural, syNCAt
can have values flp, n.
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t verbal has appropriate features: pERSoN, NUMBER, syNCAT and tense,

where PERSoN can have values first, second, third, NUMBER can have
values singular and plural, sylcat can have values vp, v and tEusE can
have values present, past.

r None of the other sorts have appropriate features.

Given a signature E we take the set -FS; to be the set of sorted feature
structures for which the appropriateness constraints formulated in the sig-
nature E hold. To illustrate this we provide some instances of sorted feature
structures that are not in f,Sl with X as in the example above.

I verbal I
| .ot. nom ]

I verbal I

I tr*t. first l
I verbat l
I svucar np ]

The first structure is not in .FSr because the feature cASE is not appro-
priate f.or verbal. The second structure is not in FS> because first is not a

sort that is appropriate for the feature TENSE in feature structures of sort
verbal. Similarly, the third structure is not in FSr because npis not appro-
priate for the feature SvNCAT in feature structures of sort verbal (although it
is appropriate for the feature SvNCAT in structures of the sort nominal).

Subsumption Note that sorted feature structure are not required to con-
tain all the features that are appropriate for its sort. All of the following
structures are in .FSl.

I verbat

Typical for this collection is that the second is an extension of the first
and the third is an extension of the second and the first. The first is said
to subsume (f) the second and the third one and the second subsumes the
third. We will also say that each structure subsumes itself. This subsump-
tion ordering is a partial ordering. It orders the feature structures on an
informativeness scale. A feature structure A that subsumes a feature struc-
ture B is less informative than B (or as informative as).

For technical deflnitions we refer to the literature mentioned above. We
can make more precise what it means to be less informative by looking
at the different information carriers in a feature structure. We say that a

feature structure ,4 subsumes a feature structure B if (i) B is of the same
sort as A or of a more specific sort (subsort), (ii) B has (at least) all the
features in A, (iii) for all these (common) features the values of those in A
subsume those in B and (iv) all re-entrancies in A also hold in B.

I verbal I
[ ,t*tu past ]

verbal
TENSE past
NUMBER third
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Unification Unification refers to an operation on feature structures. In-
formally, the unification of two feature structures is the least informative
feature structure that contains all the information of the two structures.
Note that unification can fail if the two structures contain incompatible
information.

Now that we have presented the essentials of feature structures and how
they are used to classify some domain of interpretation, we will turn to
their application in grammatical description.

3.2 Featrrre Strrrctrrres and Grammars
In the following sections, we illustrate some of the functions of feature
structures in grammatical description. One of these involves the classical
use as lexical or syntactic category. The work by Kay (1985), Kay (1984)
on functional unification grammar was important in introducing the idea
that feature structures are 'general purpose', in that not only categories, but
also phrase structure and other aspects of linguistic description could be so
encoded. Currently Ht,sc is the prime example of what has become known
as a'stand-alone formalism'.

We illustrate some of these aspects below by presenting some small
grammar fragments. The first example is taken from Borsley (1991) us-
ing simple feature structures as categories. Next we present a ruIe in a style
that is familiar from unification-based grammars. The third example is a
kind of slimmed down version of Hrsc, using similar techniques to specify
a stand-alone grammar.

With these illustrations we want to show which benefits feature struc-
tures can provide to the descriptive grammarian. First of all, feature struc-
tures provide a way to refer to multiple properties of elements in a domain.
This means that the classifrcation possibilities are refined to account for
cross-classification The grammar writer can conveniently classify linguistic
structures along a number of different dimensions each one indicated by
an attribute.

Secondly, the structure also provides a partial ordering which provides
names for the hierarchical classification of elements in a domain. This will
make it possible to express generalisations succinctly (or at least, to simplify
the formulation of the grammar).

Finally, the decomposition of the description along several dimensions
makes it possible to present a grammar as a combination of partial descrip-
tions that each describe a specif,c aspect of the linguistic structures. In
other words, the use of feature structures and their descriptions makes it
possible to factoi.re grammatical information into different components.

We will now present three examples in which feature structures and
their descriptions are used in grammars pointing out the benefits of feature
structures that we just mentioned.
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3.2.1 Subsumption-based Grammars
In this section we present a simple type of phrase structure grammar in
which non-terminal (category) symbols are replaced by feature structures
in both rewriting rules and lexical entries. We define a subsumption-based
system adapted from Borsley (7991) that shows how feature structures al-
low for cross-classification and how the subsumption ordering can be used
to express certain linguistic generalisations. It uses only very simple feature
structures: unsorted, no embedding (features can only have atomic values)
and no structure sharing (re-entrancy).

Subsumption-based Grammars We start with a simple change to the
definition of context free grammars that we presented in Chapter 1.

Definition 2L (CFG with Feature Specifications) Given a set of sym-
bols V and a signature X, let C be the set of feature specifications F5.
A context-free grammar with feature specifications as categories is a pair
(Lex,Rules), where Lex e V xC and Rules c C x C*. The set of Rules is f,nite.

This parallels Deflnition 1 of Context Free Grammar almost exactly. The
only difference involves the definition of category.

Definitiorr22 (Language) A language, Lc g V* x C is defined by the
context free grammar with sorted simple feature structures as categories
g: \Lex,Rulesl as the least set, such that the following conditions hold:

(t) Lex e Lc
(ii) if (c, cr...c,) e Rules and (s1, c'r) e LG,..., (r*,cL) € Lc then (s1...s,,, c)

e Lc provided cr tr c/, or ci E c1 ... cnC cl or c;a cn.

The only difference from Definition 2 involves the proviso that the cat-
egories of the constituents do not have to be identical to the categories in
the rules but that only a subsumption relation has to hold between them
in one direction or the other. In Borsley (1991), one direction c| 

= 
ci is

reserved for lexical elements and the other for non-lexical ones.

Example 8 (Simple Sorted Language) We provide a simple grammar
for phrases like the sentence A girl sees the girls. We simplify the notation
for feature structure matrices, leaving out the attribute names and connect-
ing the values by A.

r Signature:

4 : {svtt, BAR, Nurra }
a : {cat, d,fl,v,0,,7,2,plrsg}
cat}:,,as appropriate features: syN with possible values d, n, v; nan with
possible values 0, L, 2; and Nuu with possible values sg and pl.
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Lex: {
(o,ldn o n sg)), (the,ld no)1,
girl,(ln nO Ast]), (girls,ln nO Apl)),
(sees, [v n O A st]), (see, [v n O npl])

)
Rules: {

nA2nsgl[vAiAsg],
n A2 nplllv nt nptl,
v A0 Asg)fn h2),
vAoApll[nA2),
d A0 As6rl[n 4.1 Asg],
dAOnplllnnlnpll,
n A0 Asgl,
n A0 Apl)

The following steps show that sees the girls is of the category [v A I A sg].

(1) \girls,ln n1 Apl)l e Lc because

ln A L Apl) ---+ ln nO ApI) € Rules,
(girls,ln nO Apl)l € Lc (Lex), and
lnno^ptl.lnn0Aptl(Z) (the"girls,fn n2 Aplll e Lc because

ln n2 Apll---+ ld no npl)lnn -I n pll € Rules,
(tne,lA A ol) e Lc (Lex),

lanolr[d^0npt],
(girls,ln A 1 Apl)) e Lc (1), and

lnnl ^pt).lnnl 
nptl

(3) (sees o the o girls, [v A I A sg]) e Lc because

lv n 1 A sgl --+ [v A O n sg][n n 2] e Rules,
(sees,[v n 0 A sg]) € Lc (Lex),

[vnoAsS] r lvnOAsgl,
(the " girls,ln A 2 Ap4) e Lc (2), and
lnn2)Eln^2npll

Partial Information and Generalisation The use of underspecified
structures in the lexicon and the rules allows one to simplify the grammar.
If we were not allowed to do this we would have to duplicate the entry for
the (for sg and pl) and the rules combining a verb with an obiect. In this
case we assign the a category that is underspecified with respect to number
to signal that it can have either value. The same holds for the rules. In this
particular case, the object noun phrase can be either singular or plural. By
using an underspecified category we say that the rule applies to the more
general class of noun phrase expressions, including the singular and plural
subclasses.
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v A2 As8] -
vA2Apl)---+
vALAs8] -
vATApll'--+
nA2 Asg] --+

nA2Apll---+
nAL Asg] --+

nALApl)---+
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3.2.2 Unification-based Grammars and Beyond
Subsumption-based grammars do not exploit all the possibilities offered by
the feature structures for their use in grammar formalisms. Unification-
based grammars, as they are usually defrned, go a step further. We will not
paraphrase their definition here as our purpose at this point is merely to
show by a simple example how they can capture certain linguistic general-
isations.

The example grammar above contains some typical regularities. For
instance, there are two rules rewriting lv n2) categories: one for the singular
and one for the plural. They require that the values for the number feature
in the mother and the daughters be the same. In unification-based phrase
structure grammars, this pattern is captured by collapsing the two rules
into one, using a notation like the following.

n11l
trJ'r][

vl
2 l--+

El

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN V

BAR 2
NUM a

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN N

BAR 2
NUM a

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

cat
SYN V

BAR 1

NUM a

This rule abstracts over the differences between the two rules and shows
what they have in common. The rule also expresses a pattern of feature
distribution in sisters and daughters. The use of the same tag in different
structures is meant to indicate that the values co-vary. This means that
when the rule is apptied, all the tags I must be instantiated in the same
way. If we interpret the matrices as descriptions, we can view the tags as a
kind of variables. In such a rule they are then assumed to be in the scope

of a universal quantif,er. Note that we use o instead of E.

vo(

For the formal details that ensure that this type of rule behaves in the
intended way, we refer to Kay (1979), Pereira and Shieber (1984), and Car-
penter (1992b, p. 185ff). Here we will only illustrate how such a rule can
be applied in linguistic description. We use one of the formulations that
is given in Shieber (1986, p.27ff), using what he calls the bottom-up (de-
structive) uniflcation strategy.

Observe that the same pattern occurs in the rules for ln A 2] as in the
ruIes for [v A 2]. They can also be collapsed into one rule.

n
L

tr
d
0

tr
n
2

tr
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Such a rule can be seen as a description or a notational variant of a

feature structure like the following.

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM
cat
SYN

BAR

NUM
cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

As before, we consider pairs of expressions and categories. In this case,
the latter are feature structures. Suppose that the following pairs are in the
language.

n
2

tr
d
0

tr
n
1

tr

\the,

\girts,

cat
SYN

BAR

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

d
o t,

t,

n
1

pt

Now we can apply the rule to derive the category for the o girls by 'uni-
fying in' the structures for the determiner and for the noun at the values
for the features 1 and 2 in the rule. This results in the following structure,
which can be seen as a representation of the phrase structure tree for the o

grrls.

cat
SYN

BAR

NUM
cat
SYN

BAR

NUM
cat
SYN

BAR

NUM

n
2

tr
d
0

tr
n
1

Epr
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The category of the combination, the girls can be taken to be the value
of the feature 0.

cat
SYN N

BAR 2
NUM pl

Because of the re-entrancies in the rule, we know that the value for Nuv
must be plural. In this bottom-up interpretation, the value of the noun
is passed on, so to speak, to the noun phrase. The re-entrancies are not
just used for passing-on values but can also be used to check agreement of
values. This would have happened in the example when the value for Nuu
was specified on the determiner as well.

More generalisations In the same spirit we can continue the search
for other patterns in the ruIes, i.e. for regularities across rules. The gen-
eral goal could now become stating general constraints that rules have to
obey, either per feature or per constellation of features and by these con-
straints characterising the set of possible phrase structures for a language.
Such a move away from concrete phrase structure rules to principles or
constraints on possible rules or possible phrase structures occurred in gen-
erative (transformational) grammars with the introduction of, for instance,
X-bar theory. Similarly, in Generalised Phrase Structure Grammars (cnsc,
(Gazdar et al. (1985)) or HpsG (PoIIard and Sag (1994)) feature distribution
principles and rule schemata replace the speciflc phrase structure rules. In
the next section we provide a small npsc-style grammar. We will now point
out the kind of generalisations that will be captured.

One of the patterns that emerges from the rules in Example 8 concerns
the features syN and eaR. Looking closely at the example we see that all
rules are instantiations of two schemata:

IsvN ot I
Iro* 2 ]--
lsvu a. I
Iro* r l*

Here the round brackets around the feature structure denote optionality.
These schemata reflect, of course, two of the generalisations expressed in
X-bar theory (adjunct structures are not present in our simple grammar):

a2 ---+ p' al
ar -+ ao p2

The decomposition of the information contained in a category allows
us to see regularities within and across rules. Instead of providing separate

SYN

BAR

SYN

BAR

,l[:n i]
;lrIilx 5],

XP ---+ YP X'
X' ---+ X YP
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rules for each construction, it is now possible to characterise the set of rules
indirectly by stating the general formats and principles they have to obey.
We illustrate this approach in the next section. This type of generalisation
is in many respects similar to the one reached in the rules of combination
of say an applicative categorial grammar where the schemata generalise
over all specific category instantiations.

X ---+ Y Y\X
X ---+ XIY Y

It is possible to go a step further still. The decomposition of features also
allows one to state regularities per feature. This means that we can either
replace concrete phrase structure rules by general principles ('feature dis-
tribution principles') or, seen from another perspective, formulate general
constraints on the set of possible phrase structure rules. The information
contained in the set of rules can thus be factori.sed into different principles.
To make this more precise, we could represent the information in the trees,
abstracting away from the precise categories into several principles, which
we will call the category feature principle, the qgreement principle and the bar-
kvel prtnciple. At this point we will formulate them informally to point out
how such principles generalise across rules.

o Category feature principle: Each rule must specify a daughter that has
the same category as the mother (if the bar-level of the mother is two,
this is the right daughter, if the bar-level of the mother is one, this is
the first daughter). This daughter will be called the head.

o Agreement principle: Head-daughters carry the same values for the agree-
ment features (for instance NUM) as their mothers. They are said to
atree with them. In case the bar-level of the head is 2, then the non-
head daughter will agree with the mother as well.

o Bar-level principle: The bar-level of the mother is the bar-level of the
head daughter + 1. The bar-level of non-head daughters is always 2.

Summary Instead of atomic symbols we have used feature structures to
model categories which makes it possible to combine information about
several properties of expressions in a structured notation. We say that fea-
ture structures allow for cross-classification. Feature structures are also or-
dered by a subsumption relation which makes underspecification possible in
the lexicon and in the set of rules.

Underspecification reduces the number of rules in a grammar or cap-
tures regularities across rules. The use of the possibilities offered by the
hierarchical classification of the domain allows one to abstract away from
properties where they are not needed.

We have also illustrated the use of variables in rules. These allow under-
specification of rules (collapsing different rules into one) together with the
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statement of co-variation of instantiation. This provides a way to express
generalisations pertaining to specific features or feature configurations. The
grammatical information is thus factorised into different principles.

3.2.3 Stand-Alone Feature Structure Grammars
The move from concrete phrase structure rules to general principles was
taken further in feature structure grammars in GpsG and upsc. We will now
sketch the latter approach in which feature structures have a much more
prominent role than in the phrase structure grammars presented above. We
illustrate the decomposition of phrase structure information into principles
and also point out the parallel decomposition of lexical information. The
presentation will also make more precise the move away from concrete
phrase structure grammar rules to a system where the rule component has
almost completely been dissolved in favour of general principles.

So far we have considered the use of feature structures as categories re-
placing the atomic category symbols in phrase structure grammars. The-
ories like Hpsc make use of more complicated feature structures not only
for the representation of categorial information but also for other purposes
like the representation of constituent structure or semantics.

We will present a slimmed-down version of an HpsG-like grammar in-
stead of a complete HpsG grammar. This should sufflce as an outline of the
general approach to specify a grammar the HnSG way. In the next chapter
we will contrast this approach with the deductive approach of the type-
logical grammars which we discussed in the previous chapter.

In general, an HpsG grammar consists of two components. The first is
a signature, defining the attributes and the sorts and the appropriateness
relations holding between them. The signature plays an important part
in characterising the domain of interpretation. The second component
of grammatical specification is the grammar proper, which in this case is
simply a formula from the feature description language. A language in
this set-up is defined as a particular set of feature structures. A grammar,
G, defines a language L6 as the set of feature structures in terms of the
satisfaction relation: L6: {Es I Es F G}. Again, we will show how feature
structures allow for cross-classification, generalisation and factorisation.

Signature The feature structures that represent linguistic expressions
in upsc are those of sort sign that conform to the constraints as formulated
in the grammar formula.

In the HPSG signature, there are two kinds of sigrzs: words and, phrases.
Feature structures of sort sign have features pHoN and syuSEM. Feature
structures of sort phrase have the extra feature DTRS. pHoN values repre-
sent the phonology of the expression modelled by the feature structure.
SYNSEM values encode the syntactic (category) and semantic information
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about the expression. The attribute DTRs provides information about the
constituent structure of the expressions. The attribute value matrices of the
sort sigz will thus have the following form:

phrase
PHoN phonology
SYNSEM Synsem
DTRS constituent-structure

f word I
I ntto* phonology 

I

I svrvsev synsem ]

In more detail, feature
simplified version of npsc

phrase
PHON phonology

synsem

structures of type PHRASE look like this, in the
that we present here.

SYNSEM LOC

NoNLoc nonlocal
DTRS constifuent-strucfure

The value of the SvNSEM feature is itself a complex feature structure
with attributes LocAL and NoNLocAL. The structures that are the value of
LocAL are again complex structures with attributes cATEGonv for syntactic,
coNrENT for semantic and coNTEXT for pragmatic information (roughly
speaking). The structures that form the value of NoNLocAL represent in-
formation pertaining to dislocated constituenfs involved in long-distance de-
pendencies.

cATEGoRy represents more or less the information of a type in catego-
rial grammar. In Pollard and Sag (1987) it bears the attributes HEao and
suBCAT, where HEAD represents the part of speech of the expression to-
gether with morphosyntactic information (the precise kind of information
depending on the part of speech) and SUBCAT represents information about
the valency of the expression. This information is represented by a list of
feature structures of sort synsem and encodes the restrictions on the number
and type of complements that combine with the expression.

In our simplified version of upsc we will replace the idea of a list of
complements by providing separate features for each type of complement.
In our simplification we can make do with SUBJECT and onyr,cr. In the
literature on HpsG one can find various versions of the treatment of com-
plementation that differ in the precise formulation. Our version here is
a combination of aspects of several of these. It resembles the different

Iocal

CAT

CONT
CNTXT

head

I synsem 
]

I synsem 
I

f category
I Hpao
| ,rrlu.,
I oryt.,

content
context
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VALENCE features in more recent versions of upsc where the selection of
subject, specifier and complement daughters is distinguished by features
Iike susJ, spR and corvrrs (see for instance Sag (1997) and Chapter 9 of
Pollard and Sag (1994)). We ignore the feature ARGLIST here.

By now it is obvious that in HPsG, feature structures are not simply used
to model categories but also other aspects of grammar. Constituent struc-
ture is represented by the value for the feature DTRS, which is only appropri-
ate for structures of the sort phrase. This structure can be said to represent a

phrase structure tree. Different kinds of trees are distinguished depending
on the kind of relation that holds between the daughters. In most cases
there is one daughter that is the head of the constituent structure. The
attribute for this daughter is called HDTR and the value is of sort si3rz. Sis-

ters of the head daughter can be distinguished by the kind of dependency
that holds between them and the head. In HrsG, 1987 style, the comple-
ment daughters (cnrns) form a list of signs. In our presentation we will
distinguish between subject daughters (sorn) and object daughters (onrn).
Other types of daughters are adjunct daughters and frller daughters. The
precise inventory does not matter here.

Example The following three simplified structures model the expres-
sions he, walks and he walks.

I pHou he

L.^, t

w

I noun IHEAD I I

L CASE nom 
_l rl

PHON

CAT

alks

HEAD

SUBJECT

verb
VFORM

cAr t
L

nn]
noun I

.ASE nom ]

phrase

PHON

CAT
I verb
I

L vroR
PHON

CAT

PHON

CAT

he "@wal:rs

HDTR

I noun

| .ort

tr

I

t

ttu fin I l
|!watks
L.oo
I ,,,,,.'
L

lan,
-TEl I 

HEAD

tr[;i'3-, nn]

[.o, A]

nom]]

DTRS

SDTR
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In a more conventional tree form we can represent the feature structure
for he walks as follows, where the feature structures for HDTR and sorR rep-
resent the constituent daughters and the feature structure for cAT decorates
the mother node.

[*'uo' tr[l'J3-, nn ] ]

tr[HEAD I
noun
CASE

I

he

Lexl

word
PHON

CAT

word
PHON

CAT

Lext

Prinl headed-phrase +

nom ]
HEAD

SUBJECT

verb
VFORM

CAT tr
rI oir 

]
I

walks

Grammar and Language In Hpsc-style formalisms, a language is mod-
elled by the set of (totally well-typed and sort-resolved) feature structures
that satisfy a grammar (a formula from the feature description language).
For the simple language consisting of the three feature structures above we
can define the grammar to consist of subformulas for the lexical expres-
sions and principles governing the combination of constituent expressions
into phrases.

The grammar formula has the form G : Lext Y Lex2 V (Priq A Prin2o A
Prtnzu). The principles are defined as type-constraints. In this sense they
are similar to the definitions in Sag (1997). We will use his notation for
type-constraints with attribute-value matrices as description language.

he
l- l- noun I IIHEAD I I I

L LCASE nom I l

walks

[ ,uo,
I

L 
SUBJECT

verb I
vFoRM fin I

I noun'CAT I

L CASE nom tl
CAT

DTRS

HEAD

HDTR [ .ot [*,rortr]]f]
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Pin2o head-subject-phrase+

l- [ HDrR

I 
orns 

| ,o,*

trl l
cAr [:::::': H]ll IL OBJECT

CAT A] ]]

+
T

head-obiect-phrase ,

[ .o, I ,rr,r.tr
I I HDTR
I DTRS I

L t oDrR

[.: H']""' 
['o' tr]lr]]

Prin26

A note on the simpliflcations: we have left out quite a few features in
the example grammar (like coNTENT and several morphosyntactic features)
and thereby reduced the structure in size:

IsvNsru Irocar Icar ]]]-.,Icar ]

This gives rise to a certain number of oversimplifications. For instance,
the second principle states that the car information of the sUBJECT feature
of the head daughter must be re-entrant with the cer information of the
subject daughter (snrn). In Hpsc the values that are shared are synsem
objects, including the feature cAt, but also coNTENT and cor.lrExr. Also
note that in head-obiect combinations we want the information on the
object value of the verb to be re-entrant with the head value of the obiect
daughter. The subject value of the verb must percolate to the verb phrase.

Principles for Factorisation Hpsc uses feature structures to model ev-
ery aspect of linguistic analysis as we have just seen. Feature structures are
general information structures that need not be used merely for syntactic
categories but they can encode phrase structure and semantic information
as well. The information that is contained in the rules in a context-free
grammar is now distributed over a number of principles that are formulas
constraining the possible grammatical feature structures.

The first principle is called tt:e head feature principle. It captures a part
of the X-bar theory or proiection principle. It says that in headed phrases
the head features of the head daughter are projected onto the mother by
requiring them to be re-entrant. This captures part of the agreement prin-
ciple that we mentioned before.

The second and third principle, which can be called t}l,e subcategoisation
principles, resemble the application schema of AB-categorial grammars. The
SUBJECT feature on the verb walks coresponds to the argument position
of a functor category. The second principle requires that in head-subject-
phrases this information on the head-daughter is re-entrant with the infor-
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mation on the daughter that is the subiect. The third principle works the
same !vay.

Semantics The meaning of expressions is represented by a logical lan-
guage coded in a feature-structure notation. In HPSG, situation semantics is
taken as the basis for the semantic analysis of signs. For the encoding of the
semantic values it is necessary to define the appropriate sorts and features
in the signature. Lexical items are provided with a feature structure repre-
sentation of their lexical semantic values. The semantic representation of
phrases is computed from the lexical semantics of the parts by principles.
The major semantic principle in HpsG states that the semantic value of a

phrase can be identifled with the semantic value of the head daughter.

Inheritance The grammar above presents principles which illustrate the
decomposition of the presentation of phrase structural information. A
principle can be seen as a module that deals with a particular aspect of
phrase structure (particular features in particular configurations). It pro-
vides partial information and generalises over different rules.

Our principles have been formulated as type constraints. The first prin-
ciple holds for all phrases that have a HDrR (those of type headed-phrase).
The second principle holds for those headed phrases that have a subiect
daughter head-subiect-phrase. We assume a phrasal hierarchy such that
head-subject-phrase is a subsort of headed-phrase. This means that, by inheri-
tance, the first principles also holds for the more specific head-subiect phrase.
This becomes clear in the example, where the feature structure for he walk
is constrained by both principles. The example thus shows two important
aspects of the organisation of grammatical information.

o Information is distributed hierarchically into taxonomies.
r Information is factorised into principles according to the feature or

group of features involved (and the type of structure).

A similar decomposition and factorisation can be effected for lexical in-
formation. For instance we can introduce types like v and n to the type
system and introduce constraints to define the feature structures that cor-
respond to such types.
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+
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v
n

Ar I HEao verb ] I
Ar I uEno noun 

-) ']

v

vf+

These types capture information that is common to a lot of lexical en-
tries. AII verbs can be said to be of type v. The information contained in

I uean
cAr I

L 
SUBJECT

vFoRM fin I I
cAr l::g nom ] ] ]
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individual entries can now be reduced drastically. For instance, the verb
walk from the example above can now be specified in the lexicon as:

Lexz I uf I
I r,noru walks l

This technique of structuring the information has two beneflts. First,
it functions as an abbreviation of the information contained in individual
entries. Secondly, it allows the formulation of general patterns common to
a whole class of structures.

In this example, the lexical entry is assigned the Wpe vf. It is said to
inherit the information that comes along with this type. The type vf in its
turn inherits information from v. In many implementations of lexicons for
feature-structure grammars, inheritance involves not just one type but mul-
tiple types, hence multiple inheritance. We can illustrate this by assuming
a further Wpe 3sg which is associated with the following constraint.

f v I
3st => l:^, Ir.ru,r., [.o, f ,rnsoN 3 I I I I

L L L LNUMBER s8'l I I _l

The lexical entry for walks provides the information about the verb
through multiple inheritance from vf and 3sg given that vf < vpsg and
3rg I vf3sg.

Lex2 I 'F's 1

I rHoN walks l
Such techniques for structuring lexical and phrasal information through

multiple inheritance have been studied extensively in the literature. For
more details we refer to Shieber (1986) for simple inheritance mechanisms
using so-called macros, and to Gazdar and Daelemans (1992a), Gazdar and
Daelemans (1992b) and Briscoe et al. (7993) for a collection of papers all
dealing with this topic including discussion of nonmonotonicity and de-
faults in inheritance hierarchies (what to do when inheritance from differ-
ent types leads to conflicting information). A related mechanism to spec-
ify linguistic information into hierarchies using non-monotonic inference
rules is provided by the oarn system (Evans and Gazdar (1989)).

Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the notion of feature structure and dis-
cussed several options for using it in grammatical description. We saw how
these general purpose information structures can be used to represent cate-
gories or other linguistic structures. The system of typed feature structures
and the associated logic can be used as a general-purpose grammar formal-
ism in which different types of grammar can be encoded.
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Feature structures provide a more fine-grained classification of obiects
by allowing groupings of obiects along several dimensions, they also offer
a way to classify obiects hierarchically or taxonomically, making it possi-
ble to refer to more general or more specific classes of objects. By allowing
reference to different aspects of signs it also provides a way to organise the
grammatical information in different principles. Both the hierarchical clas-
sification and the factorisation potential can be used to capture linguistic
generalisations in the lexicon and in phrasal constructions.
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Compare and Combine

In the previous chapters we have presented two approaches to the specifl-
cation of (natural) language grammars, emphasising the way in which the
grammars classify expressions and deflne the complex constructions of a

language.
We have shown in Chapter 2 how generalised versions of the Lambek-

style categorial grammars provide a dedicated, fine-grained instrument to
define and control different ways in which linguistic obiects can be com-
bined. The general logic of residuation for the binary connectives \, o, / is

used as a base logic for composition. Different modes are distinguished by
different versions of these connectives whose behaviour is flxed by a set of
structural rules. This leads to a fi.ne-grained classification (a landscape as it
has been called) of compositional options.

Feature-structure grammars, on the other hand, provide mechanisms to
f,ne-tune the classiflcation potential of grammars in several ways: expres-
sions can be classified along multiple dimensions, information is structured
hierarchically in cross-classifying inheritance structures and factored into
different principles. This makes it possible to express linguistic generalisa-
tions succinctly.

This discussion leads up to the obvious question whether it is possible
to deflne a grammatical framework in which the logical approach of the
extended categorial grammar is combined with mechanisms that have the
same benefits as feature structures. Several of such frameworks have been
proposed in the literature and they will be reviewed in Part II. Our own
version is presented in Part III. Before we turn to these proposals, however,
we want to discuss some more general aspects of this type of combination.

There are a number of reasons why a naive combination that comprises
the complete type-logical approach together with the complete constraint-
based approach is unmotivated, unfeasible, and unwanted. In the next
section, we will point out a flrst reason that stems from a technical dif-
ference in the approaches that leads to problems for combinations. These
problems will be illustrated by several systems proposed in the literature in
Part II.

A second type of reason why a simple combination is perhaps not the
optimal framework for linguistic description is worked out in Section 4.2
of this chapter. In the previous chapters we have seen how both the type-
logical grammars and the constraint-based grammars define a language. For
many aspects of linguistic description each approach has its own specific
way of dealing with them. Now the question arises what we need feature
structures for in type-logical grammars if we already have other techniques
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to describe the same phenomena. In Section 4.2 we will try to get an esti-
mate of the existing overlap between the coverage of the empirical issues
and the techniques used for this. More particularly, we want to find the
residual phenomena for which refining the categories seems warranted.

The third type of argument against a simple combination builds on the
previous idea. Once we have isolated the domain for which constraint-
based extensions are useful, the question arises whether this is the only
technique available to get the same results or whether other techniques
can be used instead. For instance, one could look for other options that fit
better in the resource and structure-sensitive perspective of the type-logical
grammars. In Part III this argument will be further developed and resource-
sensitive alternatives will be presented.

4.1 Global Grammar Architecture
Let us fi.rst compare the global set-up of the categorial grammar and the
HpsG grammar. If we consider the modal perspective on feature structures
than both the categorial grammars and the feature structure grammars op-
erate with formulas from a multi-modal language. However, there are im-
portant differences between the precise syntax of the language and the use
of the formulas on several levels. Obviously, the same device is used for
different functions.

Logic: theory and framework An important difference between the
type-logical and the constraint-based framework which we pointed out be-
fore is that in the former the logic of the constants is used to define part
of the linguistic theory, whereas in a constraint-based framework the logic
is used to define the framevrtork in which the theory is formulated. The typ-
ical binary modal operators f ,o, \ are only found in categorial grammars.
They are the primitive constants of the grammar logic defining linguistic
selection and composition. In npsc these aspects are described by feature
structures that appear as values for such attributes as SUBCaT (or other se-

lection features like susJpcr and oBJECT as we defined in the fragment of
the previous chapter) and orRs. Notice that there is nothing logical about
the fact that precisely these features are used to def,ne selection and com-
position. As the symbols SUBCAT and orRs belong to the non-logical part of
the vocabulary of the modal language, there is nothing in the logical rules
for (suncar) that defines selection. Indeed, the logical rules for (suncer)
are the same as the rules for any other attribute, like (tHoN) or (vronu). Its
meaning as a selection feature is stipulated as part of the 'theory' that is laid
down in the formula specifying the subcategorisation principle. The logical
properties of (') are not used for defining a language but for the definition of
the framework. Of major interest, therefore, is the work by Moshier (1997)
to capture foundational concepts (such as the head feature principle) as in-
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dependent principles in a language of category-theoretic constraints and to
define a featureless npsc.

When we look at implementations of constraint-based formalisms, then
the major benefit of having a general purpose system is that "it allows
the linguist to rapidly prototype new linguistic theories and test their be-
haviour computationally" (Carpenter (l99Zb), see also Shieber (1987)). As

Morrill (1994, p. 180) points out: "From a type-logical perspective the mer-
its and limitations of uniflcation can be understood, but unification does
not provide an instructive 'basis' for grammar."

Logic: application and subcategorisation Consider the following
Hpsc-style lexicon which allows us to describe the verb phrase kisses Mary
given the principles specified in the previous chapter.

l**n t
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What is interesting about this example is that the information on Mary
in the verb phrase combines information that stems from the lexical entry
for Mary (noun, sg) and from the lexical entry for walks (acc). The combi-
nation is effected through the subcategorisation principle that requires the
structures to be re-entrant. Both the noun phrase and the selection feature

hter
kfsses I

Inuoo tr[;';'3., fin]1 I

Lxi,.'; H'Yrvr\rYr 

t"L ' 
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(oolacr) on the verb are not completely specified. The subformula describ-
ing Mary is underspecified for casr, and the object selection feature is un-
derspecified for the attribute NUMBBn. The constraint on head-obiect-phrases
requires the descriptions of Mary and the oBJECT feature to combine in the
representation of the phrase.

NoW let us compare this with a similar verb-obiect combination in a cat-
egorial analysis. The combination of the verb and the obf ect is effected us-
ing application in a categorial grammar. The verb is categorised (Nt,\s)/Nr,
which we will abbreviate to vn/ur,, and the noun phrase simply htp. In the
following derivation we use subscripts to identify the different occurrences
of the noun phrases. The combination of the object noun phrase with the
verb is shown in the following derivation. We choose the Gentzen sequent
notation here because it shows how the basic categories in a derivation
match up.

VPr =* VPa NPS =+ NPZ

VP1/NP2oNP3*VPa

Semantically, the sequent operator + corresponds to inclusion, Np3 *
Np2 rn€ons that u(ur,3) C z(ur2). Now if we translate this back into feature
structure language, by taking atomic categories to be sorts, for instance,
then this means that NP2 f NP3.

In the type-logical case, underspecification is said to be asymmetric in
the sense that the argument type must be more specific than the domain
of the functor. In the unif,cation-based grammars underspecification is
said to be symmetric (see Bayer and Johnson (1995) and Dcirre and Man-
andhar (1997)).

The asymmetry in the type-logical case arises from the polarity of the
(sub)types. The example shows that antecedent types in the axioms must
be more specific than the succedent types. This makes the use of under-
specification dependent on the polarity of the subtypes (domain or range
position) in functor types. In the following chapter in which extensions to
the categorial machinery are discussed that were inspired by the constraint-
based HpsG approach, the difference between symmetrical versus asym-
metrical underspecification (or between the subsumption-based approach
to binding versus the unification-based approach as Dcirre and Manand-
har (1997) call it) will show up again in a number of proposals. We should
already point out that this difference is not merely a technical issue. The
asymmetry and polarity sensitivity properties have been used to argue in
favour of type-logical approaches to agreement (Bayer andJohnson (1995)).
We will discuss these arguments extensively in Part IV.

4.2 Comparing the Frameworks
In general terms, our aim is to complement the fine-grained theory of gram-
matical composition of type-logical grammars with a fine-grained hierar-
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chical mechanism for classification. The latter should allow the descriptive
grammarian to express linguistic generalisations by abstraction and factori-
sation. In many approaches in the literature, it has been taken for granted
that to achieve this it is necessary to incorporate feature structures some-
how in the categorial framework. However, as we will see in the third part,
it is also possible to reach the effect by using devices that are already present
within the type-logical framework.

In this section, we want to get a more precise idea of what empirical as-

pects of linguistic description could motivate refinements to the category
system. More particularly, we want to know which attributes or linguistic
properties are not yet accounted for in the type-logical grammars as pre-
sented in Chapter Z and for which an analysis using feature-structure like
extensions would constitute an improvement.

In order to get a rough idea of the kind of phenomena for which we may
want to consider the introduction of instruments for refined classification,
we look at the maior features in an HPSG signature to see what they are
used for and compare this with the mechanisms in categorial grammars.
We choose Hpsc as it is the prime example of a feature-based theory. Be-

cause we only want a rough idea, we only discuss the main aspects of the
signature of a basic version of Hpsc.

In the previous chapters, w€ mentioned composition and selection as

two important dual notions that are to be defined by a grammar. We have
presented these from both a type-logical and a constraint-based perspec-
tive. We start the comparison of both frameworks with these aspects.

DAUGHTERS The feature structures of sort sign that model expressions in
Hpsc, also encode information about the constituent structure of complex
expressions. The attributes that represent the information about daughters
in a tree: DTRs (daughters), notn (head-daughter), sDTR (subject-daughter),
and ontn (object-daughter). These are the attributes that we used in our
slimmed down version. In the HPSG literature, the attributes cDTRS (com-
plement), ADTR (adjunct), etc. are used. Information about the mother
node is encoded in the svxsnna value of the sign, which in our examples
was reduced to cer.

In the type-logical descriptions, this information must be recovered
from the derivations. In the Gentzen style natural deduction presentation,
a sequent consists of a structured term on the left-hand side and a category
on the right-hand side of the turnstile. The information in the sequent can
be represented as a tree and the corresponding HSpc style matrix as follows.
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i-phrase
CAT

DTRS

z1DTR

i2DTR
?

D

(n oa (n or. c)) t o

CATA]
j-phrase
CAT

DTRS

D

i

A?
j

BC

JlDTR
j2DrR

cArBll
cArc]]

Note that nodes are decorated by the combination mode and the cate-
gory of the mother. The information about the internal node of the tree
decorated by j is not present in the sequent. These internal category nodes
become visible when the proof unfolds. This is an effect of the deductive
(derivational) perspective on grammatical description. So, to look for the
information corresponding to phrasal signs we should not merely look at
the sequent but at the derivation as well. However, neither the sequent
nor the derivation is the exact mirror-object of a phrase structure tree. The
sequent as such contains less information, whereas the derivation is richer.
The former contains information about the structure of the components
and the type of the whole, but the information about the type of the parts
has to be read off from the derivation. From a complete derivation it is pos-
sible to read off a complete phrase structure tree, but it is generally richer
in that it also contains information about the way the structure is derived.
In this sense, the derivation corresponds to a derivation tree rather than a

phrase structure tree.

nF(ue\6s)/yNl, cFNp
A I NP (s "i c) t- Ni,\as

(aoi(noic))Fs NP NP\1S
j

-t'-^\ t\

(Nn\rs)/3tw NP

The schematic HPsG matrix that corresponds to this tree is the follow-
ing.
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HEAD
DTRS

HEAD

When uie represent the information contained in the structure above in
tree-format, we can map it on the categorial tree.

s-E
i, - head-subiect-phrase

NP\6s ^,
j - head-object'phrase

(i"n\is)/7NP -

What is peculiar about this tree is that the I decoration corresponds
to several types: s, NP\s and (Nn\4s)/3Nr. This discrepancy between the
categorial tree and the HpsG case is due to the fact that we have ignored
the subcat decorations on the nodes for the Hpsc tree. The type-logical
categories contain information that relates to both the Hnan feature and
the suscat feature, as we will see next.

SUBCAT In categorial trees, the functor types that decorate some of the
nodes encode the selectional properties of the lexical and phrasal expres-
sions. In Hpsc, the dual of composition, selection, is expressed by a number
of features like suBCAT, MoDTFIER, spEC, or more particularly suryrcr and
oBJECT in our prototype grammar.

I npan f1--l Itl-Jl

I susrEcr lzl I

I or;r., f ]

In categorial grammars these will aII be accounted for by means of the
selection connectives f i, \a, where the modes on the connectives can be
made sensitive to the type of combination lh_o_ph,\n_s_ph.Using this cor-

respondence we can refine the simple phrasal representations as follows.

CAT HEAD

HDTR

SDTR

tr
tr

trl
| .ir I nuo,
I I HDrRI nrns I

L L 
oDTR

[ *,uo, tr ]



HEAD tr ]

CAT

HDTR

SDTR

s- [HEAD tr ]
i, * head-subiect-phrase

*n-E
NE\;S

j*

*o-E
(Nr\6s)/iNP -

The correspondence between the selection features and the binary con-
nectives can be carried further to the way they are used in the derivation
of phrasal structures. As Pollard and Sag (1987) point out: "Readers famil-
iar with categorial grammar should note that the Subcategorization Prin-
ciple is analogous to the cancellation of categories, with heads and com-
plements corresponding to functor categories and argument categories respec-
tively." (p.72)

ArFB LztB\r_r_phA

Lt oh-s-ph Lz l A
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HEAD

SUBJECT

HDTR

rl
HEAD

DTRS SUBJECT

OBJECT

ryrl
DTRS

HEAD

Lo,
trl

TR HEAD tr

H]
HEAD

SUBJECT

OBJECT

hd-subi-ph + suBr tEl I
SYNSEM tr ll

We have taken over the constraint on the head-subiect-phrase almost
literally from Sag (1997). We only ignored the empty spR requirement on

SUBJ

HD-DTR

NON-HD-DTRS

0
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the head daughter. The resemblance with the constraints we put forward
earlier as principles in our HpsG fragments should be obvious. An impor-
tant difference between the type-logical connective and the selection fea-
tures in upsc is that we do not have anything that corresponds to a rule of
introduction (hypothetical reasoning) for the latter. Several analyses in the
HpsG literature allow a more flexible manipulation of the selection features
that is reminiscent of certain structural ruIes of categorial grammar. For in-
stance, argument composition, which involves the merging of the selection
requirements of a verb with the selection requirements of its arguments, is

sometimes claimed to be a lexicalised version of function composition in
categorial grammar (see Hinrichs et al. (1998) and references therein).

We already pointed out a difference between the unification-based per-
spective on selectional requirements versus the subsumption check in the
type-logical approach. There are also differences that relate to choices in
the specific linguistic analysis rather than the formal framework. For in-
stance, in the case of determiner-noun combinations, the head of the noun
phrases is the noun in most HPSG analyses with mutual selection between
specifier and head. It is commonly assumed in categorial grammars that
the determiner is the head (and functor) in such combinations. These are
not differences related to the framework but to the speciflc type of analy-
sis. It should also be noted that in the multi-modal categorial grammars,
headedness need not just be defined in terms of functor or argument status
(Moortgat and Morrill (1992)).

Although the correspondence between the selection features and the
selection connectives is not complete, we can still conclude from this par-
allelism between the descriptive linguistic function of the various attributes
just mentioned and between the corresponding logical (and structural) op-
erators that we do not have to extend the categorial formalism with devices
to account for features like orns, SUBJECT, oBJECT, suBCAT. These aspects
of linguistic analysis are already accounted for in the basic type-Iogical set-
up which we started out from. We can summarise the correspondence as

follows.

DTRS

SUBCAT

)i
E 1,., E\,'

NoNLocAL The non-local feature in npsc is used to treat long-distance
dependencies. It would take us too far to consider all the cases here and
compare their treatment in Hpsc with their treatment in current catego-
rial grammars. Here we make do with pointing out the parallels between
the use of the non-local features and hypothetical reasoning in categorial
grammars in relative clause constructions.

As Pollard and Sag (1994) (following Gazdar (1981)) explain, a typical
analysis of an unbounded dependency consists of a bottom, a middle and
a top. At the bottom, a dependency is introduced, in the middle section
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this is passed up the constituent structure and
Schematically, this structure can be represented

at the top it is discharged.
by the following tree.

The non-local feature sLAsH functions as a kind of register in which
the information about some dependency is percolated up a tree. The pre-
cise way in which this is introduced differs in various accounts of HpsG, so
we abstract from this. Some principle of slash inheritance takes care that
the information about the sresn values on daughters is inherited by the
mother. Finally, the slasH dependency is said to be discharged. In the
example this happens when the slashed constituent combines with a fiIler
daughter that satisfies the selectional constraints expressed by the slash val-
ues. So srasn is another kind of selection feature (like suncnr) that takes
care of unbounded dependencies. This becomes obvious when one looks
at the constraint on head-filler phrases as defined in Sag (1,997), which par-
allels the constraints on other types of phrases in which selection features
play a role, Iike the head-subject phrase we presented above.

[sr.asH f .l
hd-fiu-ph + lnn-orn Isr,asut[_]tuE_ll ]l

| *o*-rD-DrRS ([ ro.o. tr ]l l

One could say that in a categorial analysis the slash introduction cor-
responds to the introduction of a hypothetical assumption. What is stip-
ulated as the behaviour of the sLASH feature in the constraint above, is a

logical consequence in the type-logical analysis with hypothetical reason-
ing triggered by the higher-order type assignment to the relativiser. Dis-
charging the assumption corresponds to the last step before the "top". In
the npsc analysis the selectional requirements found at the bottom (b) of
unbounded dependencies are transferred to the position (c). In the Prawitz
natural deduction notation, which looks as follows, we have marked the
same positions in the introduction rule.
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(b)[B]"

A t:rl
{c1nJa ft

The procedure is in some ways similar, but certainly not identical. Par-
ticularly, if one looks at detailed analyses of particular phenomena then the
differences become apparent. We present a simplified lexicon for the words
in thathe baked in a upsc style analysis (based on Sag (1997)) and contrast
this with a categorial analysis.

that I cer I HEeu NP ] ]
(r'r\rt')/(s/up)

he Icar [nnau NP ] ]
NP
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baked [ .^,
L
(un\s)/u

I verb IHEAD I I

LMoD NP l
SLASH NP

SUBJ NP

If we compare these lexical assignments in light of the correspondences
between selection features and selection connectives above, there are some
interesting differences to note. Whereas in the HrSG analysis the typical
properties of the construction are accounted for by the special instance of
the verbal category it is the relative pronoun in the categorial analysis that
is responsible for the construction specific aspects.

It is important to point out that, while in the HPSG we need extra fea-
tures, principles and lexical entries to analyse non-local dependencies, the
type-logical approach treats local and non-local dependencies using the
same logical operators but exploits the duality expressed by the logic of
residuation between selection and composition.

Again, as with the local selection and composition features, the main
purpose of this section is not to define a complete mapping between the
two theories but to point out that the same descriptive task is performed
by different mechanisms: instead of NohIrocRl features the categorial ma-
chinery makes use of its logical basis and the potential this offers for hypo-
thetical reasoning.

NoNLoCAL .\+ I lr I\t,

CONTENT, QSTORE, PHONOLOcY In the presentation of the categorial gram-
mar above we have limited the discussion to issues of syntactic construc-
tion and we left out aspects of semantic and prosodic interpretation. In
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the kind of categorial grammar that we take as the basic system of refer-
ence, these aspects are defined by semantic and prosodic algebras where
the objects are typed by the categories. Proof-theoretically, the prosodic
and semantic objects are represented by terms decorating the formulas.
This idea is often implemented in the form of a labelled deductive system
(Gabbay (1996)). The lexicon associates words not just with a category but
also with phonological and semantic representations. The representations
for complex expressions are defined by operations on the labels in paral-
lel with the proof-theoretical derivation steps. In the style of deduction
that we are using, a variant of the Gentzen style natural deduction format,
the phonological label corresponds to the expression term on the left-hand
side of the turnstile. As regards the treatment of word order, we should
mention the type-logical analysis of word-order domains given in Versmis-
sen (1996) and its relation to the linearisation versions of HPSG that make
use of ideas based on Reape (1993).

In the past few years, there has been a growing interest within computa-
tional semantics research to deal with semantic ambiguity by means of un-
derspecified representations of meaning (van Deemter and Peters (1996)).
As we have seen above, feature structures are an adaptable format and have
the benefit of being designed for underspecification. Within the Hpsc com-
munity, the development of Minimal Recursion Semantics (Copestake et

al. (1997)) can be taken as an example of this type of development. In
many cases the use of underspecification is motivated by processing issues.
In the context of this section, the question raised by these developments is

whether this necessitates the import of a feature structure-based minimal
recursion-like semantics in the type-logical framework?

To answer this question, a number of things have to be taken into ac-

count. First of all, the tight connection between the syntactic and the se-

mantic algebras in categorial grammars is considered an important advan-
tage. However, staying within these constraints, the options concerning
alternative representation languages are open. As Moortgat (1997) notes:
"The proof terms associated with categorial derivations relate structural
composition in a systematic way to the composition of meaning. The
derivational semantics is fully neutral with respect to the particular 'theory
of natural language semantics' one wants to plug in: an attractive design
property of the type-logical architecture when it comes to portability. An
illustration can be found in Muskens (1996), who proposes a type-logical
emulation of Discourse Representation Theory driven by a categorial proof
engine." (p. 123).

Of course, underspecified semantic languages need not be encoded as

feature structures. In fact, the feature structure representations can often be
considered as a notational variant of some logic deflned in other terms. In
other words, if it is considered worthwhile to use underspecified languages
for the semantic analysis in type-logical grammars, there is nothing in the
general set-up that seems to prohibit this, but neither is one forced to adopt
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a feature structure type notation.
Also relevant in this respect is the work by Muskens and Krahmer (to ap-

pear) in which an approach to underspecifled semantics is integrated with
tree-adjoining grammar which can be adapted for the proof net version of
type-logical grammar. Using the sign notation we introduced in Chapter Z,
we can summarise the correspondence as follows.
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C ONT ^,
PHON .\,

(E') <C>M
E<C>(M)

Other Properties Although this exercise of comparing the use of HPSG

features with the way these phenomena are treated in categorial grammars
can only be suggestive, it does give us an idea about where feature structure-
like constructs may pay off in extensions to categorial grammars. Consider
the feature structure below, which is a summ ary of the types of features that
appear in ursc, with an indication of how the property that corresponds
to each feature is handled in the categorial tradition.

sign
PHON E<

HEAD

PRD

MOD * lm,\m
SPEC * /s, \s
CASE

VFORM

AUX
INV
PFORM

I,E\

CAT

CONT ^-'
CONTXT '.->

II,I\
DTRS ai, oi

If we strip off all the features that are already covered in categorial gram-
mar by the basic apparatus that we are assuming, then we are left with the
following feature structure.

SYNSEM

SUBCAT

>M
>M

NONLOC

I pno

| .ot.
I uuo*,HEAD II AUX
I r*u
I o.o*,['..

SYNSEM CAT
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We can characterise the information that is left as the syntactic category
(or part of speech) together with morphosyntactic properties. As we will see
in the next chapter, the type of information that is often represented in the
extensions found in the literature concerns precisely the morphosyntactic
properties of expressions.

The syntactic categories are represented by basic types in a categorial
grammar. A simple solution, proposed before, is to augment the inventory
of basic categories to cover the morphosyntactic properties of expressions
as well. However, this simple extension has the same drawbacks as extend-
ing the inventory of atomic categories in a simple phrase structure gram-
mar (in fact the effect is even worse as we will see in the next chapter). If
we want to allow cross-classification, underspecification, etc. we must find
a more complex solution.

From a more technical point of view, it is obvious that we do not need
all the intricacies of the feature-structures as we have considered them be-
fore, when we just consider this morphosyntactic information. The at-
tributes that we are left with are not recursive. The attributes syNSEM,
LOCAL, CATEGORY, HEAD do not carry any function and can be left out.
Furthermore, if the sets of possible (atomic) values for each of the remain-
ing attributes (rRr,o, casr,...) are mutually disjoint, then we do not need
attributes either to mark the dimension along which elements are classified.
This can be recovered from the value. In many proposals that extend the
categorial system with mechanisms that enable cross-classification, such
simplifications have been carried out. We will look at some in the next
part. In Part III, we will propose to treat these features using the operators
O and tr.

PRED, CASE, VFORM, AUX, FIN, PFORpt ^+ o, n

Srrmmary
In this chapter we have contrasted the kinds of analysis that are typical in a

type-logical framework with those of the constraint-based framework. We
discussed some aspects of a combination of the logical, deductive character-
isation of grammatical composition with the general logic of information
used to cross-classify linguistic structures.

When investigating such combinations it is useful to look at those as-
pects of linguistic analysis that are covered by both frameworks, possibly
by means of different mechanisms. We sketched such a comparison by
looking at the signature of common Hpsc grammars and indicating the
corresponding treatment of these aspects in typical categorial grammars.
We pointed out differences on both a formal and a descriptive level. Part
of the reason for this exercise was to find those aspects of linguistic de-
scription which can motivate refi.nements to a categorial grammar that are
comparable to that in constraint-based theories. We ended up with a only
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a small number of properties like part-of-speech and morphosyntactic at-
tributes, which are encoded by basic categories in categorial frameworks.
This raises the question whether we actually need feature structures for
these refinements.
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Summary of the first part
In this flrst part we have provided an introduction to the topics and the
kinds of questions that will concern us in the following chapters.

We started with an analysis of the elementary tasks that have to be car-
ried out by a formal grammar to characterise a language. We mentioned
the definition of membership of expressions in a language, their classifi-
cation into equivalence classes (categories), and a characterisation of their
compositional structure and of their semantic interpretation.

Next, we pointed out that there are several ways to implement these
tasks by different frameworks. We outlined two approaches, the common
phrase structure grammar and the categorial approach. Also within these
two frameworks there is room for variation, as we have demonstrated. The
formal details that have been given serve as an introduction to the systems
and variants that will be discussed in the following chapters.

In the multi-modal, type-logical, categorial grammars, the characterisa-
tion of the compositional structure proceeds by deduction in a substruc-
tural logic that fits the resource-sensitive nature of the linguistic material.
The basic logic is that of residuation. This is generalised to connectives of
various arities, where binary and unary connectives will figure most promi-
nently in the sequel. By introducing packages of structural rules for differ-
ent connectives, a landscape of structural options unfolds that enables us
to characterise different modes of composition and to control their inter-
action.

We continued the discussion by a presentation of feature structure aug-
mentations to the phrase structure grammars. We saw how feature struc-
tures can be used to represent information about categories and other lin-
guistic constructs, focusing on the benefits with respect to the classification
of expressions and the formulation of possible grammars. We isolated the
following benefits (which are interconnected):

r Cross-classification: expressions can be classified along multiple di-
mensions.

Hierarchical classification: the information about expressions is or-
ganised hierarchically. This allows underspecified categories to ap-
pear in lexical assignments and rules, abstracting away from certain
properties, which leads to simplification.

Variables or similar devices are used to express identity of information
in different parts of the structure. This allows further reduction of the
number of rules in cases of co-variation.

These aspects of feature structures allow the grammar writer to state
generalisations by abstraction and factorisation over groups of features and
of expressions.
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. Decomposition (1.): the information contained in phrase structure
rules can be decomposed into different principles each specifying a

part of the distribution of some feature or group of features in phrase
structure.

r Decomposition (2): the information contained in the lexicon can be
decomposed into different clusters or macros, each expressing infor-
mation common to a whole class of words. Organised into a hierarchy
of types, the specific information for each word is provided by multi-
ple inheritance. The same procedure applies to phrasal information.

We raised the question how categorial grammars could benefit from ex-
tensions with feature structures. The following chapters will reflect further
on this question, but here we started thinking about the kind of effects that
we want to achieve.

In linguistic theories like Hpsc, feature structures and their descriptions
form the basis of the formalisation of grammars. We take the position
that we only want to extend the categorial machinery as it is currently es-

tablished in the categorial research tradition for those aspects that are not
yet well covered by other techniques. Our comparison of the use of fea-
ture structures in npsc grammars with the practice of categorial grammars
showed that for most aspects of linguistic description, categorial grammars
use other techniques, not implemented by feature structures. We isolated
a small collection of properties (part-of-speech, morphosyntax) for which
standard categorial grammars have no refined techniques and for which a

feature structure-like decomposition might be beneficial. The comparison
between the categorial type of analysis and the npsc type of analysis shows
that the information that is usually specified by the basic categories is most
likely to benefit from further decomposition.

This raises the question whether we need the feature structure machin-
ery to handle these aspects of linguistic description or whether we can use
other devices to take care of these aspects. In Part III we will present our
own proposal in this matter.
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Introduction to Part II
In the previous chapters we have contrasted the type-logical approach to
grammatical description with the constraint-based approach. The former
defines a dedicated logic for composition and selection and thereby focuses
primarily on classifying expressions in terms of their combination poten-
tial. The latter, on the other hand, uses feature structures to describe and
classify expressions in several dimensions and provides techniques to or-
ganise the linguistic information into principles. This enables the descrip-
tive grammarian to capture linguistic generalisations. Over the past few
decades the two approaches have influenced each other mutually. In this
part, we will look at several extensions to the categorial framework that
have more refined classification devices, often inspired by the constraint-
based tradition. Besides a brief presentation of the various systems (in
Chapter 5), we also want to introduce the issues involved in such com-
binations and the parameters along which they vary (Chapter 6).

We saw in Chapters 2 and 3 how the familiar categorial types AlB, AtB,
and B\A are used to categorise expressions with respect to their combina-
tion properties. Expressions of type AIB and B\A combine with expres-
sions of type B to form expressions of type A. Expressions of type A: B
are composed out of two expressions of type C and type B. In their com-
mon Iinguistic usage such categories define the syntactic 'constituent struc-
ture' of a language, as an alternative to the definition of such structures by
phrase structure grammars (Moortgat (1988)).

It is common to assume a restricted set of basic categories, so that the in-
formation expressed by the types is restricted to part of speech and subcat-
egorisation information. Morphosyntactic distinctions like case, number,
person, etc. that involve dependencies such as government and agreement
are often ignored. They concern the morphological form of words rather
than the pure syntactic construction. The treatment of these morphosyn-
tactic aspects has been a recurrent theme in the literature on categorial
grammar in the past two decades, though never a central concern. One of
the reasons why extensions to the calculus for morphosyntax have not re-
ceived more attention is probably because of the general consensus that the
basic categorial machinery can, in principle, handle the phenomenon as

well by using more basic types in the grammar and imposing a further sub-

Wping structure upon them (Lambek (1967), Lambek (1997)), Dcirre and
Manandhar (L997)). The motivation to look for extensions parallels the
need in phrase structure grammars, where atomic nonterminal categories
are replaced by feature structures to allow for cross-classification, partial in-
formation, etc. (Borsley (1991, Chapter 4), Bouma (1993, p. 95-96)). To il-
lustrate this, we consider some of the morphosyntax involved in a small set
of Subject - Verb Phrase combinations in English. This example is a catego-
rial variant of the motivation behind the introduction of feature structures
and their information ordering presented in Chapter 3.
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In a categorial grammar with atomic basic categories, the difference be-
tween present tense forms like walk and walks requires at least three basic
types for noun phrases to account correctly for their distribution.

NPr third person singular nominative noun phrases
he, she, the boy ...

NPz other nominative noun phrases
I, they, the boys

NPs noun phrases that are not nominative
him, her, the boy, me, them, the boys

With these distinctions we can type the verbs 3S Np1\s for walks and
Nn2\s for walk. It is already apparent that some expressions must be as-

signed at least two types; the boy is both NP1 and NP3 and the boys is both
NP2 and Np3. If we look at the traditional type for the, ur/N, in this con-
text, we see that it has to be assigned the following types: Np1/N1, Np2/N2,
NP3/N1 and ur3/N2, where N1 and N2 index singular and plural nouns re-
spectively. A first way to reduce the number of assignments consists of
three steps.

(i) We introduce two new basic types Npa (tke boy) and Np5 (the boys),
representing singular and plural noun phrases that can be both nom-
inative and accusative (so they contain the full noun phrases and not
the case marked pronouns). This also leads to a simplification for the
types for the: NPa/N1 and Nr,5/N2.

(ii) We introduce a partial ordering relation on the basic types: Np+ S
NP1,NP5 ( NP2,NP3 ( NP4,NP3 ( NP5.

(iii) We change the rules of combination so that a functor AIB combines
with an argument C if C < B.

In grammars using feature structures a similar kind of reduction of as-
signments takes place, as we have seen in the flrst part. There the or-
dering of information was defined by the subsumption ordering (f) and
by changing the rule of application in terms of compatibility (or merg-
ing/unification) of the information in C and B.

NP1 I

Icnr NP I Icar
I acn S-sg I Nn2 : I acn
I cesr nom j L cASE

{the boy, he} {the boy

Icar NP .l

NP3 : 
| .otr non-nom l

{the boy, the boys, him, them}

NPI
non-3-ss 

I

non-nom l
s, they\
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NPa : NP5 :

CAT NP

AGR non-s-sg
CASE both

{the boys}

The sort both is special. Suppose case is the supertype of all possible
cAsE values. Then we now have the following subsumption ordering:
case z nom I both and case I non-nom a both. This means that the feature
structure corresponding to Nra does not subsume the feature structure cor-
responding to Np1 but rather the other way round. This can easily be seen
from the examples: {the boy} c {the boy, he} and not vice versa.

Feature structure grammars provide a second way to reduce the num-
ber of assignments. If we replace the basic types by their feature structure
equivalents in the types we assigned to the, we get the following assign-
ments.
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Icar NP I
I o"* J-ss I

I case both l
{the boy}

fcnr NP l,Icar N I
I acn 3-sg )' I acn 3-sg ]

fcar NP l,fcar N I
I acn non-3-sg )' I acn non-i-sg l

and

The determiner combines with both types of t*I and produces all types
of Nr, but there is an important dependency between the agreement values
of the domain and the values of the range of the determiner: the deter-
miner can pass on the values from the noun to the noun phrase and vice
versa. This distribution fact is accounted for in unification-based grammars
by forcing these values to be identical. In this case, the re-entrancy also re-
duces the number of assignments to just one. Parallel to a suggestion for
phrase structure grammars which we made in Chapter 3, we can imagine
categorial types like this. This notation could be used as an abbreviation
for the two assignments above.

o"( 
[ ::l ], ]

These examples illustrate two ways to simplify the grammar (or the lex-
ical information in the case of categorial grammars).

(i) The information ordering on the basic types allows us to reduce the
number of type assignments through underspeciflcation.

(ii) Re-entrancies allow us to state distribution principles and also reduce
further the number of assignments needed. They thereby allow a
more concise presentation of the grammar.

(iii) The decomposition of information also allows generalisations con-
cerning different features to be stated separately.

/[::t ) ]r
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The second reduction depends on the fact that we have decomposed
the information into two separate features (cer and ecR) so that we can
say something specifically about the acn feature (factorisation) and on the
fact that we can express identity of values through re-entrancies.

The methodological preference for economy in the speciflcation of a

grammar plays an important role in the proposals discussed below. It in-
volves reducing the number of type-assignments to individual 'ambiguous'
lexical elements and generalisations concerning a whole class of items by
techniques like type-constraints and inheritance.

We will present a selection of different extensions to categorial gram-
mars that are designed to deal with morphosyntactic structure. This will
enable us to point out the various options that are available technically
and the ways that the formal machinery is put to use in actual linguistic
description. It also allows us to put our proposals to use unary modal op-
erators as bearers of morphosyntactic information, to be presented in Part
III, in a wider perspective; comparing them to other categorial logics, il-
lustrating different formal techniques and also the motivation behind the
extensions.

The second part is structured as follows. In Chapter 5 we briefly present
and illustrate the various proposals and in Chapter 6 we present more gen-
eral issues. The major issues presented in Chapter 6 concern the differences
in the way underspecification is treated in the constraint-based systems and
in the type-logical systems.
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Options for Category
Refirrement

In this chapter we provide concise outlines of some categorial grammar
extensions that have refined classification structures to deal with cross-
classification. We will also discuss how these extensions treat aspects like
underspecification, feature distribution, factorisation of grammatical infor-
mation, etc. We will focus here on the technical aspects of the different
proposals. This serves as a background for the discussion in Chapter 6

about their merits in dealing with the issues iust mentioned. There we will
discuss a number of issues that arise in using such formalisms in grammati-
cal description. The effects of the extensions on the possibilities and limits
of choosing different options will be discussed there as well.

In this chapter the presentation involves the following aspects for each
of the systems.

o Cross-classification How is the definition of category modified to take
into account the decomposition of information?

t Abstraction How is the information ordering defined and how is it
used?

t Factorisation and Feature distribution Do the systems incorporate some
technique like re-entrancy to express identity?

o Calculus or rules of combination What categorial system (AB, Lambek
or other variant) is used?

We discuss the following extensions. (i) A reconstructed version of an
extended categorial grammar as introduced by Bach in a number of papers:
Bach (1983a), Bach (1983b), Bach (1984). (ii) A version of a categorial uni-
fication grammar based on Bouma (1993). (iii) Proposals in which basic
types are replaced by first-order terms as in Carpenter (1,992a) and Mor-
rill (1994). (iv) The extended Lambek grammqr as it is presented in work by
Bayer and Johnson (Bayer and Johnson (1995), Johnson and Bayer (1995),
Bayer (1996)). (v) Other proposals related to that by Bayer and Johnson
and also based on layering a feature logic on a categorial logic, like those
by Dcirre et al. (1996), Dcirre and Manandhar (1997) and Francez (1997).

5.1 Bach's Extended Categorial Grammar
Among the first papeffi to investigate morphosyntactic issues in the context
of categorial grammars were those by Bach (Bach (1983a), Bach (1983b),
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Bach (1984)). In these papers, Bach extends the notation for categories
to take into account the speciflcation of morphosyntactic features, which
are defi.ned informally by Bach (1983b, p.71) as those "that we must keep
track of somehow in phrase-grammar and that make a difference in word-
grammar". The definition of the extended notation varies somewhat from
paper to paper. Our reconstruction is based on the version in Bach (1983a).

Categories As far as the language of categories is concerned, the only
change to the traditional system, in which basic categories are atomic sym-
bols, resides in changing the latter into more complex structures, which we
will call extended basic categories T.

T ::: BFS
f ::: TIF/flF\F

The extended basic categories are pairs consisting of a traditional basic
category (atomic symbols 6) and a restricted kind of feature structure (fS).
The feature structures are restricted in two ways. First, the value of each
feature can only be an atomic value. This means that there is no embedding
of one structure into another. Secondly, there are no devices to indicate
re-entrancies. In other words, the restricted feature structures are simply
bundles of feature-value pairs (both simple atomic symbols). The usual
functionality requirement holds that there cannot be two pairs in a bundle
with the same feature but with a different value.

For particular grammars it is assumed (again as usual) that some kind
of signature is defined that constrains the possible values for each feature,
that restricts the co-occurrence of features in structures and that defines
what kind of feature structure information can be combined with specific
basic categories.

Rules of combination Bach uses the applicative AB-system. The defi-
nition of a language defined by the grammar is thus completely parallel to
that given in Definition 9. The only difference concerns the definition of
category. We use XB to identify this system.

Definition 23 (Language) Given a lexicor:. Lexys, the language Lxa
over this lexicon is specified as the smallest set such that: (i) Lexys e Lxe
and (ii) ("r o 

"r,A) € Lxa if either (ii-a) (e1,AlB) and (e2,^B) are in the
language, or (ii-b) ("r, B) and (e2,8\/) are in the language.

Ordering For the purpose of underspecification and the hierarchical clas-
sification of expressions, it is possible to make use of the subsumption or-
dering on feature structures. Bach uses this ordering to reduce the number
of lexical assignments by abbreviation (see the example below). The ap-
plication schema requires the domain of the functor to be identical to the
argument.
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Re-entrarrcy Bach does not use re-entrancy in his feature structures. In
Part IV we will discuss the technique that Bach uses to factor grammatical
information into different principles.

Exarmple We specify a simple grammar for the sentence he o walks. In
the signature part we specify the features, the sorts and the basic categories
we will use. Note that we use a different typeface for each kind of atomic
symbol. We will write down (restricted) feature structures in the familiar
attribute value matrix notation as before and simply juxtapose the basic
category and the feature structure in writing down extended basic cate-
gories.

Lexicon:

he: Np

walks:

For this simple applicative system we will use Gentzen style natural de-
ductions.
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I case nom 1

| *rtuu* sg I

I pensoN 3rd It [ .or, "ri* I*n I NUMBER s8 I tt
I rensou 3rd I

I cesE nom 1 [ casr, nom 1

he F rsr, | *rrrr* sg I waks F Np | *rrrr* sg I tt
I rrnsoru 3rd ] L PERsoN ird l

heowalksls ii-b

A proper name like lohn could be assigned an abbreviated category like:

--^ | NuvnEn sg 1*o 
I nr*to* 3rd l

If we assume that the only values for cesr, are nom and acc then this
abbreviates 2 full entries:

I cesE nom
NP I NUMBER ST

I rnnsox 3rd ].,I
CASE ACC

NUMBER st
PERSoN 3rd

In Bach's approach it is not possible for the underspecified (abbreviated)
entry to combine with the verb walk, because in the applicative schema a
functor AIB combines only with categories B: identity is required. We will
have more to say about this in the last part where we will also discuss his
suggestions to factorise the information in this type of grammar.
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5.2 Categorial Unification Grammar
In Chapter 3 we def,ned stand-alone feature structure grammars that use
feature structures to represent not only categories but complete linguistic
expressions. Categorial versions of such an approach have been worked
out in Bouma (1993), Uszkoreit (1986), Zeevat et al. (7987). We will now
discuss the essentials of these grammatical frameworks. More particularly,
we will reconstruct a version of categorial unification grammar, cuG, based
on Bouma (1993).

Categories In CUG, categories are defined as typed feature structures. A
feature structure of the sort category is either a basic or a complex cate-
gory (of sort basic and complex respectively). The basic categories have two
features, svt{ and MoR. The complex categories have four features, ARG,

DIR, vAL and uon. The values for the features anc and vAL are categories
themselves, representing the domain and the range of a functor category,
respectively. The feature nIR is used to specify the connective: / or \. For
more details concerning other features, we refer to the examples.

The following feature structures visualise these definitions of categories.
Notice that in such categories the slot for morphological information not
only appears on basic categories but also on complex categories. This
means that in principle a complex category can bear morphosyntactic in-
formation that is different from the specification on either of its constituent
categories (var,, ARG).

basic
sYN basic-category
M oR morphology

complex
VAL

DIR
ARG

MOR

category
direction
category
morphology

Rules of Cornbination The cuc grammar is a constraint-based system
like Hpsc. A language is again defined as a set of feature structures. The set
of well-formed, i.e. grammatical, feature structures is specified as those that
satisfy the constraints of the grammar, which is stated as a formula in a log-
ical language. In the case of categorial unification grammar, the grammar
consists of a lexicon and constraints defining the rules of combination.

The shape of the feature structures representing complex expressions
(phrase structure trees) has to be fixed in the signature. Phrase structure
trees also come in two forms: branching structures (phrases) and leaves
(words). Feature structures of sort word have the features pHoN, of sort
phonology, and cAt, of sort category. Feature structures representing local
binary trees are of sort phra.se and have the features cAT, FDTR, ADTR (besides
rHoN) with cAT encoding the category of the mother, FDTR the functor
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daughter and eorn the argument daughter (the latter two are both of sort
tree themselves). This means that feature structures representing words and
phrases typically look as follows.

word
PHoN phonology
cAT category

phrase
PHoN phonology
cAT category
FDTR tree

ADTR tree

The lexical expressions are modelled by feature structures of sort word.
The lexicon is a description of this set. A language consists of the feature
structures in the lexicon and phrases that respect the constraints defined
by the application schema. We can formulate the restrictions as type (sort)
constraints, but for the sake of readability we first present the constraints
as the elementary feature structures (depicted by attribute-value matrices)
that are licensed by these constraints. We present the type-constraints, or
at least similar ones, below. Note that the distinction between left and
right looking functors \, / is reflected in the order of combination of the
phonological values.
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FDTR tr
lTtr

tr
f complex

I ,ro.
L,*
I o*.
Iro*

I

E]
Application

PHoN E"E
rr I category IcAr Lf-j 

L ,oi tr l
tree

PHON

CAT

tree

PHON

CAT

Right

ADTR
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phrase

PHON

CAT

E.E
tr['::r:" tr ]

FDTR

tree

PHON

CAT

ADTR

The following presentation of the right application rule as a rule of infer-
ence shows how the application constraints correspond to the components
familiar from the derivational representation of an AB-rule.

tr
a

tree

PHON

CAT

Left

tr

E

tr
f complex

I ,no.

L,o
I o*"
[ ,o*

I

E]
Application

@r

complex

VAL

DIR

ARG E'E
E.E-E

Ordering For the purpose of underspeciflcation it is possible to make
use of the subsumption ordering defined on the feature structures. These
also allow the grammar writer to organise the information into inheritance
hierarchies as in the Hpsc grammars.

There is an important difference between the interpretation of the ap-
plication schema in this cuc framework and the Bach system. Whereas in
Bach's system identity is required between all the occurrences of A and B
categories in the derivation, the categorial unification grammars only need
the various structures that will match with the positions with labels like I
to be unifiable.

Examples We provide a simple lexicon and show the phrase structure
tree that corresponds to he o walks. We leave out sorts like word,bascat, etc.
which can easily be reconstructed.
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PHON

CAT

SYN

MOR

P

CASE

NUMB
PERS

N

he

N

t

nom 1

s8, 
I

3rd l

PHON

CAT

alks
VAL

DIR

ARG

SYN S]

SYN

MOR

P

CASE NOM

NUM sg
PERS 3rd

CAT

VAL tr[
DIR \

SYN

MOR

sl
trl

[syN NP I
ARG -LM'R 

[ilit :;:1]
MoR E_]

E'f ,"* NP

trlMoR tLL

PHoN Wt "@walksI svtrt s I

lro* Fl l
HoN @aks

tr
Ip

FDTR
CAT

ADTR

PHON

CAT
CASE NOM

NUMB sg
PERS 3rd

We illustrate the use of inheritance hierarchies to organise the informa-
tion with two examples. The first one applies the technique to the phrasal
domain by abstracting generalisations from the rule system. The second
example deals with the structure of the lexical domain.

The two constraints defining left- and right-application respectively have
many elernents in common. The only differences between them are the
connective involved in the functor and the order in which the phono-
logical values are combined. To account for this overlap, or to state the
generalisation over both instances, we define two subtypes of. phrase, called
left-headed-phrase and ight-headed-phrase. The following constraints are as-

sociated with each of these types.
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phrase =+

CAT

FDTR

ADTR

trl
VAL

ARG

MOR

ll

ll
tr
I orn

trl

I puoNr

| 
,.,*

I anrn

left-headed-phrase +

right-headed-phrase +

PH ON

FDTR

ADTR

tr]

\l]
As for the lexical hierarchy, it is also possible to abstract general pat-

terns from the specific lexical descriptions and formulate them as type-
constraints (in Bouma (1993) and Shieber (L986) these are specified as

macros). In specific lexical descriptions this information need then no
longer be specified as it is inherited from the supertype. For instance, we
can define the sortmodifier as a subtype of word and associate it with the
following constraint.

modifier + [.o, f 'o' I]ll I' L'^' Io*o f ] l
The descriptions of each individual modifier (for instance of the Ger-

man adjective guten) can now be simplified.

I svN

Related proposals The categorial unification grammar we have pre-
sented above, is just one example from a family of proposals to encode
a categorial grammar in a constraint-based formalism: Shieber (1986), Gaz-
dar et al. (1988), Moens et al. (1990), Zeevat et al. (1987), Uszkoreit (1986),

f word

I nro* guten

I luotICAT I

[ [anc
reduces to

I modifier

I r,uoN guten

I co, I ver

Nl]

NHI

El t svN

E'

E.E
I pHoN

[ .ot

In*,o*
E.E
I pHow

[.o,
I nuro*

IR

l

tr
Io
tr
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Karttunen (1987) Kcinig (1995). Several of these systems are also discussed
in van Benthem (1991).

5.3 Extended Lambek Grarnrnar
In a series of papers on coordination Bayer and Johnson use a categorial
grammar that differs from Lambek systems only in that the basic cate-
gories are replaced by formulas from a simple fragment of propositional
logic (Bayer andJohnson (1995), Bayer (L996), Johnson and Bayer (1995)).
We will sometimes call this version of the Lambek calculus the extended
Lambek calculus and the categories extended Lambek categories. Most of the
time however we will refer to it as the Bayer and Johnson grammar.

Categories Given a set S of sorts, the set of terms T and categories C is
defined by the following grammar.

T ::: sl(7^T)lgvr)
c ::: rlGlc)l(c\c)

It is important to note that the connectives A and V only appear in the
basic categories (7).

Calculus The rules of inference are given in Gentzen sequent style. They
are the standard rules except for the axiom. PL stands for propositional
logic.

TrPJ r,
Tt+T2ar

The only rules of pl that will be relevant here are the rules for A (and of
course the axiom rule for rr.). We will use the rules of the additive connec-
tions here.

rPJ r

LAr

o*Pl

rt"rl '4 cft",l * c
r[", n rr1\ c f [r, n rr1* c

rryr1 r\r,
t*rrnr, RA

LAz
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Booleans/Additives The reader should be aware that the addition of
additive or boolean connectives to the Lambek calculus poses interesting
technical challenges with respect to recognising power, completeness and
resource management. For discussion on these matters we refer the reader
to Kanazawa (1992), Restall (1994) and Kurtonina (1995).

In the Bayer and Johnson framework, the introduction of extra connec-
tives is restricted to the level of basic categories to avoid these technical
problems. In this way, the additive connectives do not interact to a great
extent with the type-logical connectives /, r, \. For a discussion on the for-
mal properties of this type of system see Dcirre and Manandhar (1997).

Ordering Comparing the propositional language with a feature structure
language, we see that the propositional rules function as a kind of subsump-
tion check. We can adopt the feature structure vocabulary, Tr 1 T2 if T2

subsurnes ft, or equivalently, Ty is more informative than 72.
In this hybrid system, two logical Ianguages are combined. A derivation

in this system proceeds as usual in the Lambek calculus, up to the point in
a branch where all the Lambek connectives have been removed and only
terms are left. At that point, the propositional rules of inference take over.
Whereas the normal axiom of the Lambek calculus reads A + A (where A
is a basic category), we can now have two different terms, 7r * Tz. The
relation of logical derivability that holds between them reflects inclusion
of the sets of expressions that interpret these terms.

The ordering can be used to match domains of functors and their argu-
ments that are not identical but where one can derive the other.

A+A B=+BAC A=+A BNC+B
Al$AC)oB+A A/Bo(BnC) +A

Re-entrancy There are no device like re-entrancy or structure-sharing in
this system. The consequences for grammatic description will be discussed
in the next chapter.

fail

Example We define
(he " walks).

Lexicon: {(he, (Nr
Derivation for (he

an extended Lambek Grammar for the expression

Anom A sgA srd)),(walks, (Nn n nom Asgn 3rd)\s))
walks,s):

afrPL

NP n nom Asg A 3rd\ *n Anom A sg A Srd

- 

o,frDr
S+S rL

NP n nom A sg A 3rd+ NP Anom A sg A 3rd S+S
(Nr n nom A sg A 3rd) o (ur AnomAsg A 3rd)\s + s

E\
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Related proposals Boolean or additive connectives have been used to
reduce lexical ambiguity not only by Bayer and Johnson but also by Lam-
bek (1961), Morrill (1990), Hendriks (1995) and Carpenter (1999).

5.4 First-order Terms

Several authors have proposed versions of categorial grammars that have
flrst order terms as basic categories. In Carpenter (7992a) this move is
presented for an AB-style grammar. For a Lambek-style grammar a good
reference is Morrill (1994). We will present both these proposals here.

5.4.1. AB-Version

Categories Basic categories are constructed out of predicate symbols, in-
dividual variables and individual constants. Each predicate symbol is of
some fixed arity n 2 O. The arguments can be filled by variables or con-
stants. Constants and variables are assumed to be sorted. The signature
fi.xes for each predicate symbol which constants can fiIl each of the argu-
ment positions.

We take the following illustration from Carpenter (L99Za). The signa-
ture specifies the sorts (pterson, number, case, verb-form), the variables (Pt, Nt,
Ct, V, for i a natural number), the constants (1, 2, 3, sing, plu, subi, obi, bse,

frn, perf, pred, infl and the predicates (Nr,, N, s).

r Variables P, range over individuals of sott persofl, Nt over individuals
of sort number, Ci ... case and V ... verb-form.

7, 2, 3 are of sort person; sing, plu, of sort number; subi, obi of sott case;

bse, fin, perf, pred, inf of sort verb-form.

The predicate Np has arity 3, the first argument position is of sort
person, the second of sorl number and the third of sort case. N has
arity 1 of sort number. s has arity 1 of sort verb-form.

The following are well-formed basic categories according to this signa-
ture: NP(P1,ltr1 ,obil, w(1tlu), s(I/+).

The set of first-order AB categories is the smallest set such that: (i) First-
order AB basic categories are first-order AB categories. (ii) If A and B are
first-order categories than so are A/B and A\.B.

Given this definition of categories there are various ways to define a

categorial grammar of the Adjukiewicz/Bar-Hillel style. Our definition here
is a straightforward adaptation from Definition 23. We refer to the lexicon
and the language as FAB: first order Adiukiewicz/Bar-Hillel. Obviously,
the lexicon Lexpn6 is defined as a set of pairs of words and categories (this
time fi.rst-order AB categories) as usual.
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Definition 24 (Language) Given a lexicon Lexp4s, the language Lree
over this lexicon is specified as the smallest set such that: (i) Lexpa7 q
Lp.a,e and (ii) (e1 o e2,,4) e Lpnn if either (ii-a) (e1,, AlB) and (e2,.B) are in
the language, or (ii-b) ("r,8) and (e2,,B\A) are in the language.

Ordering and Re-entrancy The usual rules of variable substitution
and renaming apply. The variables are implicitly assumed to be univer-
sally quantified with scope over the whole category. With the use of these
variables it is possible to define an information ordering on the categories.
We provide some examples. A category N(Ifl) generalises over the cate-
gories N(sg) and N(pl). The category u(Nr)/N(l[2) can be instantiated to
the more specific categories u(I/1)/N(rS), w(Ifr)/u@l) and the categories
N(sg)/NI(AIr), N(p/)/N(/V2). The category N(lf1)/N(rg) in its turn is more gen-
eral than N(sg)/N(sg) and w(p/)/N(sg) (and so on for the other categories).
Of course, the category N(lf1)/u(Ifr) can only be instantiated further to
either N(ss)/N(sg) or u(p/)/u(pl).

Variable sharing can thus perform similar functions as re-entrancies in
feature structures.

Example Assuming the signature as defined above, we can use the fol-
lowing lexicon to describe the sentence he walks.

{(hr, N r, (3,sg, s ub il), (w alks, N r (3,sg,s ubfl \ s (7tn ) ) }

The proof that shows that (heowalks,s(fin)) is in the language is a simple
adaptation of the proof in the Bach system.

5.4.2 Lambek version
We will be short about the technical aspects of the first-order version, as-

suming familiarity with first-order logics. More important in the discussion
are the examples of its use. These are provided in the next chapter.

Categories The first-order version of the Lambek calculus as defined in
Morrill (1994) differs from the AB grammar in the choice of inference rules
(Lambek instead of AB) and in the syntax of categories. Morrill introduces
explicit quantification. If C is a category and u a variable then YaC andluC
are also categories.

Ordering An ordering on the categories and corresponding expressions
is deflned by the use of variables and quantifiers. In order to establish
the ordering one should turn to the interpretation of the categories. The
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semantics of categories with variables and quantifiers can be defined by in-
troducing assignments G that assign constants to the variables. The assign-
ments are, of course, assumed to respect the sortal requirements imposed
by the signature.

uGlvuA) : {r lYclr 6 rGltt::cl(a)}
uc (=u,l) : {r I lclr E ,Glu::ct(a)}

Consider a simple example, with a basic category built from the unary
predicate Np, where the argument positions can be fllled by sg and pl. The
set of expressions in Vz[Nr,(r)] is included in the set of expressions denoted
by Nr(sg). If an expression is in Vr[Nn(z)] it must be in Nr(sg) and Nn(pl).

Calculus Extending the language with these quantifiers also requires,
from a proof theoretic point of view, adding left and right rules for these
logical operators. If we strip off the semantic labels we can copy the fol-
lowing rules of inference from Morrill (1994, p. 1,731182). We provide them
here for reference only.

rfA[u -- f]l + C
r[VuA] + C

llAl + B
-I-:r.fl=uA1a g =t'*

vL 1ffi vn-

l+Alu*-t)
I +1uA =^R

Here * refers to the side-condition that u does not occur free in f and <-
indicates substitution.

In the first-order AB grammar as defined above and taken from Carpen-
ter (1992a, p. 236) implicit wide scope universal quantification is assumed.

By using V as well as I and by integrating the rules in the Lambek
calculus, this type-logical framework offers a more fine-grained, polarity-
sensitive instrument for linguistic description. We will provide some ex-
amples of this approach in the next chapter.

5.5 Fibered Approaches

The Bayer and Johnson approach which we just sketched can be charac-
terised as an instance of a fibred (or layered) logic in the sense of Gab-
bay (1996). In the same vein, other combinations of a categorial grammar
logic with a feature-based grammar logic have been worked out in Dcirre
et al. (1996), Dcirre and Manandhar (1,997) and Francez (1997). The logi-
cal system which we will present next is referred to as L(FC) in Dcirre et
al. (1ee6).
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Categories An indexed syntactic type of L(FC) has the form:

t b(r) (indexed basic type, with b a basic type as usual and r a variable)
e C lB (C and B types)
r B\C (C and B types)

The basic types are said to be indexed, because the variables are used to
index the basic types: b(r) and b(y) are of different types.

Calculus Besides this change in syntax, the system makes use of a slightly
different kind of (natural deduction) sequent or declarative unit as Dcirre ef
al. (1,996) call it.

Definition 25 (Declarative Unit in L(FC)) A declarative unit has the
form L I C :: O, where A is a sequence of types, C is a type and @ is a

feature constraint. The first part before :: is called the type skelefon and the
constraint iD is called t}ae global constraint.

The feature constraint is a formula taken from the language of the fea-
ture constraint logic FC characterised in Dcirre et al. (1996) as "function-
free first-order logic with equality over the binary predicate symbols -F (fea-
tures), the unary predicate symbols P (sorts), and an infinite set of variables
V". This language is used to talk about feature structures. "[A]tomic formu-
las are of the forms rf y, p(r), and r : U.We take the connectives -- tnd A,

as well as the quantifier I to be primitive and all others to be deflned in the
usual way." (We wiII use the prefix notation for binary predicates and write
f (*,v)).

The formulas of this feature description language are interpreted on fea-
ture structures, similar to the structures we defined in the first chapter. The
interpretation clauses are fairly standard so we will not provide them here,
as we are not interested so much in the formal details as in the application
of the system to grammars.

The general idea of the system is to link a type-logical categorial part
and a constraint-logic feature structure part together. The link between
these parts is established syntactically, frrst by indexing the basic categories
with variables of the constraint-logic and secondly by annotating a natural
deduction sequent with a formula from the constraint-logic that is meant
to constrain the variables. Semantically, the interpretation of the two logics
is effected through flbering relations. The type skeleton is interpreted in a

model for the categorial logic as usual (a string model in Dcirre et al. (1996))
and the global constraint is interpreted in a feature structure model. The
fibering relations define a mapping from the interpretation of basic types
with some variable (r) in the string semantics to the interpretation of the
variables in the feature structure model.
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Ordering In this calculus one can make use of the ordering on the fea-
ture structure constraints to deflne underspecified structures. The matching
proceeds partly by a check on the basic categories and partly by combining
the constraints associated with the indices.

Example We define a layered Lambek Grammar which generates the ex-
pression (he o walks).

Signature: The set P contains the sorts (unary predicates) nom,st,3;
the set .F (binary predicate symbols or features) contains Nuvt, PER

and cesE; basic category names are NP and s, indexed by variables
from the constraint language.

We assume that the lexicon consists of pairs of words and assign-
ments. Assignments are pairs themselves consisting of a category and
a formula from the constraint logic.

Lexicon:
(he, ur(r1)

(walks, NP(gr)\s(r)

Derivation for (he walks, s(z)): We assume that lexical insertion pro-
ceeds by combining the category parts of the lexical assignment in the
type skeleton and conioining the constraint formulas into the global
constraint, with possible renaming of variables or variable substitu-
tion.

Nr,(r1) F Nn(r1) :: iD Nn(21)\s(r) F Nn(21)\s(z) :: O
ur,(r1) o rrrP(z1)\s(r) F s(z) :: O

(Nurra(r1, rz) Asg(r2)n
where O : ren(21 ,rt) A3(r3)n

cesn(r1 ,*+) Anom(ra))

It is interesting to look at the axiom rule and the rule of elimination as

it is given in Dcirre et al. (1996). These are defined as:

Al A::Q

ArFB::Q Azl-B\A::O

:: (Nuu(z r,rz) A sg(r2)n
ne n(r1, ,s) A 3(23)n
casE (r1, *n) A nom(r a)),
:: (Nuu (ar, az) n sg(y2) n
rnn(91, Us) A 3(yr)n
cesr (9r1, A +) A nom(y a))

oo

o

Ar o Lzl A:: O
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This means that the constraint @ is truly global. It is passed on at each
inference step and will appear on all the axioms. As is pointed out in
LeiG (1994) this system combines a validity part and a satisfaction part
without genuine communication between the two. The rules of inference
and their interpretation require us to check whether the theorem is true in
all models, the (open) constraint assumption restricts the models to those
in which the constraint holds.

Other Layered Systems Other systems besides the one discussed above
have been proposed by Calcagno (1996), Heylen (1996a), Dcirre and Man-
andhar (7997), and Francez (1997). In all of these proposals there is an at-
tempt to resolve in one way or the other the conflicts that we pointed out
in the previous chapter between the feature-structure systems (unification)
and the Lambek systems (subsumption). The aim is to have a logical system
with both elimination and introduction rules for the logical connectives in
which as much of the unification-based approach to underspecification is
preserved as possible. We will discuss several of the problems that arise in
this connection in the next chapter.

Summary
This presentation of some extended categorial grammars was intended to
provide an overview of the various options available. It does not claim
exhaustiveness. It shows how frameworks can differ along a number of
options with respect to the kind of category system that is used. These are:

r The technique or formal language or logic that is used for the exten-
sion of the category.

o The choice whether only basic categories are changed, or whether all
categories are affected by the reflnements.

r The possibility of stating identities (like re-entrancies) between differ-
ent parts of a category (domain and range).

Categories Each of the proposals above redefines the notion of category
to enable some degree of cross-classification. Feature structure-like exten-
sions are found in the proposals by Bach and Bouma (cuc). The former
replaces basic categories by pairs of a category and a feature structure for
the morphosyntactic information. The cuc system, on the other hand, is
an instance of a stand-alone system, using feature structures as represen-
tations for categories, phrase structure and other dimensions of linguistic
description. In the hybrid approach of Dcirre et al. (1996) feature structures
are connected to basic categories by means of fibering relations.

The Bayer and Johnson system replaces basic categories by propositional
formulas, but an alternative which replaces them by simple feature struc-
tures (or rather formulas from some feature description language) is of
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course readily conceivable. In the first-order systems they are replaced by
first-order terms.

A typical difference between the categorial unification grammar and all
the Lambek-based systems is that the former allows morphosyntactic dec-
orations on both basic and functor categories, but the latter only allow
refi.nements on the basic categories.

What is shared by the cuG, first-order systems and the layered approach
from Dcirre et al. (1996) is that they all provide a mechanism to require
identity between values in different subtypes of a category. The mecha-
nisms used are re-entrancies and variable sharing.

Ordering All systems discussed provide a technique to order the infor-
mation provided by categories and thereby to underspecify information.
In most systems this ordering plays an important role in matching the do-
main of a functor with the argument that it takes in a combination. In
the Lambek systems combinations AIB o C I D are possible when C I B.
This means that C and B do not have to be identical, but derivability must
hold. Extensions to this notion of derivability typically correspond to the
information ordering provided by the extensions. The only Lambek system
that we presented which is more permissive in this respect is the layered
approach from Dcirre et al. (1996). The underspecified information coded
in the constraints is not subiect to the derivability requirement but to a

satisfaction requirement or compatibility (unifiability) constraint.
The cuG approach, on the other hand, does not require derivability.

It is defined as a constraint-based, stand-alone unification system. The
grammar framework as proposed by Bach requires identical (extended) cat-
egories for matching. Underspecification in his system is restricted to ab-
breviations in the lexicon and does not figure in derivations.

We will discuss the consequences of the different types of matching
extensively in the next chapter.

Factorisation The issue of factorisation of linguistic information into
principles is discussed explicitly only by Bach and by Bouma. In this chap-
ter, we have only discussed proposals by the latter. The proposals by Bach
will be discussed in Part III. The extensions to the Lambek-based systems
are concerned mostly with reducing the number of category assignments
to individual lexical items and less with extracting generalisations from the
grammar or organising the lexical information into a type hierarchy.

In general, one could say that these systems are restricted with respect
to the rules of combination, or they are restricted with respect to the refine-
ments (basic categories only), or both. In the next chapter we investigate
in more detail the effects of these design choices on the way the systems
can be used for linguistic analysis, focusing on the differences between the
constraint-based AB system and the type-Iogical frameworks. This will lead
to a list of requirements that an optimal combination should meet.





6

Underspecificatiorr in
categorial grammars

In the previous chapter, $/e presented a number of proposals that extend
categorial frameworks with techniques that make it possible to decom-
pose linguistic information. Among these, the categorial unification gram-
mars combine a categorial perspective on linguistic composition with a

constraint-based perspective on classification. In this chapter we will con-
trast this constraint-based framework with the extended versions of the
type-logical Lambek frameworks with respect to such issues as underspeci-
fication, abstraction, and generalisation.

Important differences between the systems are the presence or absence
of devices like variable sharing or re-entrancy and the logical regime that
governs underspeciflcation. The constraint-based theories, only have wide
scope universal quantification, whereas in the Lambek systems underspec-
ification is polarity-sensitive.

In Section 6.1we will present the typical use that is made of categorial
unification grammars, showing how the benef,ts of a unification-based ap-
proach work out for categorial grammars. In Section 6.2, we turn to the
Lambek-style grammars and show how the deductive perspective on lin-
guistic description brings with it a different approach to these issues.

6.1 Unification-based Categorial Grammars
In Chapter 3, we showed how feature structures can be used in the gram-
matical description of natural languages. We discussed how they allow
expressions to be classified with respect to several dimensions, how the no-
tion of partial information and unification can be used to simplify gram-
mars, accounting for certain generalisations, how grammatical information
can be organised in modules, and how re-entrancies can be used to define
feature distribution principles.

In the third chapter we discussed feature structure grammars in the con-
text of phrase structure frameworks, and now we will see how the same
issues turn up in a categorial context. In the case of categorial uniflcation
grammar, the partial information resides in the lexicon and in the applica-
tion schema, these being the only components used in defining a language.
In the following paragraphs we provide a small fragment that illustrates at
which points the use of feature structures has effects and how underspeci-
flcation of morphosyntactic information works in this type of grammar.
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Underspecified Lexical Entries We look at the entries for the Ger-
man adiective guten and the noun Frau (Bouma (1993, p. 111ff)). In Ger-
man, adjectives and determiners agree in number, case and gender with
the head noun whereas adjectives agree in declension class with the de-
terminer. Nouns are marked for number and case. Many forms in the
paradigm have an identical form and could therefore be left underspecified
in the lexical assignments as the following example shows. For the sake of
convenience, we use attribute-value matrices as the description language.

word
PH ON gu

til
I case

| ,u.t

tr[#J-fuo* or ]

cat
sYN d
BAR O

s8i

3

fu*
o

Frau

["-T

The precise status of this type of underspecification is an issue which we
will discuss in some detail in Part IV. The general question is whether we
take the universe of expressions to be inhabited by a single expression the

ten

VAL

DIR

ARG

MOR

CAT

gen I
wkl

word
PHON

CAT

NUM
PER

GEN
BAR

In this case, the adjective has no specifrcations for number and gender.
As these attributes can have two and three different values respectively, this
description abbreviates six elements of the paradigm. The entry for Frau
does not specity a value for casr because it is not marked for this attribute.
This type of underspecification is of a similar type as the one introduced in
Chapter 3 in the context of phrase structure grammars. There we used the
following assignment for the definitive determiner, with underspecification
for number.

(the,ld A 0l)

This is a notational variant for:

(the,

l,
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with the properties as above, or whether we interpret the description as a
notational abbreviation for two entries, corresponding to two expressions
in the domain (one singular, the other plural), abstracting the common
information from the different assignments. Note that the assumption here
is that for the attributes that are not specified, aay of the appropriate values
for that attribute can be filled in.

Functor-Argument Matching The combination of the adjective and
the noun is constrained by the type-constraint on phrases defi.ning the
unification-variant of function application. This means that for this com-
bination the information as specified on the rorn is re-entrant with the
entry f.ot guten and the information on the aorR will be re-entrant with
the entry Frau. The re-entrancy marked ur E in the application schema
between the anc value of the functor and the category of the argument
daughter requires this. In other words, the properties of. Frau must be unifl-
able with the properties required by the functor. This means that with
respect to underspecification we have a symmetric situation in which both
the adjective and the noun can be underspecified for certain features.

phrase

CAT

FDTR

ADTR

compcat

VAL

ARG

MOR

I
I

Hrl
tree

CAT tr

tr['::{" tr ]
f tree

CAT

Co-variation and Featrre Distribution In the entry f.or guten it is
specified that the domain and range part of the functor category are re-
entrant. The distribution of features is defined by the patterns of re-entranry
in the lexical categories and in the application constraint. In the entry for
guten it is specified that vAL and enc are re-entrant. If the adiective is filled
in as FDTR in the structure above this means that f and @ U..o*e re-
entrant. This means that the MoR value of the ARG part of the otR becomes

re-entrant with E ur weII, as will the tvtoR value of the ADTR.

It is important to point out the effect of the interaction between the
re-entrancies in the modifier and the use of underspecification. Although
the modifi.er can be underspecified for certain features, the re-entrancies
force identity of domain and range. We will refer to this as co-variation.
This means that when the adjective combines with a noun, the adjective
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also passes on the values of the noun to the mother via the various re-
entrancies.

Partiality and Grammatical Organisation The entries for guten and
Frau show one particular use of partial information structures. The entries
as we presented them abstract away from those properties that are common
to different elements in the paradigm.

We can decompose the entry for guten into partial descriptions like the
following.

word
PHON

CAT

I

ten
VAL

DIR

8u
SYN N]

cASE gen 1

DECL wk I

BAR o ]
MOR

f word I

L.^,[;l:E]]
The latter description abstracts away a property that the adiective has

in common with a large class of lexical items: the modifiers. This can be
formulated as a type-constraint.

modiner=+ [.^, [n: H ] ]

This simplifies the description of the lexicon. Information common to
a whole class of entries is given once as a constraint on some type. Lexical
elements inherit the information by being marked as being of this type.
We already indicated in the previous chapter that the same strategy can be
applied to the application schemata.

We have now discussed some aspects of the workings of a categorial uni-
fication grammar. In the following section we wiII look at the extended ver-
sions of type-Iogical grammars to see how these issues turn up in a setting
in which the rule of application (elimination or modus ponens) is comple-
mented by a rule of abstraction (introduction or hypothetical reasoning)
and, more importantly, in which the constraint-based view on grammati-
cal description is replaced by a deductive perspective.
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6.2 Type-Logical Grammars

The deductive set-up of the type-logical grammars leads to some important
differences with the constraint-based treatment of underspecification and
partial information. In this section we will discuss these issues using the
same simple example of the German adjective-noun combination as above
and taking the Bayer and Johnson approach as the prototypical type-logical
extension.

Because the introduction of many extended formalisms was motivated
by a desire to capture typical aspects of the constraint-based analysis, some
of the differences with respect to underspecification (asymmetry and co-
variation) have sometimes been considered as problems (Dcirre et al. (1996))
for the type-logical approach. This has motivated the introduction of hy-
brid systems in which the descriptive tasks of a grammar are divided into
a type-logical derivation part and a unification-based part. We will briefly
illustrate how these systems overcome these putative shortcomings. How-
ever, we will also argue that an important part of these 'problems' can be
solved by using techniques within the type-logical framework and that the
other part in a sense is not problematic at all, but rather an advantage of
the type-logical treatment.

Functor-Argument Matching In the proof-theoretical perspective on
type-logical grammars, the basic judgments are of the form I I C, where
f is a structured configuration of categories corresponding to a structured
confi.guration of expressions and C is some category. It expresses the basic
categorisation relation: structure I is of Wpe C. Semantically, the unit is
interpreted as saying that all the expressions in o(I) are included in u(C)
(for all frames and valuations).

In the basic type-logical system as discussed in the first part, the axiom
is of the form A F A. In extended systems, like the Bayer-Johson framework,
the axioms for basic categories are replaced by another layer of derivability.
Because the basic categories are propositional formulas, the axiom for the
type-system is replaced by a notion of propositional derivability A Fpr B.

From a semantic perspective this corresponds again to inclusion.
The propositional formulas are not simply used to decompose the infor-

mation. Their logic also makes it possible for an argument and a functor
to combine because the argument propositionally derives the domain sub-
category (and not because the domain of the functor is identical to the
argument). In other words, the argument can be more informative than is
required by the domain of the functor. This should be compared with the
standard type-logical system in which the argument and the domain must
be identical in the case of basic categories. This means that with respect to
underspecification the situation is asymmetrical: in combinations Af B o C,
B must be less specific than, or as specific as C. In the cuc system both the
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domain of the functor and the argument can be underspecified.
The inclusion relations between the various categories and subcategories

that are allowed can best be seen in Gentzen sequent derivations. A + B
corresponds semantically to u(,4) c u(B). In the simple examples we will
have to look at the following patterns:

A+D C+B C+B A+D
AIBoC+D CoB\A + D

The asymmetry is due to the polarities of the (sub)categories: whether
they occur in the antecedent or succedent of a sequent or in the domain or
range part of a functor.

Example 9 (Inforrnativeness) We demonstrate the use of propositional
logic in the extended Lambek calculus with a simple example in which we
combine a third person singular obiect noun phrase (say the boy) wit}: a

transitive verb of which the domain is underspecified for person/number.
Note that we will no longer separate [-p1 from l-, and simply omit the sub-
script when using propositional rules.

NP+NP
VP + VP NP n 3-sg =+ ur
vr/Nno(NnA3-sg)+vP

We will now turn to two important differences between the Bayer and
Johnson system and the categorial unification system. The first relates
directly to the type-logical perspective on linguistic description and the
asymmetrical checking relation between the domain of the functor and
the argument. The second concerns the effect of the absence of re-entrancy
and thereby communication between domain and range subcategories.

Polarity-Sensitive Underspecification We will represent the infor-
mation that Frau is a singular, third person, feminine noun, by the formula
(N n sg A \rd n fem). If we do the same f or guten we get (r.r n gerz n wk)/(u n
gen A wk).

We have seen that in the cuc analysis, as a result of the re-entrancies
in the lexical entries and the application schema for the cuc grammar, the
category of the adjective-noun combination bears the morphological in-
formation which is the combination of the information arising from both
daughters. This can be represented as: (x n sg ASrd A f em A gen Awk). With
the type assignments for the adiective and noun we cannot derive this cat-
egory for the combination as the following attempt shows. (Note that we
abbreviate each category and sort to its initial letter.)

fail fail
(NngAu.r) + (Nnsn 3n f Ag Aw) (NnsA3n /) =+ (Nn9ntr.')

(u ngntu)/(N AsAtu) o (N A s A 3A/) + (N A s A3 A / As Aw)
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It is easy to see that the left premise is not derivable by looking at the
semantics. We interpret sorts as sets of expressions and conjunctions as

intersections, + as e. Obviously (N )gnw) g (unsr-l3n/n gnw).
Note that we have abused notation by using the same notation for the cat-
egories and their interpretations. In intuitive terms the first premise fails
because the antecedent is more informative than the succedent, whereas
derivability holds if the situation is reversed. The second premise fails simi-
Iarly, although in this case the situation is slightly different: the antecedent
contains information not contained in the succedent and vice versa. Essen-
tially what this illustrates is that application (or elimination) is defined here
in terms of a subsumption relation, which is asymmetric, whereas in cuG,
application is defined in terms of the symmetric uniflcation relation.

Part of the problem has to do with the asymmetry of the derivability
relation or, alternatively put, the difference in positive and negative occur-
rences of formulas. In unification grammars, all quantification (underspec-
ification) is universal, wide-scope. Another problem with the analysis has
to do with the absence of devices like re-entrancy (see the paragraph on
Feature Percolation below).

In Example 9 we could combine a third person singular obiect noun
phrase with a transitive verb in which the domain was underspecifled for
number and person. However, a problem arises if we want the agreement
source to be underspecified as well. A simple example involves an intran-
sitive verb which must combine with nominative noun phrases, hence
(Nv nnom)\s, but where the noun phrase (the boy, for instance) is left under-
specified for casE and simply typed trtp. In contrast to the cuG type analy-
sis, this combination is not derivable in the Bayer and Johnson framework.

fail
NP =+ NP ANOM S + S

Nro(Nrnnorz)\s+s
There is a solution to this problem by assigning the type (un n nom Aacc)

to an unmarked noun phrase like the boy. In effect, this says that such an
expression is both nominative and accusative. Although this may look
strange when one is used to the restriction on feature structures that each
feature can only be specified by one value, this treatment follows from the
interpretation of categorisation in a Lambek style grammar. We could say
that this is a case of. overspecification. Note that we will often use the term
underspecification as a generic term to refer to both underspecification and
overspecification.

(urnnom) +NP Anom
(NnnnomAacc)+NPAnom s+s
(Nn n nom A acc) o (Nr n norn )\s + s

In the first-order variant of the Lambek calculus, underspecification
is also sensitive to the polarity of the categories. Whereas Vr(NP(r)) +
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NP(sg) is derivable, NP(sg) =+ Vz(NP(r)) is not. The solution here is to
make use of existential quantification in addition to universal quantifica-
tion. This can be illustrated by the following simple examples. The first
concerns a subiect-verb combination, where the subject is overspecified
for case (a proper noun, for instance) and the verb requires a nominative
subiect. The second example concerns the combination of a verb with its
obf ect where the verb does not care about the number of the object but the
object is specified as singular.

I.{P(noru) + NP(nom)

VC(NP(C)) +I"{P(norn) S + S

VC(NP(C)) " NP(norn)\S =+ S

NP(sS:) + NP(sg)

VP + vP NP(ss:) + lN(NP(Ir))
VP/=N(NP(Ir)) oNP(ss) + vP

At first sight, the distinction between underspecification and overspec-
ification or existential versus universal quantification might be felt to be
a kind of unwanted complication as compared to the simplicity of the
constraint-based treatment. However, the duplication resulting from the
polarity sensitivity should rather be seen as a refinement that offers extra
possibilities. Some of the advantages of the subsumption based treatment
of underspecification are presented in Bayer and Johnson (1995) with re-
spect to certain coordination constructions. These examples will be dis-
cussed extensively in Part IV.

Feature Percolation Now consider the situation in which the assign-
ment for guten is as before, but the assignment for Frau is the fully specified
(unsn 3n f Ag Atrl). In this case the agreement source is fully specified but
the adiective is not. Now we can derive:

(N ng ntr)/(N AgAtu) o (w As AS A / A g Ail,) =+ (N ngnu,)

(N ngn?r) + (N ngnu) (N nsn3n/ngrnu) + (N ngn?r)
(u ngnu)/(w AgAtu) o (u A sA 3A/AgA w) + (N ngA-)

However, we meet the problem that the succedent (representing the
information of the mother category in the phrase structure tree) is also un-
derspecified for all the features that do not appear on the adjective. What
we would like is that the information on the noun also percolates to the
mother (represented by the succedent type), just as in the cuG analysis, but
this sequent is not derivable.

(Nngntu)/(r.rA9Atu)o(NAsASA/AsAw)+ (unsn 3A f Ag Au)
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fail
(ru ngAtu) + (u nsn 3A f Ag Atu) (NnsASA f ng A'ur) + (Nngnto)

(N ng ntu)/(u AgAtu) o (N As A 3A/AgA w) + (N nsASA f Ag Aw)

The asymmetry is only partially responsible for the failure of the Bayer
and Johnson system to underspecify both the adjective and the noun as in
the cuG system. Another problem lies in the fact, mentioned before, that
the domain and the range values do not communicate through variables
or re-entrancies. Even if we take into account the asymmetry between pos-
itive and negative occurrences (using the appropriate underspecifled and
overspecified forms) we are not able to provide adequate type assignments
as can easily be seen by modifying the example. For Frau, underspecified
for casc and oBcl in the cuc grammar, we will have to overspecify the
assignment for these features; it has all cases and belongs to all declension
classes. guten is underspecified for NUvt, rtR, and cEN.

Frau Nn sn 3n f ngAn... AwA strong...
guten (N ngAw A s ApA / A 2 A 3n...)/(N AgAw)

The problem with these category assignments is that they make it pos-
sible to derive the combination but the result is typed (N n gA w As n p n
L A 2 n 3 n ...) which, as an overspecified category, does not take into ac-
count that the combination is a singular, third person, feminine nominal
expression. In other words, we can now also derive that guten Frau is a first
person, plural, masculine noun phrase.

Let us now consider the version of the Lambek calculus that replaces
basic categories with first-order terms. The obvious categories for guten and
Frau in such a framework defined above (in Section 5.4) are, respectively:

Vltr, P, G(N (N, P, G ,,9, w)/N (N , P, G ,9, w)) and
VC, D(N (r,3, fem,C, D)).

We assume sorts like Number, Person, Gender, Case and Declension
class, with N and s of sort Number, P and 3 of sort Person, etc. With
these assignments we can derive that the combination must be of type
N(s,3, fem,g,w) as follows, where we abbreviate this type to N0.

N0+N0 N0+N0
N0/N0 o N(s, 3,fem,&w) + N0

N0/N0 o VD(I.{(r,3, fem,g,A)) + X0
N(s,3, fern,g, w)/N(s,3, fern,E, w) o VCD(N(s,3, &ra, C, D)) + N0
VG(N(s,3, G,g,w)fN(s,3, G,g,w)) o VCD(N(s,3, fem,C,D)) + N0

VPG(N(s, P, G,g,w)/N(s, P,G,t,,w)) o VCD(N(s,3, fem,C,n)) + N0
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VNPG(N(If, P, G,g,w)fN(N, P, G,g,w)) o VCD(Irl(s,3, fem,C,D)) + N0
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Because the quantifier in front of the modifier category has scope over
both the domain and the range of the functoq the instantiations of the
variables that are shared between these two are guaranteed to be identical.
For application (elimination of the slash) to work, the variables have to be
instantiated to the values provided by the noun. Together these constraints
take care that the features specified on the noun and the modifier are all
passed on to the mother, represented by the succedent.

Hybrid Systems In Section 5.5 we presented one of the layered ap-
proaches of Dcirre et al. (1996). Other systems presented in that paper
resemble the system of Bayer and Johnson. Instead of replacing the ba-
sic categories by propositional formulas, they are replaced by some other
feature description language. Howeve! these systems suffer from the same
problem as the Bayer and Johnson language with respect to underspecifica-
tion. Simply put, an expression of category AIB combines with an expres-
sion of category C (by'application') only if C + -B which, for the feature
structure involved, means that B must subsume C. Dcirre et al. (1996) re-
mark: "I.{oW this proof-theoretical behaviour leads to an unfortunate com-
plication, when we want to make use of underspecification as it is done
in unification-based grammars." (p. 408). The language L(FC) with global
constraints is introduced to solve this problem by separating categorial in-
formation from morphosyntactic (and other) information and by subject-
ing the two types of information to different regimes.

The global constraints also allow underspecification for both the adjec-
tive and the noun in the German guten Frau example with a correct analy-
sis.

Example 1O (L(FC)z guten Frau) We define an L(FC) grammar for the
expression guten o Frau).

Signature: The set P contains the sorts (unary predicates) fem, sS, 3,
wk, gen; the set F (binary predicate symbols or features) contains
GENDER, NUM, pER, DECI and CASE; basic category names include u
indexed by variables from the constraint language.

Lexicon:

(guten, N(rr)/u("r) :: (casE(zt,nz) Agen(r2)A
or,cr(r1, rs) A wk(r3)))

(Frau,, N(gr) :: (xuv (n,yr) A sg(92)A
PER(E1, ys) A s(gr)n
crntotn ( a r, a +) n fem(ya)))

r Derivation for (guten Frant,u(r1)):
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N(rr)/u(rr) F w(r1)/N(rr) :: O N(*r) F t-t(r1) :: O

N(rr)/w(rr) o N(rr) t- w(21) :: O

(casr(r1, rz) A gen(r2) n
Dncr.(r1, ze) A wk(r3)n

Where @ is Nutrl(r1 ,*z) Asg(z2)n
ntn(ri, ra) A 3(r3)n
c EttoEn ( n t, r +) n fem(r a))

The feature structure associated with the phrase guten Frau combines
the information associated with the adjective and the noun. The variables
that are shared between the domain and range category of the functor and
the identities that are enforced in the derivation by the axioms take care of
that.

6.3 Shortcomings
In the previous sections we have discussed the potential of several extended
categorial frameworks to deal with cross-classification, partial information
(underspecification) and modularisation of the linguistic information.

It appears from this discussion that there is an important contrast with
respect to these issues between the AB-styIe categorial grammars and the
Lambek-style grammars. The Categorial Unification Grammar is a stand-
alone feature system like upsc and inherits from this type of framework all
the possibilities for classification which we discussed in the first part. Un-
fortunately, it does not provide the same fine-grained logical perspective on
grammatical composition as the type-logical grammars do. It fails to pro-
vide introduction rules and thus a complete logic for the logical constants
of grammatical reasoning is missing.

According to Dcirre et al. (L996), the proof-theoretic behaviour of the
Lambek style systems, on the other hand, leads to some complications
when one wants underspecification as in uniflcation-based grammars. The
polarity sensitivity that arises from treating the categorial connectives as

logical constants and from defining grammaticality in terms of derivabil-
ity means that the matching of functor and argument leads to an asym-
metric situation with respect to underspecification. In order to maximise
the possibility of stating partial information in this asymmetric situation it
is possible to make the partial information also polarity-sensitive and de-
fine both overspecified and underspecified information as in the Bayer and
Johnson system.

The problematic cases that remain are those of co-variation in which
the problem of underspecifi.cation is combined with that of distribution of
information in categorial structures. In the absence of re-entrancy mark-
ers or alternatives like variable sharing, it does not seem possible to pro-

o
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vide a good account for these cases. The first-order versions do not have
this problem. In the hybrid frameworks as proposed by Dcirre et al. (1996)
this is taken care of by combining a validity-based categorial part with a

unification-based part.
There are a number of objections that one could raise against this type

of hybrid approach. The first is of a general methodological nature. The
question arises whether it is really necessary to move to a mixed system
to incorporate the benefits of a unification-based system or whether one
could provide the same beneflts within a resource-conscious, type-logical
setting. This argument against the approach relates to an objection raised
by LeiB (199a): "its semantics is presented as a mixture of satisfaction and
validity and is fairly unfamiliar. I am not convinced that this complication
is necessary, and hope that further efforts result in simpler solutions."

The second objection has to do with the shortcomings of the unification-
based approach with respect to underspecification in the context of cer-
tain co-ordination constructions. For these cases polarity sensitivity is re-
quired, also in the morphosyntactic dimensions. So, the differences be-
tween the type-logical grammars with asymmetrical underspecification and
the unification grammars with symmetrical underspecification may not be
a bad thing. As Bayer and Johnson (1995) point out, the subsumption-
based approach provides certain benefits with respect to the analysis of
co-ordination of unlike types. This argument is presented in the last part
of this book. It also argues against the unification-based frameworks that
only have modus ponens rules and no logical characterisation of the gram-
matical connectives.

The third objection is one that can be raised against all of the type-
logical extensions presented above (including the first-order approach),
namely that morphosyntactic decorations can only appear on basic cate-
gories. Bouma (1993) provides a number of reasons why morphosyntac-
tic information should be associated with complex categories as well. It
is obvious, for instance, that many morphosyntactic properties are prop-
erties of expressions with complex categories (like verbs, determiners and
prepositions) rather than of the expressions they combine with or of the
expressions they are a part of.

We can improve on this situation if we can define a framework with the
following properties.

r Connectives are treated as grammatical constants with a complete
logic (both elimination and introduction rules).

r Underspecification is polarity-sensitive, respecting the logic of the
connectives.

r The framework provides a way to deal with co-variation.
o Morphosyntactic decorations can appear on both basic and complex

types.
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. The resource-conscious perspective extends to the treatment of mor-
phosyntactic properties.

We will define such a framework in Part IIL

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed some general issues regarding the use of
partial information in grammatical description, using the extended catego-
rial frameworks that we presented in the previous chapter. We started our
presentation with a unification-based applicative system in order to show
the possibilities of using partial structures in a categorial context and then
we contrasted this approach with their type-logical treatment.

An important contrast between the AB systems and the type-logical sys-
tems involves the notion of polarity and the opposition between a unifica-
tion-based treatment of underspecification and a validity or subsumption-
based treatment. This leads to an asymmetric underspecification configu-
ration in the type-logical case that can be solved by introducing overspec-
ification as well as underspecification, depending on the polarity of the
(sub)categories. A problem that remains is that of co-variation. In the cases
where re-entrancy or variable sharing is used, the issue of underspecifica-
tion is connected with that of the specification of feature distribution.

One of the challenges that will be faced in the next part is to provide
an account of these co-variation cases. We will show how the multi-modal,
type-logical framework can be used to provide an analysis of these and
other cases.
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Summary of the second part
We have reviewed several extensions to the basic categorial frameworks
that we presented in the first part. The extensions refine the category sys-
tem to allow cross-classification for the description of morphosyntactic in-
formation. The techniques used to achieve these extensions vary from re-
placing basic categories by propositional formulas, first-order terms or fea-
ture structures, to redefining a categorial grammar as a stand-alone feature
structure system.

Besides cross-classification, the extensions also provide a way to reduce
the number of assignments to lexical expressions through underspeciflca-
tion. Moreover, they provide different ways to express the distribution of
morphosyntactic information in the compositional structure.

Categorial unification grammars behave in many ways differently from
the type-logical versions with respect to these issues of classification and
distribution. These differences relate to the fact that cuGs only use the
rule of application and not a complete logic for composition and selection
(with both elimination and introduction rules). We have discussed the con-
sequences for underspecification and the matching of functor-argument
structures above.

The AB-systems suffer from incompleteness from a logical point of view.
The type of underspecification that they employ is not polarity-sensitive
which leads to certain descriptive problems for co-ordination construc-
tions. The Lambek-style systems that we presented above on the other
hand, are restricted in the sense that they can specify morphosyntactic
information only on basic categories. In cases like the Bayer and John-
son system, they do not allow the expression of generalisation on type-
assignments in which co-variation is concerned.

In the next part we will investigate the possibilities offered by the multi-
modal version of the type-logical grammar presented in Chapter Z. We
will see that it already provides the tools needed for cross-classification,
underspecification, feature distribution etcetera, so that extensions with
other logics (propositional, first-order, Iayered systems) are not necessary.
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Introduction to Part III
In the previous part we have presented various ways to extend categorial
grammars with formal devices to describe the morphosyntactic properties
of linguistic expressions. We also pointed out how these devices can or why
they cannot deal with underspecified information and the distribution of
morphosyntactic information in phrase structure.

Our aim in this third part is to use the mechanisms available in the
type-logical framework presented in Chapter 2 to refine the classification
potential. What we want is a classification schema that has the same ex-
pressive possibilities as the constraint-based systems outlined in Chapter
3, but avoids the obstacles discussed in the previous chapter. We thus
want to ref,ne the notion of category in order to cross-classify expressions
along multiple dimensions. More specifically we want categories to provide
morphosyntactic information as well as syntactic information. Expressions
should be classified hierarchically to reduce the number of lexical assign-
ments through underspecification. Furthermore, we need a mechanism
that accounts for co-variation. Simply put, this means that categories can
be underspecified in different parts and the extensions require the same
values to be filled in for these parts. We have already illustrated this in the
introduction to Part II.

We propose to use the unary modal operators O and tr, introduced in
Chapter Z, to carry morphosyntactic information. The resource modes in-
dexing the operators will represent specific values for the morphosyntactic
properties. The morphosyntactic markings on expressions are checked in
the course of the derivation by the logical rules of the modal operators.

Inclusion postulates are introduced to structure the information hier-
archically, thereby allowing underspecified (and overspecified) categories.
Distribution postulates, i.e. interaction postulates between the unary mor-
phosyntactic modalities and the binary composition operations, govern
the way information is distributed in phrase structure. This framework
complies with the goals we established at the end of the previous part.

In Chapter 7 we concentrate on the technical possibilities of the modal
approach to deflne the basic feature-checking mechanism and show how
structural postulates define inclusion relations and distribution principles.
More details are provided in Chapter 8 with a number of analyses for small
linguistic fragments.
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A Logic for Feature Checking

In this chapter we show how in a mixed multimodal categorial frame-
work unary modalities can be used to represent morphosyntactic prop-
erties of expressions. The residuation logic for the unary connectives Oi
and n, is used to define a feature checking procedure that is resource and
polarity-sensitive (Section 7.1). Each mode i represents some morphosyn-
tactic property. The logical rules are complemented by a collection of
structural postulates. Underspecification is dealt with by assuming general
modes that are related to speciflc instances by inclusion postulates (Section
7.2).The distribution of individual features and feature complexes is regu-
lated by means of distribution postulates (Section 7.3).

These investigations extend some proposals that have been made by
authors including Versmissen (1996), Johnson (1999), and Kraak (1998).

7.1. Feature checking
We start with a brief recapitulation of the multimodal framework. Next,
we show how unary modalities can be used to encode morphosyntactic
properties and how their logic defines a feature checking operation that
parallels the binary selection and composition operation.

Unary operators have been used as bracketing operators, marking do-
mains of locality or as structural modalities to define modally controlled
structural rules for the compositional connectives (see Morrill (1994)). A
simple example of this type of control is provided by a permutation modal-
ity (p), which replaces a global, structural ruIe by a modally controlled ver-
sion.

OoA..B - B o.OoA

Moortgat (7997) offers extensive discussion of the ways in which the
unary modalities can control resource management by imposing or relax-
ing certain structural options of the composition operators. We will use
them here for a specific domain of application: the classification of expres-
sions with respect to their morphosyntactic properties, and the distribution
of these properties along the compositional axis.

7.1.1 The Framework
A categorial grammar defines a language by assigning categories to the
atomic expressions of the language (the words). The categories are for-
mulas from a logical language. It is the task of the grammar to def,ne

r29
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which complex expressions are grammatical and in which category they
are to be classified. In the type-logical approach this is taken care of by
a proof-procedure. To show that an expression E is of some category C,
we replace the words by their categories (as specifled in the lexicon) and
assemble these formulas into a term from which we try to derive C by the
logic governing the formulas. We have presented the formal language and
the rules of inference already in Chapter 2. Here we will repeat the major
aspects, focusing on the presentation of the unary connectives.

The formula langu age, F, is deflned as follows, where B is a set of atomic
symbols, called the basic categories. The indices i,, are taken from a set of
symbols 7.

F ::: B I V.r. T) I Vlf) I (.r\,r) I onF I anr

A formula or category represents a set of expressions, or more generally,
a set of 'linguistic resources'. The structure of the formula tells us some-
thing about the properties of the expressions they denote. For instance, we
want to say that a resource in Arl B is related (in mode i) to a resource in A
and a resource in B. This 'parts-whole' relation between the three expres-
sions is interpreted as composition in the grammar logic. For a resource in
OiA we could say that it is an i-marked version of a resource in A. We will
distinguish between different types of composition and different types of
markings, hence the indices.

For the interpretation we have assumed a set of linguistic resources I,7,
a family of ternary and binary relations (both indexed by T) used to inter-
pret the binary (1,,., \) and unary (tr, O) connectives, respectively. If the
ternary relation is interpreted as composition (R(wry) means that tr.r con-
sists of an r and a g) then A o B denotes, as we already indicated, the
'composed' resource ?, (whole). AIB denotes the resources related to the
second argument of the relation (r): those that select B resources (y) to
form ,4 resources (tt). The unary connectives show the same duality, which
will be exploited in our account of morphosyntactic features.

We have also defined a notion of derivability between formulas ,4 ---+ B
so that ,(-4) e ,(B) (for all frames and valuations), which respects this
interpretation. The so-called pure residuatian logic below, also known as the
non-associative Lambek calculus ur) captures these requirements.

(nnru) A---+ A
(rnaNs) if A --+ B and B ---+ C, then A -- C,
(nrs) A ---, C lrn iff A ti B ---+ C iff B ---+ A\,C

A ---+ .iB iff QiA ---+ B

It is important to realise that we have a whole family of binary and
unary connectives (indexed by 7) but that all of the binary and unary con-
nectives are governed by the same logical rules which relate o6 to f t and
\1, and 06 to n6 for each mode i. The distinction betwe€n o1 and rr' or Ri
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and rt1. in the model is not one of 'logic' but of 'structure'. Rf can be an
associative relation and Ef non-associative, El might be commutative but
Efl not. It is also possible that two modes of composition differ only in the
way they interact with certain unary operators. These characteristics are
defined as frame conditions on the relations in the model theory. In the
proof theory, they are defined by so-called structural rules. In the Gentzen
sequent presentation, the rules appear as follows.

f [A, o" Ar] + C f [(Ar o" (Az o" As))] + C
ItAr % Arf =+ C f t(4, ." A, % Ar)f + C

This corresponds to the following axiomatic form.

PERM Ao"B'- B t.A
ASSoc (A t B) .o C +-+ 4." (B ." C)

Besides structural postulates that fix the characteristics of single modes
of composition and marking, we can also specify certain rules for the inter-
action of different modes.

In the following rule for pnnu, we see a composition relation where the
components can permute, provided the f,rst component is marked p.

r[A, o" (Ar)o] + C
f [(Ar)o o" Az] + C

PERM

PERM QrAo" B ---+ B o"OoA

In the following rule, we allow an r-checking to be changed into a y-
checking.

r[(A)r] + c
r](Abl + c I

This enables us to derive a sequent like JaA + a*4. We call this an
inclusion postulate, because from a semantic perspective it means that
u(noA) c u(a*A) (o. al 

= 
a?;.

ffil6*eL-
6fr*AI^-
r,aA + a,A R-

Because the inclusion postulates will be used quite a lot in Gentzen
sequent derivations below, we will present them in the Gentzen format:
zaA + z*A. Most of the time we will not unfold the derivation further
than this.

In the next rule, we allow a z-marking on an fl,-composite to be replaced
by a z-marking on the first component of the composite.
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f [(4,l, on L,2] + C
f [(Ar on Lzl,] + C K1

Kr Q,(A.nB)-Q"AoB
Now that we have presented the formal machinery again we will be

more precise about how it is used to define grammars. At this point we
only look at the use of the logical operators and their potential to effect
cross-classif,cation. The use of postulates will be discussed in the following
sections which will deal with underspecification and distribution of mor-
phosyntactic information in phrase structure.

7.1.2 Cross-classification
The duality between O and tr is similar to the duality between o and /, \. We
have seen an interpretation of the residuation duals in very general models.
In the case of the binary connectives we interpret these more specifically
as composition and selection operations (wholes and parts). A similar in-
terpretation holds for the unary structure building operators. However,
because there is only one part, one could think of this operation in terms
of marking instead of composition. We use the duality between them to
def,ne the morphosyntactic properties of a language in terms of checking.
An expression typed as ZiA is similar to B\iA and can be read as "requires
mode i marking", parallel to "requires composition with argument". By
the duality between O and n we can define a cancellation schema that we
interpret as feature checking. Just as B r1 .8\6,4 ---+ A is valid so is OlziA ---+ A.
The O cancels or checks the tr. Metaphorically speaking we can also say
that the n6 functions as a lock that can be opened by a corresponding key
Oa.

To illustrate the use of unary operators to mark morphosyntactic distinc-
tions we consider the assignments of the example given in the introduction
to Part II again.

3-sg-nom-np he, she, the boy...
123-sgpl-nom-np I, they, the boys
123-sgpl-acc-np him, her, the boy,

me, them, the boys

Given these translations of the categories for the noun phrases, the cat-
egories for the verbs walk and walks are as follows.

NPr -\-) nlNP
NPZ ^\-) tr2NP :
NPS ^, n3NP :

NP1\S ^;
NP2\S .\-)

tr1NP\s :
l2un\s =

3-sg-subject-v walks
non-3-sg-subject-v walk

Because we use only a single mode of composition, we can omit the
index on the binary connectives (both the logical and the structural ones).
To show thatheowalks is a sentence, we derive the sequent tr1NPotr1NP\s +
s as follows.
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NP => NP LA
,Rn S=+S

(n1wr,)r * NP
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!1NP * tr1NP l,\
tr1NP o tr1NP\S =+ S

The Gentzen sequent presentation clearly shows how feature checking
by the unary modalities proceeds. In the bottom sequent there are two
trtp formulas marked by tr1, but they are of opposite polarity. The deriva-
tio shows how the logical rules for tr are used here to implement feature
checking. Different strategies are discussed in the next chapter.

7.1.3 Discussion
Our def,nition of grammar provides a deductive perspective on the char-
acterisation of grammatical structures. We have classified expressions us-
ing logical formulas as categories and we have defined the typing relation
of complex expressions in terms of logical deduction using a resource-
conscious grammar logic. The connectives /,., \ define composition and
selection to cover the basic structure building component of the grammar.
The classification potential of the formulas is further refined by decorating
categories with morphosyntactic properties which are marked by the oper-
ators O and tr, whose logic defines a checking procedure. In this checking
procedure, the feature information behaves in a resource-sensitive way. In
this sense it is like the treatment of features in the minimalist program
(Chomsky (1995), Stabler (1997)) and unlike the treatment in unification-
based grammars. We provide a simple illustration here.

Checking Procedure The checking theory of morphosyntactic prop-
erties bears some resemblance to certain ideas in the minimalist program
with respect to the cancellation of features and the modal control on phrase
structure operations. We can make this more precise by taking a closer
look at some reconstructions of minimalism by Stabler (for instance Sta-
bler (1997) and Stabler (1999)). In this framework a grammar consists of
a lexicon and a pair of generating functions: merge and move. The lexicon
is a set of feature terms represented as strings of features. Restrictions may
be put on the order and the number of occurrences of the features that
make up this string (either as universal or language specific constraints).
Different types of features can be distinguished.

Selected categories c, t, d, [, v, p, ...
Selector feafilres :C, :t, =d, :fl, :v, =p, ...
Licensors +wh, +case, +focus, ...
Licensees -wh, -case, -focus, ...
Phonetic feafiires every, some, student, ...

Semantic features ev€r!', some', student', ...
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The syntactic and morphological features come in different polarities:
c versus :c and +wh versus -wh. This parallels the polarities of the type-
logical grammars.

Expressions are either lexical items (strings of features) or binary trees:
(A, < A2) or (A, > A1), where A1 and Az are either binary trees themselves
or lexical items. If we talk about the features of a tree, we mean the features
of its head, which is the 'smaller' element of the pair. For the purpose of
illustration here, we will ignore the distinction between ( and > and we
will use the o operator to represent structure.

The operation merge is defined on two expressions.

=xAr xLz merge: (A1 o A2)

This should be read as follows: two expressions (lexical or phrasal) can
merge into a tree, provided the first feature of one is :x and the first feature
of the other is x. In Stabler (1999) the lexical/phrasal status of the selecting
expressions determines whether the selected expression is put to the right,
in complement position, or to the left, in specifier position. In the resulting
tree these features are cancelled (erased). A simplified version of move can
be presented as follows.

(*xAr o (Az o (-xA3 o A+))) move ((A, o Aa) o (A, o Ar))

Note again, that in this case, the movement is triggered by a pair of
opposing features. The parallel with the modal operators of different polar-
ities that are used to cancel each other out points to the analogous idea of
resource-conscious feature checking.

We provide a simple example. The lexicon consists of the items d-x she
and:d+x sinks. We can apply a merge step followed by a move step, 42
and Aa are empty.

:d+x sinks d-x it merge: (+x sinks) o (-x it)
(+x sinks) o (-x if) move: it o sinks

The idea that feature checking defines a kind of agreement-matching
is thus not unique to the approach we have sketched here. The work by
Johnson (1999) deals with a resource-conscious perspective on grammati-
cal description in LFG. The important point to note about these approaches
is that they use logical operators, exploiting their logical properties (resid-
uation, polarity, etc.) for linguistic description. For alternative and more
refined reconstructions of the minimalist program in a type-logical context
see Cornell (1997), Lecomte (1998), Heylen (1998), Vermaat (1999). We
present a type-logical reconstruction of this example in Chapter 8.
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Feature Structures As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter,
we want to extend the categorial grammar to account for cross-classification
and generalisations (abstraction and factorisation) in grammatical descrip-
tion. These are the kinds of benefits that are normally achieved by the
introduction of feature structures. We have now introduced more struc-
ture to the categories in a type-logical grammar to account for multiple
properties (decomposition). However, it is important to see that what we
have ended up with are not feature structures in the technical sense as we
defined them in Chapter 3.

First of all, it is important not to confuse the models and the logic of
type-logical and constraint-based approaches despite superficial similari-
ties. In a modal perspective on feature structures, the structures are also
taken to be Kripke structures and a mixed, multi-modal logic is used to talk
about the structures (see our discussion in Chapter 3 and Blackburn (1994)
for example). Although the two approaches may use the same logical tools
(multimodal logic), they use it for a different purpose. For instance, the
elements that populate the models are clearly not the same. In typical fea-
ture structure models there are many kinds of objects, most of which are
not linguistic resources. Only elements of sort srgn could count as such
in a theory like HpsG, whereas the others are reified properties like nom
or boolean. In our type-logical set-up such properties are not expressed as

nodes in the model, but rather as relations between linguistic resources.
Also, the modal language is used to define the grammar formalism in the
constraint-based theories, whereas in type-logical grammars, the logic as

such captures part of linguistic theory. For instance, the logic governing
the binary connectives is specially attuned to capture aspects of linguistic
composition and selection.

It is also important to see that the grammars work differently. In the
resource-sensitive categorial case there is a need to check and cancel mor-
phosyntactic features. For this we need a balance between boxes and dia-
monds or negative and positive positions. In the constraint-based theories
there is no need to check features. In particular cases we may require a

compatibility check (or unification) but features are not cancelled. This
has repercussions on how we treat underspecification as we will see in the
following sections.

Another important difference involves the sensitivity of underspecifica-
tion to the polarities of types and subtypes in a type-logical derivation. In
the previous chapters we have seen how this technical difference poses spe-
cific problems for combinations of constraint-based approaches with type-
logical ones as has been pointed out by, for instance, Dciue et al. (1996)
and Dcirre and Manandhar (1997) and Francez (1997). In the following
sections we will turn to these issues in the context of our modal treatment
of morphosyntax.
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7.2 Underspecification
In the introduction to Part II we discussed how an information ordering
on the categories, corresponding to a hierarchical classification of the ex-
pressions, can be used to simplity a grammar by reducing the number of
assignments to lexical expressions, capturing certain generalisations. Now
that we have defined a more refi.ned notion of classification in the previ-
ous section, we want to discuss an ordering for the system we have just
presented. We will see how inclusion postulates can be used to define an
information ordering on the morphosyntactic properties.

The type-Iogical calculus defi.nes an ordering relation on categories in
terms of logical derivability. If A --+ B this means that u(A) e "(B) as we
saw above. However, wB can also define an order on the non-logical vo-
cabulary. In our case this consists of the basic categories "4 and the indices
T. We can view these orderings as part of the signature that comes with
the specification of the grammatical vocabulary used in a speciflc gram-
mar. For the basic categories we can add non-logical axioms to define a

sortal hierarchy (Lambek (1961), Dcirre and Manandhar (1997)).

A+ B A< B

For the indices we use inclusion postulates, which we will present by
sequents as follows. This notation makes the semantics of the relation
immediately clear: X + Y iff u(X) c u(f).

aaA + a*4.

In the simple example from the introduction to Part II we presented
the advantages of having an information ordering defined on the basic
categories. Such an ordering provides a way to refer to classes of expressions
and also to subclasses and superclasses (Nn1 ( Np3 means that u(un1) q
u(Nr3)). This ordering can be used to reduce the number of assignments.

In using the ordering relation defined by the inclusion postulates, we
have to take into account the position where a diamond or box occurs in
a category i.e. its polarity. In order to be able to derive ziAo f,jA\B I B,
it must be the case that anA + z5A and not the other way round. This
has important consequences for our view on underspecification. This is
best explained by a very basic example. We take a tiny fragment of Dutch.
Note that we write [i] for tr4 and provide both transitive and intransitive
assignments for the verbs.

zii she/they [Num]Nr
zingt sings [sg]Nn\s/lnumlNv fsglNp\s
zingen sing [p/]Nr\s/lnum)r,tv fpllNr\s
liedjes songs fpl]Nr
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The type assignment to zii captures both a singular and plural assign-
ment. For the transitive verbs, the assignments also abbreviate two options.
The num decoration on the object noun phrase tells us that the verb does
not care whether its obiect is singular or plural. The fact that we have to
make a distinction between [Num] and lnuml is due to the polarity of the
position in which the occur. In terms of feature checking we want fNurz]Nr
to be able to be checked by either a singular or a plural verb. We want
lnum) to check both singular and plural noun phrases. We first present
the essential steps in a derivation for zii zingt (she sings). The combina-
tion of the subject fNura]xt, with the verb ([sg]Nn)\s, leads to the premise:

[Num]un + [sg]Nr:

fNum]ur+[sg]Nr s+s I,\
[Nurn]uro[sg]wt,\s+s

For this derivation to work we thus need the following inclusion postu-
late.

lNum)A + [ss]A

As we already said, we want ([sfintn\s)llnum]Np to check both singular
and plural obiects. Because we are only interested in the checking of the
object, we abbreviate [sg]Nr\s/lnum)xv to w f lnura]ur. The first step of the
derivation for zingt liedies (sings songs) then goes as follows.

[p/]Nt, + fnunz]Nr IV =] IV Ll
w l[num)Nr o [p/]NP + rv

For this derivation to work we need the following inclusion postulate.

fpt]c + lnum)c

It is immediately apparent from these examples that the inclusion pos-
tulates are polarity-sensitive: they work in one direction only. Again we are
dealing with subsumption-type checks rather than unification-type checks.
And as with the other type-logical grammars, this asymmetry is related to
the semantics. In the flrst case, the argument (subject) is underspecified, or
rather overspecified. Num noun phrases can be checked by both sg ar.d pl.
Because both Zii zingt (she sings) and Zij zingerz (they sing) is grammatical
we want the inclusion postulates to run as follows.

lNum)c + [sg]c
fNum)c + lpt)c

Semantically this means:

u(fNumlc) c u([ss]c)
u(lNum)c) ! u([pl]c)
u(lNumlc) e 11;sr1c) n u([p4 c)
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For the underspecifled verb, which does not care about the number of
its object, the inclusion relations are reversed. Here the 'checker'-mode is
underspecified.

[rg]c + fnum)c
lptlc + lnumlc

Semantically this means that

,([ss]c) g u(lnumlc)
,(Ft)c) g u(lnum)c)
,([ss] c) u u( Wtlc) c u(lnum)c)

We can depict this ordering relation in a Hasse diagram (see Partee et
al. (1990)), where the smaller elements (subsets) are below the bigger ele-
ments (supersets).

[num]A

lsglA lpIlA

Also in further examples, we will use the distinction between lowercase
(num) and uppercase (Num) modes as a convention to distinguish between
underspecified and overspecified modes, respectively.

7.3 Distribution
In the approach we sketch in this chapter, we have special operators to
account for morphosyntactic properties instead of more complex basic cat-
egories. Some of the advantages of having morphosyntactic information
separated from the basic categories will become clear in this section, in
which we discuss the distribution of morphosyntactic information in phrase
structure. The next chapter will provide more motivation.

7.3.1 Distribution Postulates
The decomposition of syntactic and morphosyntactic information of cat-
egories in terms of features structures as developed in theories like cpsc

[Num]A
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and HpsG, for instance, offers the possibility to consider the distribution of
each feature or group of features in phrase structure separately (head fea-
ture principle, foot feature principle, etc.). In the type-logical framework
and its application to linguistic description as we have described it above
and in previous chapters, the decomposition is taken care of by separating
basic category information from morphosyntactic decorations. In feature
structure grammars, like HpsG, feature distribution principles are expressed
through re-entrancies that require that the values in two parts of the struc-
tures have to be the same. We will now show how distribution postulates
can take on this role in the type-logical setting.

In a categorial grammar, the phrase structural properties of expressions
are proiected from the lexicon. More specifically, they are determined by
the selectional requirements expressed by functional categories. These cate-
gories provide the information that is expressed by phrase structure rules in
phrase structure grammars. In the example of the introduction to the first
part we therefore presented an example of feature distribution as some kind
of constraint on functional categories: agreement in specifier categories is
accounted for by the re-entranry between the value and the argument part
of the functor. This idea can be represented for a determiner like the as

follows.

'("[::l )']/[::l )
In the calculus with first order terms from Morrill (L994) this takes the

following form.

Vr(Nr(r)/Nr(r))

This categorial encoding of a feature distribution principle, however, is
not possible in the type-logical language that we have presented because
in the formal language that we are working with we have no means to ex-
press re-entrancies. Instead of stating distribution principles as constraints
on categories, we therefore formulate them as principles that relate mor-
phosyntactic decorations to phrase structural composition. Consider, for
instance, the distribution postulate (r1), now with specific indices on the
logical operators.

K1 On(A.m B) - OnA om B

From a linguistic point of view, this distribution postulate can be inter-
preted as fixing the behaviour of head features. The combination mode o16

should be interpreted as a mode in which the linguistic head appears as

the left daughter (lh for left-headed). A head feature like h has the property
that when it has to check a phrase in lh mode, it proceeds by checking the
head of that phrase. Irlow consider the following distribution rule (r):

lr
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K O"(A.rn B) --+ QaA.rn +aB

In this case the mode a distributes over both parts of an rz-composed
structure (rn for modifier). Linguistically speaking this captures the essence
of an agreement configuration. Let us illustrate this with a simple Italian
fragment. We use binary modes s and m to represent specifier-head and
head-modifier combinations respectively. Both these modes allow strong
distribution of the agreement modality (pl).

(pD@.t, B) --+ U,l)A q (pl)B (e e {rn, s})

i the (pl) [p/](Nr/,u)
pomodoi tomatoes [p/]N
rossi red [p/](N\-u)

With the help of the structural rules we can now distribute the check for
[p/] over both parts so that agreement on this feature is forced on the parts.
(We substitute the lexically assigned categories by the words to prevent the
formulas from cluttering up the page.)

(i)fl"" $tomodorilg",. (rossilOT + Np

\i) fl "" $tomodori orn rossi) 
O7 

=) NP

(i o" Qtomodori o- rossi))p/ =+ xn
.Rli o" Qtomodori on rossi) + [p/]ivr

7.3.2 Distribution and Inclrrsion
We will now consider the interaction between distribution and inclusion
postulates. The example we used in the introduction to Part II provides
us with a good starting point. There we showed that the re-entrancies
(or variable sharing) in the entry for the determiner reduced the number
of assignments. The determiner can combine with both a singular and a

plural noun, but the properties of the resulting noun phrase co-vary with
each choice.

There are two aspects about the use of the modalities that have to be
considered. First to note is that co-variation will be enforced in our ac-
count of agreement by having the agreement postulates defined only for
fully specified morphosyntactic values. Second is that we need the mor-
phosyntactic decorations to take global scope to enforce re-entrancy as we
saw above (compare Yr(AlB) and .(A/ B)).

The first point is illustrated by the following derivations: the first is
a derivation of a grammatical sentence in which we distribute the fully
specifled mode and the second is a derivation of an ungrammatical noun
phrase, which becomes derivable as soon as we allow distribution of an
underspecified mode.
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the lNum)(Ne/"u)
boy [rg]Np
walks ([sg]hrr)\,,s)

ur'/"N o" NP =+ NP L.(fNurru](un/"u))Num o, (fsg]Nn)sg + Nn

\lNuml(ur/"N))s8 o" ([rg]Np)rs + NP

(lNuml(Nr/"N) o, [sg]ur)s8-=+ NP
EN

lNuml(Nr/"N) o" [sg]Nr, =+ [sg]wr

The agreement postulate takes care of the correct distribution of the
morphosyntactic information in phrase structure. The use of special deco-
rations, i.e. separate logical operators for the morphosyntactic properties,
makes this kind of treatment possible.

pela peels w llnum)xv
i the (pl) [pI](Nr,/,N)
pomodoro tomato [rgh,

The grammar overgenerates, if we would also allow the general fea-
ture num to distribute, as the following derivation for the ungrammatical
i pomodoro shows.

\ilfl " (ltomodoro)sg =+ Nn

(il fl " (ltomodorolnum =+ Np

(ilnumo Qtomodorolnum + NP

(iopomodoro)rufin + NP
-Rliopomodoro+lnumlxv

The second point regarding the modal decorations involves their scope.
To enforce agreement, we have given the modal decoration global scope
(li,l(X lY)). Consider what would happen if we had an ordering on the basic
categories (lf)XlltlY) only, as in the extended Lambek calculus proposed
by Bayer andJohnson (1995). Remember that in their analysis, the basic
categories are replaced by simple propositional formulas and the axiom
schema is changed so that .4 + B is derivable in case it is a theorem of
propositional logic. In the following assignments, the morphosyntactic
decorations only appear on basic categories.

the
boy
boys

(sc n nr n Nn)/"rs lNum)Nv I "lnumlN

t47

(sc n Nr)
(nr n Nr)

[rg]Np
[pl]Nn
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There is only a single assignment to the as it combines with both sin-
gular and plural nouns and it gives rise to both singular and plural noun
phrases. However this assignment does not relate the choices of argument
and result. We can, of course, derive the expression the boy as a singular
noun phrase.

SG NPLNNP =+ SGNNP SGNN + N

(sc n PL A NP)/,N) o (sc n N) + sc n NP

But we can also derive the boys to be a singular noun phrase.

SG n PLnNP =+ SGnNP PLnN + N
(sc n rr n Nr)/,N) o (rr, n N) =+ sG n NP

The same goes for the alternative analysis with unary modalities.

fNurr]un + [sg]un [pl]u + lnumlN

On the other hand, the use of distribution postulates and the fact that
we can mark morphosyntactic information on complex categories allows
us to account for these cases of co-variation without variable-sharing or
re-entrancy technique, as demonstrated above.

7.4 Multiple Modalities
In each of the examples above, we have used just one modal decoration
to carry morphosyntactic information. In most cases we have simplified
the analysis considerably by taking this decoration to refer to a single mor-
phosyntactic property, say number, ignoring all the other properties like
person, case, or gender. Of course, this is not a principled restriction. Be-
cause our intention was to make it possible to classify expressions along
multiple dimensions, we certainly do not want to restrict the number of
attributes to just one extra. There are several options available to arrive at
a more realistic description.

The first option is simply to let the indices stand for complexes of in-
formation. In fact, this is exactly what we did in the example of the in-
troduction to Part II which we took up in Section 7.1..2, where we used
categories like E1Np, to stand for 'third person, singular, and nominative'.
As an alternative, we could make this structure more transparant and re-
place the set of atomic symbols T by simple feature structures or, perhaps
more accurately, by formulas from some feature description language:

NP or, [d]up

I uuunrn 3 I
I nr*ro* ss: I

I cesr nom ]: ((uuunln)J n (nnnsorrr)sg nwhere @ (cesrlnom)
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Note that the square brackets [.] represent our residuated tr operator,
whereas the (.) brackets represent O operators of a Blackburn-type modal
feature logic. Of course, this use of a logical language for the feature modes
suggests further exploitation of its potential in the context of a hybrid or
Iayered logic. This can be visualised as follows (see also the next chapter
and Heylen (1997c)). *p1 refers to derivability in the feature logic.

fr)ptA
Z*A + JrA

Our formula language allows another option to decorate categories along
multiple dimensions. Instead of complicating the modes on the operators,
we can also multiply the number of operators, one for each dimension, and
use simplex modes as before.

tr3 Dsgnnorn NP

This is a very simple solution, comparable to the list of features of the
minimalist analysis above. It does not require any extension to our ba-
sic set-up. This option allows the descriptive grammarian to differentiate
between the behaviour of individual features with respect to their distri-
bution in phrase structure. We can thus have a collection of distribution
postulates that express the ways in which the morphosyntactic properties
distribute (per feature and construction mode). Some may act as head fea-
tures (identity between the whole and the head daughter) others as agree-
ment features (identity between the whole and daughters) depending on
the kind of construction that is involved. This separation provides one
more way to factorise the information in a grammar.

Without further structural rules, the modal decorations cannot permute.
This makes it possible use the order in which the features appear in the
string of modal operators. We provide an example in the next chapter.

Obviously, it is possible to mix the two options and to group together
in one complex mode all the features that behave in the same way ('head'
vs. 'agreement', or 'government' features for instance). There are many al-
ternatives here, and the choices may be different for individual grammars.
Different features and different constructions might require different be-
haviour in this respect. We will provide several illustrations of the various
possibilities in the next chapter.

Conclusion
In this chapter we have proposed a system of unary modal operators to
account for the morphosyntactic aspects of linguistic expressions in the
spirit of resource-sensitive grammars. Such an system has the following
characteristics.

The decomposition of categorial information that is usually taken care
of by means of feature structures, is implemented by modal decorations.
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The base logic for the unary operators defines a feature checking mecha-
nism that accounts for the elementary matching of morphosyntactic infor-
mation between different parts in a linguistic structure.

Inclusion postulates are used to define an information ordering on the
morphosyntactic features, thereby providing a mechanism for underspeci-
fication of lexical assignments. Feature distribution principles are defined
by means of distribution postulates that allow feature checkers to move
through phrase structure. Fine-grained distribution rules can be defined
that are sensitive to both the type of feature modality and to the mode of
composition.

We have also shown that we do not need variable sharing or re-entrancy
to define distributional information. Structural rules can defi.ne a regime of
feature percolation that enforces the sharing of information, or more pre-
cisely, that identical information is checked in different parts of the struc-
ture. The specification of morphosyntactic properties as modal operators,
governed by their own logic, allows us to factor the information in a gram-
mar. It is possible to fix the distributional behaviour of each property or
group of properties in a separate component of the grammar (the struc-
tural rule package). Not only does this have advantages for expressing gen-
eralisations, it also makes the distribution of information less dependent
on the function/argument structure of the functional categories Af B,A\B
and more on the mode of composition.

So far we have only presented the basic machinery and illustrated its
use. In the next chapter we provide further illustrations, propose some re-
finements and alternatives that deal with underspecification and distribu-
tion for linguistic fragments in which selectional and other dependencies
may be different. We also discuss the motivation for choosing between the
options for particular fragments.
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The Use of Feature Checking

In the previous chapter we have discussed the outlines of the way in which
unary residuated operators can be used to add morphosyntactic decora-
tions to the familiar category structure and how inclusion and distribu-
tion postulates may take care of the hierarchical ordering (underspecifi-
cation) and feature distribution. In this companion chapter we want to
point out further refinements to these proposals and motivate their use by
looking at some basic grammar fragments that illustrate the effect of the
different options for different types of constructions and feature-checking
confi.gurations. Important parameters in this respect are the interaction
between categorial selection, underspecification and differences in distri-
butional behaviour (feature checking in local trees or in non-local contexts
for instance).

In Section 8. L, we concentrate on the linguistic aspects of the logic gov-
erning the unary connectives, looking at the options for stating the polar-
ity opposition between checker and checkee that is needed in our account
of morphosyntactic description. Given that there are various options, the
question is how the modal decorations should be anchored in the lexical
assignments given that they will appear in different structural configura-
tions and dependencies and will have different distribution requirements.

A maior part of the discussion involves the interaction between the
unary (morphosyntactic) modalities and the binary (syntactic) connectives.
The latter are important in this respect because they give rise to polarity dif-
ferences and because the construction modes interact with those for feature
checking through the distribution principles.

In Section 8.2, we turn to the decorations on the logical operators and
discuss the structure of the resource management modes. We have already
discussed the option of either choosing for a restricted set of modal oper-
ators with complex indices or having simplex indices with multiple oper-
ators in the previous chapter. Now we will discuss this in more detail and
illustrate this issue means of several fragments.

3.L Checking and Polarity
We divide this section into two parts. We start with a presentation of the
technical options for implementing the modal checking procedure. This
is followed by a series of analyses of small fragments to show the type of
motivation that determines the choice between the various options.

145
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8.1.1 Logical Options for Checking
Polarities The analysis of morphosyntactic description which we out-
Iined in the previous chapter is framed as a resource-conscious, derivational
feature checking theory. Morphosyntactic markings have to be checked
parallel to the duality between selection and composition for syntactic con-
struction. The logical core for both is given by the logic of residuation. In
order for a construction to be grammatical on the morphosyntactic level
there has to exist a balance between decorations of opposite polarities in
the same way as there has to be a balance between selection and compo-
sition operations on the syntactic level of linguistic description. In the
examples so far, the checking modality (indicated as tr- below) was either
provided as a decoration on the domain subcategory of a functor or as a

decoration on the succedent (goal) category:

n+,4 o (tr-, )\B + B, or
f + !-,4

This does not, however, cover all the options. In the cases above, we
have used pairs of the same operator tr in the sequent each in an opposite
position. However, it is also possible to exploit the opposition between the
operators. Schematically, this can be represented as follows.

aAo o(,4\B) + B

Here are the essential steps in a derivation for this sequent.

(tr,4) o,4\B + B
tr,4o(A\B) +B

zAo +(,4\B) + B

In this derivation we have used a distribution postulate that transfers
the checking configuration from one daughter to another.

f [(Ar) o, Ar] + C
r[A, o, (Az)] + C

Note that with this postulate, it is also possible to derive O(A\,,B) F trA\,8.
We will provide some fragments below that make use of this type of

distribution postulate.

Structural behaviorrr Our modal analysis of morphosyntactic infor-
mation made use of the residuated operators O and D with the semantics
and rules of inference as below.

A -+ aiB iff QaA ---+ B
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We have used the logic of these operators to define feature cancellation
in a linguistic setting. It is, however, also possible to consider more spe-
cific structural resource management options for the unary modalities that
might be of interest for their function as features. Here we will consider
reflexivity (T) of the modalities.

In (condensed) axiomatic form, this behaviour can be formulated as
follows.

(r) lilA--+ A--+ (i)A

Semantically, the frame constraints on the accessibility relation can be writ-
ten down as .Ri (*, *) for the reflexive case. This allows us to derive sequents
of the following form.

ziA+ A

The introduction of this type of sequents has important effects on the
resource-sensitive character of the feature modality, because now markings
can disappear without being checked explicitly (or checkers can appear out
of the blue, so to speak). If we assume that the feature modalities show
this behaviour then this will influence the type assignments to the lexical
items, of course. We will illustrate the use of these reflexive modalities to
mark underspecification below.

In Versmissen (1996) modal decorations with reflexive behaviour are
used as well. He makes use of the possibility of compiling this behaviour
in the familiar residuated modalities O and l. It is easily seen that if we
choose a feature decoration (i)[z] instead of simply [z], we get the reflexive
behaviour of this feature complex by the logical rule: (i)[i]C ---+ C.

8.L.2 Lexical Anchoring of Checking Configurations
The feature checking procedure is defined in terms of the application of
logical ruIes. This requires a matching of operators of different polarities.
We will now provide a number of fragments that show some of the possible
variation in implementing the required opposition.

Ultimately, the morphosyntactic operators have to be provided by the
lexicon in the category assignments to words. The speciflc choice of which
operator to use and at what position in a category depends on the mor-
phosyntactic paradigm (which forms can be underspecified), and the selec-
tional or compositional dependencies of the words.

The polarity issue is tightly connected to the structure of complex cate-
gories because the binary operators defi.ne positions that differ with respect
to polarity: +l-,* r *, -\+. This has important effects on the interac-
tion between (i) the inclusion relations (overspecification or underspecifi-
cation), (ii) the feature checking logic and (iii) the distribution of features
in the syntactic structure. Feature distribution is regulated through the in-
terplay of two mechanisms:
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. The decorations on functional categories and arguments.
r The distribution principles.

We will illustrate the options below. First we look at basic feature distri-
bution configurations in local trees and the distinction between endocen-
tric and exocentric constructions. Next, we turn to subject-verb agreement
(combining exocentric projection with agreement) and basic clitic con-
structions. These examples focus on variation in expressing distribution
in interaction with underspecification. The last fragment of this section
involves the use of reflexive modal operators for underspecification.

Local trees The relation between the morphosyntactic decorations in
phrasal structures is only in part determined by the logic of combination
and selection expressed by 1,,r, \. The inclusion and distribution postulates
make it possible to define further options for manipulation.

As far as distribution is concerned, the distribution of morphosyntac-
tic features relies on the structures Iicensed by the binary connectives and
more particularly on the modes of combination. We start with a schematic
representation of the basic combination of a functor and an argument, to
see how checker-checkee relations are defined in such structures.

ltlA + p)D fk)c + ljla
lrlAllj)Bolklc+lt)D

In Iinguistic terms, this schema tells us that the morphosyntactic prop-
erties of the complex expression tr; must include all the properties ex-
pressed on the range part of the functor !i. In terms of the phrase-structure
configuration, we could say that the functor daughter (or the range part)
must match its features with those of the mother (a kind of projection). We
could call these properties the head features, and the functor daughter the
head daughter. The head features appear on the range subcategory whereas
the features on the argument daughter are checked by the features on the
domain part of the functor.

In terms of specificity, we see that the head features on the mother must
be the same as, or more specific than, those on (the range part of) the head
daughter, whereas the features on the argument must be the same as, or
Iess specific than, the features on the domain part of the functor.

In Bach (1983b) a distinction between three types of functors is made
that is related to the classic (Bloomfieldian) distinction between endocen-
tric and exocentric constructions and the structures defined by X-bar the-
ory. Exocentric functors proiect other properties than what they select for,
so they are of (the schematic) type XIY (Y\X). Typically, heads in head-
complement constructions are of this type. Endocentric functors prof ect
the same properties as they select for, so they are of type XIX (or X\X).
Modifiers are typically endocentric. It is possible to refi.ne this classifica-
tion, by decomposing the information in categories and looking at each
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component separately. Specifiers, for instance, are typically of the form
XP lX. Instead of saying that they are exocentric (because the domain and
the range part of the functor are different), we can say that they are endo-
centric with respect to the major category (the X part) and exocentric with
respect to 'bar'level.

This distinction is also reflected in the morphosyntactic properties. Bach
argues that functors that are exocentric with respect to syntactic informa-
tion are also typically exocentric with regards to morphosyntactic infor-
mation, whereas endocentric categories (including specifiers) also behave
endocentrically with respect to morphosyntax. The typical schematic en-
docentric type would be of one of the following forms (modifier or speci-
fler):

lilx I [i]x or [,]xPl[,]x

We have already seen in the previous chapters why this endocentric
schema does not work in type-logical grammars when underspecification
of the modes is used to reduce lexical assignments. This concerns cases
where co-variation is required like the guten Frau or the boy - boys examples.
The endocentric morphosyntactic behaviour can be encoded by decorating
the whole category with the modal operator instead of both the domain
and range separately. Schematically, this takes the form:

[,](xP/"e""x)

The same goes for completely endocentric categories like modifiers.

li)(xl,."dx)

The appropriate checking and percolation is now regulated by means of
distribution postulates. The combination of the postulates and the place-
ment of the morphosyntactic decoration ensure agreement, in this sense
taking over the function of re-entrancy in the unification-based formalisms.

By defining feature distribution principles as interaction principles we
become less dependent on the logical function/argument structure of the
categories as we can rely on the sortal decorations of the composition op-
erator. In other words, what becomes important for feature distribution are
the sortal (resource management) modes on the composition connective in
combination with the speciflc features.

Besides the classification of constructions and categories as endocentric,
exocentric and head, specifier and modifier, there are also other distribu-
tion facts that have to be accounted for. We will now consider some further
examples.
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Subiect-Verh Agreement Consider flrst the case of a subject-verb com-
bination. In this case the exocentric head agrees with the subject argu-
ment. Adapting the principles of feature distribution and construction type
that we presented above, we have two options to describe this. The first
is to treat the subject selection similar to other complements as a head-
complement combination. The schematic form of the verb then looks
like this (the brackets are only meant to emphasise the scope of the unary
modality):

([i]Nr)\s

The second option involves treating the agreeing morphological fea-
tures in the same way as the features in a modifier or specifier construction.

[i](un\s)

If we assume the first analysis then we have to take into account the
asymmetry between argument and domain in the derivability relation: the
subject must be at least as speciflc as is required by the verb:

lzlNn+l7lNt, s+s r\
[i]Nt, o" [j]Nr,\"s + s

In case a verb is not marked for certain agreement features (underspec-
ified), then we can use overspecified modes (as we have illustrated before)
to define the appropriate checking.

Now consider the case where we want certain properties of the verb to
agree with the subject and also to percolate to the mother. In this case, we
have to take the same precautions about distribution and underspecifica-
tion as we did with the endocentric specifier and modifler constructions.

(frlun)6 ." (Ul(Nr\"s))r =+ s

([i]Nn o" kl(ur\"s))p + s
RN

[i]r'lt, o" Ul(un\"s) + [k]s

For this derivation to succeed we also need inclusion relations as fol-
lows.

[z]e =+ [k]A
[]e +' f/clA

When we look at underspecification in the second analysis, we see that
both the subject and the verb can be underspecified for certain features.
The distribution postulate will enforce agreement. It should be noted that
the schematic derivation is slightly simplified: in general there could also
be inclusion postulates refining the mode [k] to some mode fk'l that is dis-
tributed over the parts.
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Another complication in this respect arises in the the case of a transitive
verb. We have to take care that the subiect-verb agreement features are
checked only on the verb and the subject but not on the object. For this
we need a distribution postulate like the following.

K1 $@.h_c B) --+ (i>A.h-c B

This postulate transfers the checking of the whole configuration to the
checking of one part, the head. In this case, the head is to the left. For
right-headed constructions it will be necessary to add another postulate. A
distinction should therefore be made between the two composition modes
(say c-h andh-c for complement-head and head-complement, respectively).

Schematically, a derivation of this type proceeds along the following
lines.

(sun;)6 or_p, ((vERB)r oh-c onl) + s

(surl)i or-2 ((vrRB o;r-, onl))a + s

(sun; o._p (vrRB oh_c oBJ))i =+ s
,RN

SUBJ o._O (vrnn o7r_, oBI) + fi]s

It is also important to note that in the endocentric analysis of the subject-
verb agreement, the features that check the subject and the verb percolate
to the mother. For each constellation of features that has to be checked we
need a checker: for a box (or group of boxes) in positive positions we need
boxes in negative positions, as we indicated in the previous section. In the
analysis of clitics below we will develop an alternative for this. We will also
provide another exocentric analysis of the subject-verb combination.

Clitics (1) We can illustrate further possibilities of the multimodal ap-
proach to feature checking by looking at possible ways to treat some aspects
of agreement involved in (French) clitic constructions.

elle she NP

tes them (ur\s)/((Nr,\s)/Nn)
fume smokes (Nn\s)/Nn

In analyses of clitics, we want a single entry for transitive verbs that is
appropriate for combinations with full object noun phrases and with clitic
objects. The clitic is therefore assigned a higher order type (see Kraak (1998),
for instance). Here, we are interested in what happens to the agreement fea-
tures. The object clitic /es combines with a transitive verb and then with
the subject. It is possible to let the subject-verb agreement be fixed through
the category of the clitic. But this means that we would have to double the
assignments to the clitics.

K1

K
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tes ([ss]Nn\s)/(([ss]rur\s)/Nr)
tes ([p/]ur\s)/(([pl]Nn\s)/Nn)

Note that the generic ([Nurz]Nt,\s)/(([wum]Nr\s)/[el]Nr,) does not work,
because this makes the ungrammatical 'ellesg les fumentpl' or 'ellesO1 les

fumesg' derivable.
We will present two analyses making use of distribution postulates that

can reduce the assignments to a single one. In the flrst case we assume
that the agreement features project to the sentence. In the second case we
will make use of the duality between the operators O and n to define the
polarity opposition.

For the first analysis we assume binary modes sh (subject-head), ch (clitic-
head) and ho (head-object).

elle [rg]t.rp
les (Nr\r1s)/rp(ur\, 

7rs) lpoNv
fume [ss](Nr\rhs)/prist,

K (sS)(A .sh B)-- (sg)A .rp (sS)B
K2 (sS) (1 . ch B) ---+ A o ry \sil B
K1 (sg)(A .ho B)--+ (sg)A .ho B

We can see how these distribution principles guide the checker feature to
the appropriate positions for checking in the following schematic deriva-
tion.

\elle)sg ory (les or7, (fume)sg) => s

(elle)sg ory (Qes ochfume)sg) + s

(elle o r, (les o r^ fume)l sg + s
RI

elle o r, (les o r, fume) + [ss:]s

Clitics (2) We will now present a second analysis of the example to il-
lustrate some further points. First, the type of analysis of the clitic con-
struction above requires us to percolate the agreement information to the
mother s node. This may not always be desirable. Secondly, the analyses
presented above show a tendency to put morphosyntactic information on
the outermost position of any category including functor categories. This
is not just a technical matter to make the distribution work, but it can also
be seen as a reflex of a general idea that the morphosyntactic information
refers to properties of the expression as such and not to information about
the arguments an expression takes or the expression it is a part of. This
echoes part of the motivation of Bouma (1993) to let morphosyntactic fea-
tures appear on complex categories. Carrying this idea further would result
in putting morphosyntactic information in front of all the other categorial
information for all words.

K2
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A maior problem with this idea is, however, that we no Ionger have
symmetrical checker - checkee oppositions. In all the examples above we
put for every modal decoration in positive position a corresponding modal
decoration in negative position. To solve the problem we can make use of
the fact that the polarity oppositions can also be expressed in a different
way, namely by introducing diamond decorations next to box decorations.

The basic procedure thus consists in defining positive and negative fea-
ture modes by the duality between the O and n modalities. The cancel-
lation of features proceeds as before, but in this case the distribution be-
haviour is completely determined by the interaction of the unary and bi-
nary modes. From this perspective, the grammar writer has to decide on
two things:

o Choose between positive and negative markings of the feature infor-
mation.

o Account for the correct distribution of the modes in phrase structure
by distribution postulates.

In our clitic example, we limit the decorations to a number feature for
the subject, for expository purposes. We could make it slightly more com-
plex by also adding the number information for the object. Obviously, the
clitic is plural and because the verb does not care about the number of the
object we leave this requirement on the verb underspecified. Note that we
are not forced to leave this underspecified. There are constructions and
languages with agreement between verb and object agreement which has
to be accounted for.

The lexical assignments for the nominal expressions can be fixed as fol-
lows:

elle [rS]Np)
tes [p/]((ur,\s)/((Nr\s)/up)))

The syntactic part of the category for the verb is the familiar one for
transitive verbs: (Nn\s)/rvr. Because we have to take care that both the
subiect and the obiect noun phrase are checked for number, we have to
mark the verb for both and distinguish between the two.

fum, (s : sg) (o : num)((Nt,\s)/Nt,))

Of course, we have to define the distribution correctly. We therefore
decorate the binary operators with phrasal sorts as in the previous analysis.

((elle)sg orh (Ues)o,num orhfume)) + s

((elle)sg orp (les "ch {fume)o,nurn)) + s

((elle)sg "ry (les och (o : numlfume)) + s

(elle or7, ((les or, (o : numlfume),,st)) =+ s

(elle o g (les o ry \@ : numlfume) ,,sg)) + s

(elle orO (les orO (s : sg) (o : num)fume)) + s
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The derivation uses the following distribution postulates:

A.rh (s : sg)B ---
A.rh(s: sg)B--r
A.rh (o : sg)B --+

(s : sg)(Atrq, B)
(s : sg)A .shB
(o : sglA.ch B

The advantage of this way of fixing opposite polarities is that the rela-
tion between morphosyntactic distribution and selectional requirements is
loosened even further. In fact, in this case it is no longer required to put
checking features on the argument position of functional categories or on
the goal sequent. This means that it is not so much the logic of the binary
connectives nor the functor-argument structure of the categories in a se-
quent that determine the checker-checkee relations but rather the mode of
composition.

We can summarise the characteristics of this approach as follows.

r Categories that are not functors can carry checking modalities.
r Categories can be distinguished that differ only with respect to the

modes labeling the binary connectives to trigger different patterns of
feature distribution.

r Morphosyntactic features of lexical items can be specified on the top
level of functor categories instead of on the domain or the range sub-
category (for motivation see Bouma (1993)).

e The use of distribution postulates that allow checkers to travel through
the structure guided by the modes of construction, allows for non-
local checking.

A note on phrasal sorts Although we focus on the morphosyntactic
features, it will have become clear from the examples above that the sor-
tal decorations on the composition and selection operators are important
to define the adequate distribution principles as well. In a realistic gram-
mar the phrasal sorts will be structured themselves into cross-cutting hier-
archies. The examples suggest some of the parameters along which they
may be classified: endocentric versus exocentric, left-headed versus right-
headed, grammatical role of arguments (subject, object,...), phonology and
prosody (clitic - host versus complement - functor), lexical versus phrasal
(verb-clusters) etc.

The distribution principles as we have specified them state the distribu-
tion of individual morphosyntactic features along individual phrasal sorts.
It will be clear from the examples above that several generalisations can be
made that group together sets of features and collections of phrasal sorts as

sharing the same behaviour.

So far, we have looked at some options for stating the checker-checkee
duality and how this affects the distribution and underspecification rela-
tions. We finish this section on the variation in logical checking operations
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by changing the structural properties of the modal operators and looking
at the effect on the specification of underspecified inforrnation.

Reflexive modals and Underspecification Let us now see what hap-
pens if we change the structural behaviour of the modal operators. We
consider the case of the reflexive operator. From the sequent rule we can
see what its potential is.

r[(A)rj + C _
flAl +C ).

Reading the rule bottom-up we see that we can introduce a checking
conf,guration somehow out of the blue in the antecedent. This disturbs
the resource-sensitivity somewhat and care has to be taken with respect to
the lexical anchoring of modalities to ensure correct grammars. Note that
the situation is not symmetric: to remove the checking configuration we
have to apply a logical rule. In this case we have to use the tr right rule,
but this requires the presence of a boxed formula. The typical behaviour of
the feature modes as we have used them so far is to have a functor X/lilY
that looks for an argument with the appropriate markings [i]Y, resulting in
a step in the derivation like li)Y + li)Y. The feature on the argument is
checked by a left [i] rule followed by a right [i] rule. In any case, the oc-
currence of the feature on the argument requires a matching occurrence of
opposite polarity: a checkee needs a checker. When we allow reflexive op-
erators this is no longer the case. We illustrate this with a simple example.

The simple lexicon contains the following entries, where lv abbreviates
Nr\s (with the appropriate decorations).

cuts rv/[acc]Nn
them [pl][acc]Nr

Note that the verb does not provide feature decorations to check the
number feature of the obiect complement. The derivation for the verb
phrase cuts them shows the use of the reflexive modal to mark underspecifi-
cation. As an alternative we could also have used an underspecified mode.
We only show the relevant premise of the derivation.

[acc]Nr + [acc]Nr
( [pl] [acc]wpl il + [acc]Nr

.Rl

T
fplllacc)Nr + [acc]Nr

The use of feature modalities that display this reflexive behaviour would
typically be useful for those expressions that must be marked for certain
properties in certain contexts, but that can also appear in contexts where
there is no explicit checker.
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In this section, we have shown different options to define checking con-
flgurations and we have indicated the kind of motivation that influences
the choice in different linguistic contexts.

In the next section we turn to the structure of the indices on the logical
operators.

8.2 Sortal Structrre
We have now presented various ways to specify checker-checkee relations
and discussed the interaction of these options with underspecification and
feature distribution. Whereas we focused on the logical behaviour of the
modal operations before, we will now turn to the structure of the sorts that
index the modal operators.

In Chapter 7, we proposed two strategies to encode multiple morphosyn-
tactic attributes. It is possible to stack multiple operators each representing
a single attribute, or to use a single operator and use complex structures for
the indices. Of course, one could also use multiple modal operators with
complex indices. In this section, we will illustrate the various options and
point out some of the motivation that influences the choice in a descriptive
linguistic setting. In the first part we focus on the choice between simplex
indices on multiple modalities versus complex indices on a single modality.
In the second part we focus on the possible structures of complex indices.

8,2.L Multiple Attributes
In most of the examples above, we have tried to keep the grammar sim-
ple for expository purposes by restricting the number of morphosyntactic
properties under consideration and by grouping together multiple proper-
ties as complex indices on single modal operators. This has not been a

matter of principle but rather a matter of presentation. In this section we
want to point out a number of situations in which a choice in favour of
distributing information over different operators may be desirable.

Distribution Distribution principles as we have used them are defined
with respect to specific unary and binary modes. If two properties behave
differently with respect to distribution they should be spread over different
modal operators (at some point). As an illustration of this idea we could
elaborate on the endocentric analysis of subject-verb agreement by refining
the morphosyntactic information on the verb by the attribute TENSE.

In the endocentric analysis, the nominal features that are shared by the
verb and the subiect are projected onto the mother. Suppose we want the
verbal attribute TENSE to project to the mother as well but do not want it
present on typical nominal expressions. There are several ways to achieve
this.
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[agr]Nn "los4(ur\[rns]s) + las4[rrrs]s [rsr]Np ofasr)[azs](Nr\s) + [asr][tas]s

In the first case we assume that agr distributes over both parts of the
subject-verb combination to check the features on the subject and the verb.
After the cancellation of the Np complement on the verb, the features on
the range (s) of the verbal category match the features on the sentence. In
the second case, we must define different distribution principles for agr and
fns in order to take care that the first feature distributes over both parts and
the latter only checks the verbal head.

Ordering One of the issues that arises when multiple modal operators
are used is that of their linear ordering. It is possible, when writing a gram-
mar to use the same consistent ordering which can be flxed in a signature.
One can also define general or specific permutation options by postulates
like the following.

(ilulA ?+ (j|(ilA

This offers the grammar writer some freedom of expression but may
Iead to unwanted growth of the search space in the context of automatic
theorem provers for this type of grammar logics. Although these matters
of implementation are certainly important, they are as such not vital to
the descriptive grammarian who is interested in the ordering insofar as it
distinguishes grammatical from ungrammatical structures.

An illustration of such an application of the multi-modal framework
can be found in reconstructions of the minimalist program. In the previ-
ous chapter we mentioned the parallel between the idea of feature checking
in the multimodal framework and the minimalist program. In type-logical
reconstructions of the minimalist program (Heylen (1997d)) we can de-
compose the operation of move into a combination of structural rules and
a feature checking procedure. We will here present a rather rough recon-
struction which captures the general idea but not the precise detail of the
move operation as we have defined it. We flrst repeat the simple version of
move and then provide the postulates of the reconstruction.

(*iAr o (Az o (-iA3 o A+))) move ((Ar o Aa) " (Ar o Az))

+i At (+i)g - (+f)tr. A
-i (-ilAt B---+ Ao (-ilB
I (*ilt'--' (-i>A

This reconstruction captures the following aspects of move. The first
postulate allows movement to the left of structures that are marked for
some (licensor) feature +f. The second postulate takes care of positioning
a marker -i from left-daughter to right-daughter so that checking can take
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place. The third postulate changes +i markings into -i ones. A more pre-
cise implementation should also take into consideration the sortal struc-
ture (headedness) of the composition relation to constrain the operations.
There should also be a postulate that transfers markings from heads to their
maximal projections.

What is more important, however, is that in this type of grammar the
feature-checking and feature-manipulation operations have structural ef-
fects. In the case of multiple modal operators the ordering of the modal
operators is important in fixing the linear ordering of expressions. Con-
sider, for instance, the following tiny grammar where the checking of the
unary modalities determines to a large extent the ordering.

she [-i]run
sinks (*,)(s/wP)

s/Nt,oNP*s
s/Nr o ([-i]Nr)_i =+ s

LA

-i
I
+i

LO

(s/Nn)_;o[-i]Nr+s
(s/wr)*; o [-i]Nr =+ s

[-i]Nr o (s/Nr,)*i =+ s

[-i]ur " (+,)(s/Nr) =+ s

8.2.2 Internal structure
Our discussion in this section centers around a small example of agreement
within the Dutch noun phrase (see also Heylen (7997a), Heylen (1997c)).
In Part II we discussed how Johnson and Bayer (L995), defend the view
that a theory modelling agreement phenomena in terms of the require-
ment that arguments must be subsumed by, or logically imply, the corre-
sponding argument specification of a predicate or functor category is su-
perior to a theory that assumes unification (see also Heylen (1996b)). Bouma
(in postings to the CG-mailing list, January 1997) challenges this position
by arguing that some agreement phenomena in Dutch cannot be treated
in a subsumption-based setting without missing generalisations. Bouma
is right as far as a Bayer and Johnson type treatment is concerned. In
Heylen (1997a) we took up Bouma's challenge and provided a subsumption-
based analysis of the Dutch constructions using the mixed multimodal cal-
culus in which the generalisations are not lost. The re-entrancies that are
required in the unification-based analysis are replaced by distribution pos-
tulates, similar to the examples we have provided earlier. Here, we will re-
peat this analysis, but now we focus on the internal structure of the modal
decorations.

We first present the aspects of Dutch agreement in the noun phrase that
we will be concerned with. Next, we present the type-logical analysis and
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then discuss the structure of the decorations.
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Agreement The paradigm of Dutch agreement phenomena that con-
cerns us here is illustrated by the following data.

de deur

het huis
de goede deur

een goede deur

het goede huis
een goed huis

'the door'
'the house'

'the good door'
'a good door'

'the good house'
'a good house'

Dutch nouns bear grammatical gender. This is reflected in the choice of
the definite determiner (de or het). Neuter nouns combine with the definite
determiner het, non-neuter nouns with de. The indefinite determiner een

can combine with both. As the above examples show, the form of the
adjective varies with the context in a particular way. If the determiner is
indefinite and the noun is neuter, the adjective is not inflected. In all other
cases the adjective is inflected.

Definite (b)
Neuter (h) Non-neuter (d)
-e -e

het goede huis de goede deur
Indefinite (o) 0 -e

een goed huis een goede deur

First Analysis We first provide a failing attempt to analyse this fragment
to point out the peculiarity of this construction. In this analysis we use two
separate modal operators for the gender and the definiteness distinction.

The modal operator for gender is indexed by the sorts d and h (fot non-
neuter, combining with the determiner de, and neuter, combining with the
determiner het) and Gndr and gndr for the overspecified and the underspec-
ified mode, respectively. The modal operator for definiteness is indexed
by the sorts o and b (for indefinite, Dutch onbepaald, and definite, Dutch
bepaald respectively) and Dness and dness for the overspecified and under-
specified mode. We can summarise the inclusion relations as follows.

lsndr)A + li)A + lcndr)A (i e {d, h})
ldness)A =+ [f]A + [Dness)A (i e {o, b})

We assume as before that all specific features can distribute over modifier-
head structures but no underspecif,ed or overspecified mode can do so.

(i)(A r B) -' (ilAt (i)B (i e {o,b,h,d})

We assume furthermore the following assignments.
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de Nn/[d][b]N
deur [d][Dness]tt

goede [rr][b](w/iv)

cuaprrn 8

Nr/ [mdr] [o]N

lhllol(u/u)
[a][a](N/N)

het Nr/[h][b]N
huis [h][Dness]N

soede [d][o](N/u)

een

goed
goede

The problem with this analysis is that it does not seem possible to re-
duce the number of assignments to goede to iust one. Although both [h]
and [d] are possible values for gender and [b] and [o] are possible values for
def,niteness, it is not appropriate to assign goede the overspecifled type:
lcndrl[Dness](N/u). Because both overspecified features may be instanti-
ated independently this can give rise to the instantiation lnl@l(N/N) which
we should not allow. This assignment makes it possible to derive the un-
grammatical "een goedehuis. The combination of een (NpllXndrl[o]nt) with
goede huis is possible if we can show that goede huis is in the type lgndr)[o]N.
We provide part of the derivation.

goedeohuis + [o]N LA
(goede) Gndr o (huislp + [o]N

(goede)yo (huislT + [o]N

\goedeahuisJT, + [o]N

(goede o huis) fn4, + [o]N
i

l?n
goede o huis + lgndrllo)N

If we look closely at this example we see that the morphosyntactic prop-
erties of the category corresponding to the adiective fcndr) and fDness] are
'removed'or'checked'by the modes [h] and [o] respectively. But this combi-
nation of the modes has to be excluded as it corresponds to the assignment
[n][o](N/u) to goede. The problem with the analysis thus seems to be that
the generalisations expressed by the two properties are not independent.

Second Analysis We now propose a multimodal analysis of this con-
struction that combines the information on both morphosyntactic prop-
erties into a single modal operator and we provide modes and lexical en-
tries that are more successful. We then look at the logical structure of the
relations between the modes. Our analysis makes use of the following ele-
ments.

A selection of resource modes on unary modalities is used to express
morphosyntactic information: d, h, o, db, do, hb, ho, -ho.
Inclusion postulates define an ordering on the feature modes. The
inclusion postulates are summarised by the following graph. When
two modes are connected by a line, then the one on top (i) and the
one below CI) are related by an inclusion postulate: [i]A + UlA.

1.

2.
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3. Interaction postulates express the distribution of features over com-
bination modes. In this case the specific (resolved) modes that dis-
tribute are: db, do, hb and, ho.

4. Lexical assignments are as follows.

de Nr/[db]N
deur [d]N

een ur/[o]N

goed [ho](u/tt)
soede [-ho](N/N)

het Nr,/[hb]tr
huis [h]N

For the time being, the resource modes should all be considered atomic,
although their names seem to suggest otherwise. This serves mnemonic
purposes only. Let us review the features, alias sorts, used briefly.

[d] is used for a word lTke deur, to mark its grammatical non-neuter gen-
der: it combines with the definite determiner de. Similarly, [h] marks neuter
words, those that combine with the definite determiner het.

The definite determiners require their complements to be 'definite' and
have the appropriate gender. As before, we use b for definite and o for
indefinite. [db] is the requirement put on nouns and their projections by
the definite non-neuter determin er de, [hb] is the requirement put on nouns
by the definite neuter determiner het.

The adiectives divide into inflected and uninflected ones. The latter
type occurs only in indeflnite neuter environments and is marked lhol
whereas the former occurs in all other environments, hence l-ho), to be
thought of as "not neuter and indefinite".

With the assignments and postulates as above we cannot derive the
ungrammatical *een goede huis. The adjective-noun combination goede huis
is not in type [o]u as required by the $pe for een, as can be seen from the
following partial derivation.
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(soed) _7rro ([h]N)7o * N

(goed) _yo o (huis) 4o * N

(goed) 4, o (huis) 4o * N

(goed o huis) 4o + N

(goedohuis)p+N
goed o hwis + [o]N
goedohuis + [o]u

The crucial step in this derivation involves the choice of the mode that
distributes over the adjective and the noun. At this step, marked (*) in the
derivation, we have the choice to instantiate the general checking mode o

to either do ot ho. ln this derivation we chose do. Neither this option nor
the other succeeds in checking the parts: do can check the adjective mode
-hobut not the noun mode h. For ho the case is reversed.

Sortal Structure In the second analysis of Dutch adjective-noun agree-
ment, we used a single modal operator to encode different morphosyntac-
tic properties like definiteness and gender We used names that we said
should be interpreted as atomic but that appeared to have some structure.
We will now look at this structure more detail.

As a starting point, we decompose the information about the various
attributes analogously to the decornposition in feature structures. In other
words, we rephrase resource modes as simple feature structures. So instead
of the atomic modes as before we assume that each resource mode is a
complete feature structure. The following four feature structure modes rep-
resent the resolved feature-value combinations (the maximal structures) for
this example.

IcEN d I f caN d ]
InEr b I lnEr o l
lcpN h I Icsx h I
lott b I Io., o ]

We can abbreviate these structures by leaving out the attribute names
and write the structures simply as ld,b), ld,ol, lh,b), lh,o). Contrary to the
tradition in feature structure theories we will assume that we not only have
underspecified but also overspecified feature structure modes. Notice that
modes like d and o that we presented earlier now appear as values of an at-
tribute in the feature structure representation. Corresponding to the over-
specified and underspecified modes like Gndr and gndr we can introduce
overspecified and underspecified values for the attributes. However, in this
case we will just represent overspecification by mentioning all the values
and underspecification by leaving them out.

(*)
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[d,h,b,o]

[d,b,o] [d,h,b] [d,h,o] [h,b,o]

Id,b] [d,o] [h,b]

tl

Suppose we take these feature structures
rations. The modes of our second analysis
feature-structure modes.

163

[h,o]

as our modal feature deco-
correspond to the following

db
do
hb
ho
o

h
d

d,b)
drol
h,b)
h,o)
ol
h,b,o)
drb',o]

It is immediately clear that there is no position in the feature structure
subsumption lattice that corresponds to the mode -ho. There is no feature
structure that is subsumed by ld,b), ld,o], and [h,b] but not by lh,ol.This
relates to the uniflcation-based analysis of Bouma, which does not pro-
vide a simple feature structure analysis for the inflected adiective but uses
negation in this case. We can represent these categories in attribute-value
matrix notation extended with a negation operator as follows. Note that
we must consider these attribute-value matrices here as formulas from the
attribute-value matrix description language and not as feature structures.
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PHON

CAT

goed
I val
I o,o

I oo"
L

goede

I val
I o,o

I o*"
L

SYN

SYN

MOR

Nl
NPI

[::l :] l

t

tl

PHON

CAT

SYN N

SYN NP

MOR
GEN h

DEF O

t

To see in which space the mode -ho resides we continue adding some
lines that parallel the lines already drawn. The names on the nodes indicate
the set of maximal feature structures that are below that node and the
singleton sets of maximal feature structures on the base level.

{[d,b], {[d,o], [h,b], [h,o]]

{[d,b], [d,o] [h,o]]

{ [d,b]i {[d,o]] { [h,b]i { [h,o]]

If we add all the further lines then we get, geometrically speaking, a part
of a four-dimensional cube (each resolved feature structure representing a

dimension) - with one corner missing. If we define FS as the set of max-
imal feature structures, i.e. FS : {[d,b], [d, o],,lh,b],lh,o]], then the graph
represents the structure (P(FS)\0, C), i.e. the powerset of FS without the
empty set, ordered by set inclusion. We will refer to P(FS)\O as O. But this
graph does not exactly represent the structure we want for our linguistic
descriptions as the information ordering only deals with overspecification.
For underspecifled information we have to mirror the structure we already
have. We will refer to this mirrored set as U. In this set-theoretic interpre-
tation of the structure, the nodes in 0 are decorated by sets that are the
union of the sets decorating the nodes that are below it and connected by
it.

[d,o], [h,b]]

{ [h,b],
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{ [d,b]] {[d,o]] {[h,b]] {[h,o]]

Note that the nodes immediately above the sets mentioned in the mid-
dle represent the same nodes as the ones immediately below these sets. To
refer to the elements below the middle we will also use a set-like notation
but replace the comma by a semicolon. The lowest element in the graph
then bears the name {[d, b);ld,o);lh,b]; [h, o]].

The correspondence between the morphosyntactic modes that we used
in our second analysis, the feature structure modes with subsumption and
with the modes of the graph above is as follows.

d ld,b,ol {[d, b] ,ld,,o|]
h fh,b,ol {[h, b] ,[h,o]]
a [o] {ld, ol;lh, oll1

db ld,b) {ld, bl}
do ld, ol { [d, o]]
hb [h, b] {[h, b]]
-ho {ld,bl,,ld,o), [h, b]]

Now that we have a systematic representation of the inclusion relations
we can define the inclusion postulates also schematically as follows:

lYu)A + lXu)A (Yu e Xu)
lYolA + [Xe]A (xo e Yo)
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In this schematic presentation inclusion postulates do not only hold
between modes that are immediately connected by a line in the diagram
but also between modes that are connected by several steps (transitive
closure). To illustrate the use of these modes we present the derivation
for een goed huis. For notational convenience we leave out the outermost
square brackets (the brackets indicating the modal operator tr) from deco-
rations like [{lh,o),, [h, b]]] and write {[h, o],lh,b]] instead. The derivation for
een goed huis rcquires us to derive that goed huis is of type i[d, o]; [h, o]]x.

N+N N+N
N/woN+N

N/N o ({[h, b] ,lh,ol]N){tn,ot,th,ol} * N

tt/N o ({[h, b] ,lh,,o)]N)117,,,11 =+ N

({[h, r]](N/u)){[h,,]] o ({[h, b),[h,o]]N){rn,,l} =+ N

Klh,ol)(N/N))t[h,,]] o ({[h, b] ,,lh,ol]N)116,,11 + N

({[h, o]](x/N) " {[h, b),lh,r]]w){[h,o]] * N

({[h, r]](N/N) o {[h, b],lh,rl]N){ra,ol;[h,o]] * N

{lh,o)}(w/rq) o {lh, b),lh,ol}w + {[d, r]; [h, o]]N

In this simple fragment, we have used complex feature modes. First
we organised basic modes in a kind of simple feature structure and then
we made more complex modes out of this by considering the powerset of
the set of feature structures as possible modes. The operators were used to
define the appropriate inclusion relations. This analysis suggests that the
modal decorations and the sortal structure can be structured in useful ways.

Complex yersus Sirnplex The analysis of Dutch NP internal agree-
ment was not merely introduced to argue that it is possible to provide a

subsumption-based type-logical grammar in which we do not need mul-
tiple type assignments. It was also meant to indicate to what degree the
morphosyntactic modes can be structured internally. This may provide
another opportunity to explore combinations of the type-logical and the
constraint-based framework by defining an appropriate logic for the modes,
possibly inspired by a feature description logic.

In the example, the major function served by the complex decorations
is to define a hierarchical classif,cation of the modes. Only one modal-
ity is used with a complex mode that is used to account for both cross-
classification and inclusion relations. The example does not tell us much
about distributional behaviour of morphosyntactic features.

In more complicated cases, it might be necessary to distinguish the
behaviour of different modes with respect to their distribution in phrase
structure. In this case, it might not be feasible to group the information
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together as a complex index on a single modality. Mixed solutions may be
better suited.

One option would be to define a system in which complex indices on
one modality can be spread over several modalities, when the need arises
for distribution. A source of inspiration for the appropriate logic might be
a system like dynamic predicate logic (Goldblatt (1987)). To illustrate this,
we mention the Comp schema as defined by Goldblatt (7987, p. 88). Note
that the use of ; here should not be confused with our use above.

Comp: [o; fr)A ++ [a)lB)A

Allowing this kind of schemamay be useful in structuring and manip-
ulating feature information. The Comp schema allows a single composed
mode to be decomposed into its components (and components can be as-

sembled again). One could imagine an application in which the composed
mode is used to structure the information while at some point in the deriva-
tion the modes must be split into parts that have different distributional
characteristics.

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed and illustrated different options for us-
ing unary modalities to account for morphosyntactic description in gram-
mars. We have discussed variants for the implementation of the matching
or checking operation and for the structure of combining different clas-
sification attributes. We have provided illustrations to show how cross-
classification, feature checking, inclusion and distribution relations can be
defined in different linguistic settings.

We have not argued in favour of specific variants as general solutions
but the choice of examples indicates the respective benefits the various
options offer. In a typical grammar for a language, several of these options
could be used side-by-side, depending on the construction types and the
characteristics of the various morphosyntactic features.

Some general factors that influence the choice for the analysis of a par-
ticular language or construction can be summarised as follows.

r The preferred notion of elegance or simplicity (e.g. simplex decora-
tions on multiple modal operators or complex decorations on single
operators).

r The fact whether different attributes behave differently distribution-
ally.

r The need to maximise the reduction of assignments.

In general, one might want to define different distribution postulates
relative to the modes on the unary and binary connectives. Because dif-
ferent morphosyntactic properties need not share the same distributional
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patterns, it may not be useful to combine them in a complex mode. It
appears that when writing actual grammars a different modal operator is
warranted for each group of morphosyntactic properties that shares the
same distributional behaviour. Notice that this may give rise to conflicts in
the sense that optimising the reduction of lexical assignments may require
combining specific properties into one mode, whereas the distributional
behaviour of these properties might require that they decorate different
modal operators.
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Sumrnary of the third part
In this part we have looked at the application of the basic apparatus as-

sumed in current versions of type-logical categorial grammars in order to
deal more adequately with the description of morphosyntactic properties
of expressions. This framework meets the objectives we pointed out at the
end of Chapter 6 and which we repeat here.

Connectives are treated as grammatical constants with a complete
Iogic (both elimination and introduction rules).

Underspecification is polarity-sensitive, respecting the logic of the
connectives.
The framework provides a way to deal with co-variation.
Morphosyntactic decorations can appear on both basic and complex
types.

A resource-conscious treatment for morphosyntactic information is
defined that parallels the treatment of syntactic composition and se-

lection.

We have used the residuated unary operators O and x to decorate cate-
gories with morphosyntactic information and have used their logic to de-
fine a checking procedure. We have also looked at the issue of how under-
specification can reduce the amount of information that has to be stated in
the lexicon and the number of lexical assignments that need to be entered
in it. Besides the speciflcation of morphosyntactic properties on lexical
items it is also important to see how such properties distribute in grammat-
ical structures (how and where are features checked, how do they move
through constituent structure, etc.). The use of the multimodal calculus
with inclusion and distribution postulates provides the possibility to fine-
tune this relation in a linguistically contentful manner. When using the
modal operators to mark morphosyntactic properties, with resource modes
indicating the different values, we still have several options to execute this
proSramme.

Our proposals for the use of the multimodal framework can be sum-
marised as follows.

The logic of residuation constitutes the core engine. Syntax, or the
description of composition and selection of expressions, is accounted for
by the residuated binary connectives /, r, \. Morphosyntactic features are
marked and checked on expressions using the residuated unary connec-
tives.

This basic engine is further refined by decorating the logical connectives
with indices, or resource management modes, imposing a sortal structure.
These sorts decorate binary connectives as phrasal modes o to distinguish
between different structural (associative, commutative,...) or other options.

a

a
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The sorts decorating unary connectives mark different morphosyntactic at-
tributes (and/or function as control operators)

The relation between different sorts is expressed through structural pos-
tulates. An ordering relation on the sorts is deflned through inclusion pos-
tulates on the decorations. Interaction between sorts, particularly between
the unary and the phrasal sorts, achieves controlled access to structural
changes in syntactic constructions on the one hand and controlled dis-
tribution of morphosyntactic information through that structure on the
other hand.
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Our objective to refi.ne the category structure for type-logical grammars to
allow cross-classification, underspecification and the factorisation of infor-
mation was inspired by the use of feature structures in constraint-based
grammars like HSpc. Sag (1997) notes that within the tradition of genera-
tive grammar, it is commonplace to assess developments in the field as a
progression from 'construction-speciflc rules'to 'general principles'. In the
context of Hrsc-grammars, currently influenced by ideas from construction
grammar, this is implemented as follows.

In particular, the proposal to treat familiar kinds of phrases in
terms of multiple dimensions of classification allows general con-
straints on constructions to be expressed as properties of super-
types, while still allowing the idiosyncrasies of individual con-
structions to be accommodated. t..] The logic of inheritance
allows this kind of analysis to achieve a highly deductive con-
ception of universal grammar.

The type-logical perspective on grammatical description can also be
characterised as deductive, but clearly in another sense. Moortgat (1997)
mentions as one of the objectives for this programme the following:

Design of a speciflc grammar logic, i.e. a logic with a consequence
relation attuned to the resource-sensitivity of grammatical in-
ference - to be contrasted with 'general purpose' specification
languages for grammar development, where such resource sen-
sitivity has to be stipulated, e.g., the language of feature logic
used in Hpsc.

In the chapters comprising Part III, we have investigated how the tools
available in the multimodal framework can be used to refine the classi-
fication potential of categories. To account for morphosyntactic prop-
erties nf expressions, we have proposed the use of the residuated unary
operators, marking expressions with the relevant property and defining a

feature-checking theory that is used to account for the restrictions on com-
binations and the percolation or distribution of the information in phrase
structure. The logical rules provide the basic mechanism for the feature
checking procedure which is fine-tuned to linguistic description by struc-
tural rules. We defined an ordering on the information provided by the
modal decorations using inclusion postulates to reduce the number of as-

signments to lexical items and to simplify the grammar. The use of these
postulates (and others like distribution postulates) help us to factorise the
information contained in a grammar into separate principles.

We now want to compare the proposals concerning the organisation
of such type logical grammars with the organisation of feature structure
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grammars as we have discussed them in Chapter 3. In this part we will
try to show in what sense the proposals are complementary rather than
incompatible. We will point out that their status in a grammar is different
and that they are situated on a different level as far as the presentation
of the information and the way it is put to use in deflning a language is
concerned.

The Status of Underspecification An important aspect in the discus-
sion of complementarity concerns the status of underspecification in lin-
guistic description. We will now point out a distinction between two strate-
gies for underspecification or partial information in the use of a grammar.
The fi.rst we will call the off-line strategy and the second the on-line strat-
eW. An alternative pair of terms could be lexical and derivational strategy,
indicating that the underspecification is resolved lexically in the first case
(the lexical look-up procedure provides fully specif,ed categories) and that
it enters a grammatical derivation unresolved in the second case.

In Part I, we introduced the notion of underspecification in grammatical
description by means of a simple example with a phrase structure grammar
extended with feature structures. Here, we will explain the different status
of generalisations by means of a simple categorial grammar. We consider
the simple applicative AB-grammar as presented in a series of papers by
Emmon Bach which we reviewed in Chapter 5.

Off-line Strategy Bach (1983b) introduces feature structures to account
for morphosyntactic properties of expressions. The basic categories are
pairs of an atomic symbol, representing the major category or part of speech
information, and a feature bundle representing the morphosyntactic fea-
tures. For the sake of simplicity we will include this maior category as part
of the feature bundle. The complex categories are freely generated as usual
from the basic categories using the operators I and \. A language, taken to
be a set of pairs of expressions and categories, is defined by a lexicon as in
the following paraphrase of Deflnition 23.

Definition 26 (Language) Given a Iexicort Lex, the langu age L over this
lexicon is specified as the smallest set such that:

(1) Lexe Land
(ii) (r, o .r, A) e L if either

(ii-a) (e1, AIB) and (e2,^B) are in the language, or
(ii-b) ("r, B) and (e2, B\A) are in the language.

What is important to note about this definition is that in the application
schema the domain category of the functor has to be identical to the cate-
gory of the argument it combines with. Note that lex is defined to be a part
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of the language. Furthermore, the feature structures that make up the basic
categories are assumed to be fully specified in Lex as it appears in the defi-
nition of the language (in nrsc terms, they should be 'totally well-sorted'
and 'sort-resolved'; see Carpenter (7992b) and Pollard and Sag (1994)). The
'lexicon' as it is normally understood in grammatical theories, does not co-
incide with Lex, but should be taken as a description or a specification of it.
This lexicon can use underspecified descriptions, inheritance, lexical rules
etc. to specify the set Lex of totally well-typed and sort-resolved elements.

Although Bach requires the categories to be identical, he accommodates
underspecification of lexical entries by means of notational conventions.
The lexicon is not specifled as a list of words with completely specified cat-
egories, but by providing a list of pairs of words and partial categories. This
list is expanded by using a further set of conventions that fill in the infor-
mation that is left out. They multiply out the entries for which multiple
instantiations are possible. So it is clear that the first lexicon is not the 'lex-
icon' (Lex) that f,gures in the definition of a language, because it contains
partial categories. We could call it a pre-lexicon.

Because the conventions do not simply concern individual items but
whole classes, they can be used to capture not just simple underspecifica-
tion but also other interesting linguistic generalisations. Let us make this
more concrete by considering an example. We will assume that the feature
structures are appropriately formed according to some signature. Take the
following'pre-lexicon' (masculine, singular, accusative, weak).

den

Nr/N

alten

N/N

Mann
GEN M
PER S

CASE A

DECL W

GEN M
PER S

CASE A

DECL W

GEN

PER

CASE :1^.I

The conventions filI in the information that is missing in the under-
specified pre-lexicon as follows.

r If a feature is not specified for a value, although it is appropriate in
the structure, this means that we can multiply out the assignments
instantiating the structure further for all the appropriate values.

r If a complex category is a modifier type (the car value of the domain
is identical to the cer value of the range), then all the values of the
other features of domain and range are identical as well.

r If a complex category is a specifier type (the car value of the domain is
the same as that of the range except for the projection or bar level, e.g.
n versus np) then all the values of the other features are identical as

well, except for those that are explicitly mentioned in the pre-lexicon
to be different.
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The expanded version
where strong and mixed arc
weak).

panr IV

that satisfles these constraints looks like this,
other values appropriate for DECL besides w (for

den NP

alten

Mann N

GEN M
PER S

CASE a

DECL W

GEN

PER

CASE

DECL

GEN

PER

CASE

DECL

GEN M
PER S

CASE a
DECL strong

/rrr

/N

m
s

a
w

m
s

a
w

l.I,N

CAT N

GEN M
PER S

CASE a
DECL W

GEN M
PER S

CASE A

DECL W

GEN M
PER S

CASE A

DECL mixed

On a technical level, the conventions by Bach take their inspiration
from theories about feature structures that use so-called feature specifica-
tion defaults, feature co-occurrence restrictions, etc. like Chomsky and
Ha1le (1968) and Gazdar et al. (1985) which have been developed and im-
plemented in a number of systems (Gazdar et al. (1988), Ritchie et al. (1987),
Evans and Gazdar (1989), to name just a few).

The only step defined by Definition 26 is application, it does not men-
tion the conventions. This means that in the actual definition of a lan-
guage or of compositional structures, the underspecification has already
been compiled out, so to speak. The use of feature structures, the pos-
sibility of underspeciflcation and the specification of the conventions is
independent from the mechanisms (application) that say how a grammar
defines a language.

Pre-Lexicon
.l,L (Conventions) lJ,

Lexicon (Lex)

This way of Iooking at underspecification as a kind of abbreviation is
also found in other approaches. In Carpenter (7992a) this position is taken
on the use of variables in a predicational version of the basic categories:
a lexical assignment of an expression to n(X) (where X ranges over possi-
ble values for number) is shorthand for two assignments: n(sg) and n(pl).
Carpenter also motivates the introduction of lexical rules "to account for
additional categorisations which are predictable on the basis of core lexical
assignments". He furthermore assumes that the rules are strictly lexical,
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they apply before syntactic applications. This is clearly a kind of off-line
use of lexical rules.

Also in Hepple (1990, p. 74ff) we find this idea. There it is assumed
that lexical assignments to words are constructed in several stages. "This
notion of 'stages in construction' is handled by allowing the lexicon to
consist of a number of distinct 'compartments' or subdomains [...]". As
Hepple points out, not all the types that arise during the stages become
available to syntax.

In the case of the phrase structure Brammar a similar strategy can be
used. However, in this case the expansion does not only pertain to the
lexicon but also to the grammar rules.

Pre-Grammar
Pre-lexicon + Pre-rules

lJ. (Expansion) $
Grammar

Lexicon + Rules

We will call this approach to the organisation of grammatical informa-
tion the off-line strategy. It should be noted, though, that we are not refer-
ring here to processing strategies for parsing or generation.

On-line The analysis of morphosyntactic information using unary modal-
ities and inclusion postulates which we presented in the previous part be-
longs to an alternative conception of partiality in the grammatical frame-
work. Here underspecification is dealt with (on-line) in the calculus. We
can also define an alternative to the Bach grammar in which the under-
specified structures are used as such, on-line, in the calculus. For this we
could change the definition of language by replacing the condition that the
domain of the functor has to be identical to the argument by a subsumption
check. This leads to the categorial equivalent of the subsumption-based
grammar from Borsley (1991) that we presented in Chapter 3. As we will
see in the next chapter, these choices have an effect on the language that
is generated by the grammar.

Definition 27 (Language) Given a lexicon Lex, the language .C over this
lexicon is specified to be the smallest set such that:

(i) Lex Cf,and
(ii) (e1o e2,A) e .C if either

(ii-a) (e1,AlB) and (e2,C)
CZB,or

(ii-b) ("t,C) and (e2, B\A)
C. B.

are in the language and either B f C or

are in the language and either B I C or
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In this case we can let the underspecified feature structures enter in the
derivation of grammatical structure. This involves a simple change to the
Bach-style grammar. We could also extend it to allow for re-entrancies be-
tween feature structures that make up the domain and range subcategories.

Combination What becomes immediately obvious from the way we
presented the difference between the strategies, is that they are not mu-
tually incompatible, also in a type-logical setting. For instance, we could
combine an off-line strategy to organise the grammatical (:lexical) infor-
mation (using some implementation of a logic of inheritance to define a

version of the 'hierarchical lexicon' (Pollard and Sag (1987), Gazdar and
Daelemans (1992a), Gazdar and Daelemans (1992b)) or some other tech-
niques to state abbreviations) with an on-Iine strategy in which inclusion
postulates are used in the derivation of phrases. Other types of combina-
tion are possible. Note that restricting the constraint-based techniques to
off-line underspecification only, does not lead to the problems of mixing
this type of underspecification with the type-logical inference procedure
that were presented in Part II.

If we assume such a combination, then we have two different tech-
niques that can be used for the same or at least similar goals (underspec-
ification off-line by constraint-based types or on-line by postulates). The
question that arises immediately is whether this does not lead to an un-
necessary duplication of techniques or whether an appropriate division of
labour can be defined.

In the next chapter we will look at this question in some depth and
point out areas for which an on-line strategy is necessary and an off-line
strategy is insufficient and other areas for which an off-line strategy is
suited best and an on-line strategy is less appropriate.

It is already clear now, that off-line strategies or rather, constraint-based
techniques are particularly useful to capture global patterns across a whole
class of categories, whereas the inclusion postulates we presented before
were used to reduce the number of assignments to individual items. In
the following chapter, we expand on the benefits and limits of both tech-
niques, looking specif,cally at the motivation for underspecification, for
which both seem appropriate.

It should be noted that from a processing point of view (parsing or
generation) this does not entail that all lexical inferences should precede
all grammatical inferences. In fact one can define processing strategies in
which the two kinds of inferences are interwoven (see, for instance, Bouma
and van Noord (1994)).

Conclusion
In this introduction to the final part, we have introduced the terms

on-line and off-line to refer to two ways in which underspecifi.cation can
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be used in a grammatical framework. An off-line approach to the organ-
isation of grammatical information seems compatible with a type-logical
framework. In particular this means that the logic of inheritance and the
other techniques to express generalisations in upsc and similar frameworks
is complementary to the proposals we made before.

Such a combination of the constraint-based approach and the type-
logical approach leads to a mix of different perspectives on the 'deduc-
tive conception of grammar' that was refered to in the quotes of Sag and
Moortgat we presented above. We can distinguish between three different
notions of deduction in the hybrid architecture that results from the kind
of marriage we indicated above.

o Logical inferences pertaining to the constants of grammatical reason-
ing: the logic of residuation for f ,r, \ and n, O.

o Logical inferences for inheritance as deflned by the feature description
logic for the lexical structure.

o Structural inferences based on inclusion and distribution postulates
for underspecification and structural operations.

Note that the third type of inferences in a type-logical context can
be used for the same purposes as the typical use of the second type in a

constraint-based context. This duplication of options for the same purpose
is further investigated in the next chapter, in which coordination construc-
tions play an important role.
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Coordination and the Limits
of Underspecificatiorr

In the introduction we put our proposals for treating cross-classification of
expressions using modal operators for the morphosyntactic features and
the use of inclusion postulates for underspecified structures in a wider per-
spective. We made a distinction between two strategies for expressing gen-
eralisations and defining underspeciflcation in grammars. We also made a

start with indicating the possible complementary use of each of the two
types. In this chapter we will discuss in more detail the benefits and draw-
backs of both the on-line and off-Iine strategy to underspecification. Im-
portant in this respect is the analysis of some typical coordination con-
structions in which the notion of underspecified categories plays a crucial
role.

In Bayer and Johnson (1995) the same type of construction has been
investigated to argue in favour of a type-logical approach and to explain
some of the shortcomings of the standard constraint-based approaches (see

also Johnson and Bayer (1995), and Bayer (1996)). We will summarise that
argument here.

We show that the analysis relies on the use of a polarity-sensitive ver-
sion of the on-line (derivational) strategy to underspecification for certain
cases. However, we wiII also show how and when this use of underspecified
categories must be restricted to avoid overgeneration. For these cases it is
possible to use the off-line strategy to reduce lexical type-assignments.

We will first present a sketch of the coordination constructions that we
are interested in, followed by their type-logical analysis. We illustrate the
argument favouring the 'asymmetric'type-logical analysis (see below) but
also provide more details on why an off-Iine strategy to underspecification
falls short for these constructions. Next, we discuss some problems with
the on-line strategy to show the limits of its use.

9.1 Coordination of unlike types

In the following paragraphs we distinguish between the types of coordina-
tion constructions which are relevant for our discussion.

Following Pullum and Zwicky (1986) we will use the term 'Chomsky's
generalisation' to refer to the familiar statement about coordination that
conjuncts must at least belong to the same syntactic category which we
will interpret as including morphosyntactic properties, (Chomsky (1957)),

181
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and the term 'Wasow's generalisation' for the constraint on coordination
that says that an element in construction with a coordinate constituent
must be syntactically construable with each conjunct separately (see also
Sag et al. (1985)). We will call the element in construction with the coor-
dination the factor (again following Pullum and Zwicky). In a construction
like remained wealthy and a republican, til.e factor is remained.

There are some well-known apparent counter-examples to Chomsky's
generalisation. It seems to rightfully exclude (9.1) and (9.3) but to wrong-
fully exclude (9.2). Note that judgments are taken from various authors
referred to in this chapter.

"I want another beer and to have a good time

I want another beer

I want to have a good time

He is a republican and proud of it
He is a republican

He is proud of it
*A Republican and proud of it was elected President

(e.1)

(e.z)

(e.3)

A Republican was elected President

*Proud of it was elected President

Wasow's generalisation, on the other hand, rightfully includes (9.2) and
excludes (9.3) but seems to include (9.1) wrongfully. Although the verb
want apparently can combine with each of the conjuncts separately, the
case is different from (9.2) because in the case of want we are dealing with
two distinct lexical items 'wish to possess something' and want'wish to do
something'(Pullum and Zwicky (1986, p. 753)). This means that wanf is
similar to can in (9.4).

*I can tuna and work for a living (e.4)

If we assume this analysis, Wasow's generalisation also holds for (9.1).
The interpretation of what at f,rst sight seems a detail of the generalisation
as formulated above becomes important here. When we apply the test of
construing 'the element in construction with the coordinate constituent'
with each conjunct separately we must be sure to use the same element
each tirne and not pick another one (albeit one that is homophonous). A
reflex of this constraint is the Anti-Pun Ordinance from Zaenen and Kart-
tunen (1984, p. 316) that says that "A phrase cannot be used in two differ-
ent senses at the same time." The distinction between same and different
is essential to a correct treatment of coordination.
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However, there are other cases of coordination, such as (9.5), which vio-
late Wasow's generalisation. These are cases of so-called prtncipled resolution
(see Corbett (1983)). Here, the coordination is grammatical despite the fact
that the factor cannot combine with each of the conjuncts separately.

John and Bill have been to the beach (e.s)

*John have been to the beach

*BiIl have been to the beach

Summarising this short discussion, we distinguish four options for co-
ordination constructions with unlike types which are important for our
discussion. Typical examples for each of these are the following.

(l) Neutral factor Er findet und hilft Frauen

(ll) Ambiguous factor *Sie singt und singen

(III) Principled Resolution un pdre et une mdre excellents

(IV) Unfit factor *Kim grew wealthy and a republican

Class I (also 9.2) contains grammatical coordinations of unlike types
with a so-called neutral factor. They are grammatical despite the fact that
they seem to violate Chomsky's generalisation. In the example, findet se-
lects an accusative and hilft a dative noun phrase. We will argue that on-
Iine underspecification (or overspecification) of the neutral factor is needed
for these cases. They also form an argument for the asymmetric or polarity-
sensitive subsumption-based treatments and against the unification-based
ones (if used on-line). These arguments will be presented and illustrated in
Section 9.2.

Class II (also 9.1), (9.4) contains ungrammatical coordinations despite
the fact that the factor, being ambiguous, can combine with each con-
junct separately. They show that Wasow's generalisation is not a sufficient
condition for grammaticality. They will be used to point out the limits of
on-Iine underspecification. These can be analysed by either not assigning
underspecified types to the ambiguous factor that can enter the derivation,
or taking the off-line (lexical) strategy in which the underspecification is
resolved before lexical look-up.

Class III (also 9.5) involves principled resolution. Although Wasow's
generalisation is violated, the coordination is grammatical. They are not
important for the discussion about the types of underspecification. We will
therefore consider these only briefly below.

Class IV (also 9.3) contains ungrammatical coordinations, violating both
Chomsky's generalisation (unlike types are coordinated) and that of Wasow
(the factor is unfit for at least one conjunct). Kim grcvv a republican is un-
grammatical. The factor is neither neutral nor ambiguous. They can be

(e.6)

(e.7)

(e.8)

(e.e)
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ignored in this discussion because they do not need special consideration.
In the analyses we present below, we will assume that Chomsky's general-
isation has to hold. This can be taken care of by assuming a polymorphic
category like X\X lX for the coordinator. The challenge then is to pro-
vide an analysis for those cases, like Class I, where this restriction on the
coordination of like types does not seem to hold.

In Pullum and Zwicky (1986) a fifth class of coordinations is presented
which involve'phonological resolution'. Technicaily speaking, they can be
treated the same way as the class with neutral factors. We will therefore be
concerned mainly with class I and class II type of coordinations. The fi.rst
we call neutralisation cases and the second cases of ambiguity.

We will show that a proper use of underspecification can account for all
of the cases. The case of principled resolution (class III) is slightly different
because it does not involve underspecification. For the sake of complete-
ness we will briefly sketch some suggestions on how to analyse them in a

type-logical setting first.

Principled Resolution Corbett (1983) provides many examples of cases
of person, number and gender resolution. In Sag et al. (7985), a few words
are devoted to a treatment in a Gpsc analysis. In this analysis the solution
to the problem lies in choosing appropriate features and values. The rules
for French gender resolution can be stated as in Corbett (1983).

f . if all conjuncts are feminine (syntactically), the feminine form is used;
2. otherwise the masculine is used.

The preferred treatment of these cases depends on the exact analysis
of coordination. We will outline two proposals. The first involves coding
the rules in the options for the conjunction. Even when one opts for a

highly polymorphic category for and as something like X\X/)(, this does
not mean that it cannot be further restrained. To take care of the French
gender resolution one could refine the category assignment and say that
and is ambiguous between the following assignments:

tflx\lflx llflx [.]x\lm)x I lmlx [.]x\lmlx llflx tflx\fm)x I lm)x

This is a very simple way to spell out all the options. Another way to de-
fine the feature computation rules is by making use of special distribution
postulates. We assume that coordination constructions involve a special
mode of combination. This means that we can make the distribution of the
gender feature sensitive to the coordination context. For un pCre et une mdre
we would have something like the following sequent, where the exact type
for the conjunction is not important.

[z]Nt, o.conio" [flNr + [ra]wn
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With distribution postulates like the following encoding the resolution
rule, we can account for the French examples.

(tl(At B) ---+ (ilAt \ilB (i, e {m, f})
{ml(At B) ---+ \*lA. \flB
lml(Ao B) ---+ \f)Ao (m)B

In the following section we will turn to an analysis of the other coor-
dination types which are more relevant for our discussion on the status of
underspecification. We will first discuss the neutral cases (Case I) which ap-
parently violate Chomsky's generalisation (conf unction of unlike type) but
not Wasow's generalisation (both conjuncts can combine with the factor
separately). We argue that on-line underspeciflcation is needed for these
cases. Next we will discuss the cases for which Wasow's generalisation fails,
i.e. the ambiguous cases (both conjuncts can combine with the factors sep-
arately, they are of unlike types, but they cannot be conjoined). For these
cases on-Iine underspecification should be avoided or carefully controlled
(Heylen (1997b)).

9.2 On-line rrnderspecied neutral factors
In this section we look at the type of coordinate structures that involves co-
ordinates of unlike types with a neutral factor. This class has been used by
Johnson and Bayer (1995) to argue in favour of a type-logical, subsumption-
based analysis and against a constraint-based analysis. The crucial factor
contrasting these types of analyses that makes the difference between suc-
cess and failure is the polarity sensitivity of underspeciflcation in the first
type of analysis, which is lacking in the second. The analysis of this class
of constructions also sheds light on the distinction between off-line (lexi-
cal) versus on-line (derivational) underspecificaton. Our analysis will make
crucial use of the latter type. Before we present these arguments in more
detail, we will provide a type-logical analysis of the constructions, both
along the lines of a Bayer and Johnson framework and along the lines of
the framework we have presented in Part III.

9.2.1 Type-Logical analysis
Bayer and Johnson In a verb phrase such as remained wealthy and a
republicant att adjective phrase and a noun phrase are conjoined. In other
words we see a conjunction of unlike categories apparently violating Chom-
sky's generalisation. In a Lambek-style categorial grammar extended with
boolean operators this verb phrase is derivable if we assume that the verb
is assigned the type vr,/(ar v Nr,). The logic of v allows us to weaken the
speciflcation of the class of items to which wealthy and a republican belong
to a shared type denoting the union of adiective and noun phrases.
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Following Johnson and Bayer (1995), the coordinator and is assigned
the type conj in this derivation and some kind of coniunction rule is used
such that A conj A F A. At this point we do not want to go into the precise
treatment. We could replace it with a polymorphic category like X\X /X as
we will occasionally do in other examples. Both of these capture Chomsky's
generalisation that coordinates must be of the same type.

wealthy a republican
AP NP

remained APVNP APVNP
vrl(ar v NP) APVNP

VP

Another illustration of a similar construction involves overspecification.
In Johnson and Bayer (1995) the phrase findet und hilft Frauen (finds and
helps women) is shown to be derivable when the following assignments are
assumed.

Frauen NP n acc A dat

findet vi,/(Nr A acc)
hilfr vrl(un A dat)

Note that findef requires its object to be accusative and hilft rcquires it
to be dative. Frauen in this case fits both requirements.

The following derivation shows how the coordination of the verbs is
in vr/(NP A acc A dat) which can combine with the overspecified Frauen in
NPnaccAdat.

findet [NnnaccAdat) hitft funnaccAdat)
vr/(ur A acc) NP n occ vrl(Nr A dat) NP A dat

and
conj

VP

vr/(Nt, AaccAdat)
und
@nj

VP

vr/(ur AaccAdat)
vr/(ur AaccAdat)

Modal Analysis The type-logical analysis of coordination along the lines
of Bayer and Johnson can be reconstructed in the multimodal framework
we discussed in the previous parts.

The terms making up the basic categories of the Bayer and Johnson lan-
guage combine two functions. First of all, they are used to underspecify
(vn/(an v ur)) and overspecify (acc n dat) information. Secondly, they are
also used for cross-classification purposes as a simple kind of feature de-
scription language (Nr n acc). In the multimodal language that we have
been using in the previous chapters, this aspect of category decomposition
is taken over by decorating basic categories with unary modalities indexed
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by morphosyntactic sorts. An information ordering on these sorts is de-
fined by inclusion postulates. An ordering on the basic categories can be
defined by non-logical axioms.

The German example can be described as follows. To encode the val-
ues for case we use as modalities: [acc], fdat), fCase| Here lCase) represents
the overspecified values which we will also call general features. Their be-
haviour is f,xed by the following inclusion postulates, which allow us to
infer specific values from the general features.

lCaselA + li)A (i e {acc, dat})

We can use the following type assignments for the lexical entries.

Frauen ICase]Nr
findet vP l([acc]Nr)
hilft vr,/([daf]Nn)

We can show that findet und hilft derives vp/[Case]Nn if we can show
that both findet arrd hilft derive ve/[Case]Nn. The derivation for findet is
given below. The derivation for hilfr is completely parallel.

vP + vP [Case]ur + [acc]Nn
vn/[acc]Nr, fCase]uP + vP

vr/ facc]xr + vv f fCase]Nr

The type-logical analysis of these constructions has a number of bene-
flts. One has to do with the logical basis and the issue of polarity-sensitivity
of underspecification. The discussion of this advantage is the major topic
of the papers by Bayer and Johnson. The second advantage is a motiva-
tion for having underspecification not merely off-line but also during the
grammatical derivations. We will now look at both of these advantages in
turn.

9.2.2 Subsumption versus unification
Bayer and Johnson claim that their Lambek style analysis is superior to a

constraint-based analysis. Why is this so? In the discussion about catego-
rial unification grammars in Part II, we pointed out the difference between
the way agreement is handled in a unification-based approach and what we
called a subsumption-based approach as in the case of the Lambek calculus.
In Bayer andJohnson (1995) this is put as follows:

"This [...] brings out one of the fundamental differences between
the standard treatment of agreement in 'unification-based'gram-
mar and this treatment of agreement in LCG [=Lambek Catego-
rial Grammar]. In the 'uniflcation-based' accounts agreement
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is generally a symmetric relationship between the agreeing con-
situents: both agreeing constituents impose constraints on a

shared agreement value, and the construction is well-formed iff
these constraints are consistenf. However, in the LCG treatment
of agreement proposed here agreement is inherently asymmetric,
in that an argument must logically imply, or be subsumed by, the
antecedent of the predicate it combines with."

This difference becornes important when features are not completely
specified. Otherwise subsurnption and consistency requirements are equiv-
alent. Coordination cases play an important role in arguing for an asym-
metric approach to agreement checking, because in these cases underspec-
ification seems "to play a crucial linguistic role, and cannot be regarded
merely as an abbreviatory device for a disiunction of fully-specified agree-
ment values." (Bayer and Johnson (1995)).

In unifrcation-based analyses of coordination, subsumption often re-
places unification. In Shieber (199Z) there is a short discussion about the
treatment of coordination of unlike-type constructions (Sag et al. (7985)
and Dcirre (199a)). He proposes the following coordination rule "to give a
flavor for the proposal":

E --+ C Coni D
E'C
E'D

This should be read as a phrase structure rule in which E,C,D represent
the feature structure categories with the restriction that the category of the
mother must subsume the category of each conjunct. Note that one would
probably want E to be the most informative category that subsumes the
others (generalisation). This analysis works out nicely for simple examples
llke became wealthy and a Republican. We could, for instance, assume the
following categories for wealthy and a Republican:

wealthy

a Republian

VERB +
NOUN +
VERB

NOUN +

If we combine these with the conjunction rule to produce wealthy and
a Republican, the category of the combination will be the generalisation of
these two:

wealthy and a Republican I NouN + ]

The difference in grammaticality between remained wealthy and a Repu-
blican and *grnv wealthy and a Republican can be explained if we assume
that the verb remained selects complements of this category whereas the
verb grew selects complements of the category that are +verb and +noun.
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remained

grew

OBJECT

OBJECT

Iuoux + 1 ]

Il:r,. i I l

If grew combines in the usual HpsG way with the complement wealthy
and a Republican, via the subcategorisation, or the valence principle, then
this specification of the complement unifies with the category of the com-
bination of wealthy and a Republican. This means that the combination of
the verb with its object leads us to the assumption that the object also bears
the category above. However, this assumption violates the restriction on
the coordination rules and this excludes the ungrammatical sentence.

So far so good, but Bayer and Johnson point out that when we also
co-ordinate grau and remained (into grew and remained), the subsumption-
based analysis as proposed by Shieber would result in the category:

grew and remained I onlncr I NouN + ] ]

This then, makes it also possible for this grammar to derive the ungram-
matical *grew and remained wealthy and a Republican.

In the Lambek categorial grammar the ungrammatical sentence is not
derivable. The category for grew will be vrf l.r, the category for remained
will be vn/(an v un). In order to derive the sentence, we should be able to
derive the category for grew to be vr/(an v un) as well. However, this is not
possible as the following attempt shows, because the inference step marked

-L is not valid. So this grammar does not overgenerate at this point.

Srew
vvfav

VP

vr/(ar v ur,)

Underspecification is sensitive to the polarity of the (sub)categories:
from A/B we can derive (Av C)/8, but not A/(B v C).

So the advantages of the Lambek-style approach to the unification-based
approach can be summarised as follows.

o Subsumption defines the appropriate condition for the correct treat-
ment of coordination cases.

r Type-Iogical grammars provide the correct logic: with positive and
negative occurrences in formulas providing a correct derivational treat-
ment + of the inclusion relations e that hold between expressions.

In Part II we saw that the motivation of authors like Dcirre et al. (1996)
and Francez (L997) was to build systems in which the capacities of unif,ca-
tion-based reasoning were maximised in a Lambek style grammar. In the

lap v NpllLJr

API
7r
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previous part, we have shown that some typical functions of the unification-
based tradition that these authors want to introduce in a type-logical set-
ting can also be fulfi.lled by techniques already within the type-logical
framework. This means that for these functions we do not need a unifi-
cation-based account. What the analyses of Bayer and Johnson argue for is
that in these cases they are not even appropriate.

9.2.3 The limits of off-line underspecification
We have just seen the benefits of having polarity-sensitive underspecified
categories in the analysis of coordination constructions. These have been
used in an on-line (derivational) strategy. We will now show that this is
an essential feature of the analysis. As we already said in the introduc-
tion, in these coordination constructions underspecification has "to play
a crucial linguistic role, and cannot be regarded merely as an abbreviatory
device for a disjunction of fully-specified agreement values." (Bayer and
Johnson (1995)).

We now want to show that having underspecification only as an abbre-
viatory device blocks the derivation of the grammatical sentences of unlike
type coordination we have been considering. We flrst discuss the case for
the analysis using the boolean connectives and then for the multimodal
CASE.

In the boolean analyis of the examples above we used the following
lexical assignments.

Interpreting the underspecified entries as abbreviations we consider these
assignments as a kind of pre-lexicon that has to be expanded first to all the
fully specified entries (showing neither underspecification, nor overspecifi-
cation).

Pre-Lexicon
.1J. (Expansion) {

Lexicon

remained vv /(av v Nr)
wealthy AP

a republican NP

remained vP/AP
remained vn/l.lt,
wealthy AP

a republican NP

findet vr/(Nr A acc)
hilft vrl(wr A dat)
Frauen NP n acc A dat

findet vr/(ur A acc)
hilft vrl(un A dat)
Frauen NP A acc
Frauen NP A dat

However, none of the options we now have enable us to derive remained
wealthy and a republican and findet und hilft Frauen.
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vP/APoAPoconjoNPl/vP
vr,/NnoAPoconjoNPl/vP
vr/(Nr Aacc)oconj ovr/(un Adat) o(ur Aacc)Vvp
vr/(Nt, Aacc)omnj ovn/(un Adat) o(un Adat)Vvp

191

We show an abbreviated attempt to derive the German example in
Prawitz notation.

findet und hilft findet und hilft

: Frauen i prquen

vr/(Nr A acc A dat) rrrp A acc vn/(Nr A acc A dat) Np A daf

fail fail

The same argument that off-line underspecification does not lead to
the correct analysis can also be shown for the multimodal analysis, Here,
an abbreviatory perspective on underspecification means that we have to
apply the inclusion postulates as lexical inferences deriving a lexicon with
fully instantiated types from a pre-lexicon. We consider only the German
example here. The lexicon we gave earlier now becomes a pre-lexicon.

Frauen fCase]ur
findet vP l([acc]ur,)
hilfr vP l([dat]ur)

Applying the inclusion postulates we get:

Frauen [daf]Nr
Frauen [acc]ttr
findet vrl([acc]Nr)
hitfr vv l(dat)Nv)

The following attempts show how this lexicon fails to derive the gram-
matical sentences.

vp + vp ldaf]ttp # lCase]Np vp + vp [acc]wp # [Case]Np
vP /([Case]Nn) o ldaflun + vP vv I (fCaselun) o [acc]Nn + vP

The problem with resolving'ambiguity'already in the lexicon is that we
do not have access to the ambiguous forms in the derivation. In the anal-
ysis of the neutral (Class I) constructions, on the other hand, it is essential
that we leave the choice open.

Summary We can draw the following conclusions from the analysis of
coordination cases with neutral factors.
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r The subsumption-based, polarity-sensitive account of underspecifi-
cation and overspecification provided by the type-logical grammars
makes it possible to analyse the coordination cases with neutral fac-
tors.

r On-line underspecification of neutral factors is required for an appro-
priate analysis.

However, as we will see next, this does not mean that on-Iine under-
specification is appropriate to reduce multiple lexical assignments for all
cases. We will now turn to an analysis of the coordination cases with am-
biguous factors. Despite the fact that the factor can combine with both
conjuncts (Wasow's requirement) the coordination is ungrammatical.

9.3 Arnbiguity and rrnderspecification
We will first show that on-line underspecification of ambiguous factors
leads to a lexicon that overgenerates, i.e. it accepts ungrammatical sen-
tences. Next, we will discuss a way to treat these ambiguous factors to
avoid this overgeneration (see Heylen (1997b) for an alternative).

9.3.1 Overgeneration
As we have seen above, the boolean type forming connectives (A, V) can be
used to deal with multiple type assignments to lexical items. Such a pro-
posal was already made in Lambek (1967). Other authors that have made
similar proposals include Morrill (1990) and Hendriks (1995), for instance.
An example from the former is the word square which is ambiguous be-
tween an adjective and a noun and is assigned the type (N/N)Att. This type
assignment is a case of overspecification. Other examples provided by Mor-
rill are with: ((N\N) n ((ur,\s)\(Nr\s)))/Nr and wants: (Nr\s)/(vp v (Np rvr)).

Above we pointed out that the use of underspecified (or overspecified)
categories can be applied fruitfuIly to the analysis of certain coordination
constructions, namely those involving the coordination of unlike types.
We provided two examples, one in which the argument position of a func-
tor is underspecified and another one in which the argument itself is over-
specified. But for both examples we will now give an apparent counter-
example to indicate the problem with such an analysis.

The first example was remained wealthy and a republican, where remained
is assigned an underspecified type to indicate that it combines with both
adjective and noun phrases. Now let us consider the verb can which is
ambiguous between the types vn/Nr (I can tuna) and vv f vv (I can work for o
living) and therefore seems to be a candidate for the categorisation vn/(Nt,v
vP). However, this category makes it possible to derive the sentence I can
tuna and work for a living.
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fiina work for a living
NP VP

can VP V NP conj VPVNP
vrl(vn v NP) VPVNP

VP

Another illustration of the same problem involves overspecification.
Above we have shown how the phrase findet und hilft Frauen is derivable
in the system using the following assignments: findet: vn/(NP A acc), hilft:
vn/(Nn A dat), Frauen: Np n acc A dat. Again, we run into problems if we
assume, analogously, that the expression the sheep is ambiguous between
singular and plural and consequently is assigned the type NP n sg A pl. We
cannot prevent the sheep walks and graze from becoming derivable.

[Nr nsgnpl]1 walks
NPi\sg (rvPnsg)\s
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[Npnsgnpl]z grnze

ur npl (Nr npl)\s

and

1z
.1 and

conJthe sheep

NPArgAe,

(Nrnsenp/)\s (Nrnsenpl)\s
(Nnnssnpr)\s

S

Similarly, the sentence lohn wants to go and Susan to go becomes derivable
if we follow Morrill's suggestion to assign wants the type (nr\s)/(vn V (ur r
VP)).

The same problem arises with the multimodal analysis. We can illus-
trate this with postulates and a lexicon for the German words Sie, singt and
singen parallel to the assignments for findet, hilft and Frauen. We use the
following unary modalities to encode the values for number and case: [sg],

lpl), laccl, ldat), lNum), lCasel. Here fNum) and [Case] represent the overspec-
ified or general values. Their behaviour is fixed by the following inclusion
postulates, which allow us to infer specific values from the general features.

lCase)A =+ [f],4 (i e {acc,dat})
lNumlA + lilA (i e {ss,pt})

Sie [Nurr]xr
singt ([sg]I'rr)\s
sinsen ([pl]xn)\s

With these assignments, we can also derive the ungrammatical Sie singt
und singen using the lexical assignments above. In other words, we meet the
same overgeneration problem as we did with the boolean overspecification.
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9.3.2 No underspecification
Basically, the solution we suggest is to not to use underspecified categories
for the factors involved in violations of Wasow's generalisation. Follow-
ing Pullum and Zwicky (1986) one should make a distinction between am-
biguous and neutral expressions. If we restrict the use of underspecified
categories to the neutral forms this solves the problem. We can make the
distinction between neutral and ambiguous expressions visible by consid-
ering the models for some examples.

First consider the case of the singular, nominal noun phrase Kim: Np n
sg A nom. This expression is modelled by u linguistic resource (a form-
meaning pair) that can be pictured as follows. Note that we identify the
element by its orthographic representation.

This seems to be a plausible interpretation for the decomposition of a

category into features where each feature denotes a property of the same
Iinguistic resource. The question is whether we want the same interpreta-
tion to hold for the booleans in the cases of multiple type assignment to
squaret (u/N)nN, or can, (vv fNp)A(vr/vr). The answer is that we should not
be using A here with this interpretation because it fails to express that there
are actually two expressions square which happen to be homophonous. By
this we mean that there are no occurrences of. square which are both adjec-
tive and noun at the same time. In an expression like the square square, t}:.e
fi.rst occurrence is an adjective and the second a noun. It is not the case
that each occurrence is both an adjective and a noun at the same time.
Because linguistic resources are form-meaning pairs, we should assume the
existence of at least two expressions square, that differ in their semantic
component and their syntactic category. The picture for square looks as

follows:

N/N
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The point here is that the element identified by its orthographic rep-
resentatian square in N/N is different from the element square in the set N.

Eor Frauen with the assignment NPn accn datthe situation is rather like that
f.or Kim, as we want this noun phrase to be both accusative and dative at
the same time in the expression findet und hilft Frauen.

These examples show that we do not want to assign overspecified cate-
gories to ambiguous words (of type want) but only to neutral words.

In Morrill (1994), it is proposed to distinguish between a semantically
active, A, and a semantically non-active, [-1, connective. The latter corre-
sponds to the connective A as we have been using it. An expression is
assigned the type A A B if it is in ,4. with semantics r and it is in B with
semantics y. An expression is assigned the type A a B if it is in ,4 and in
B with semantics r in both cases. This distinction relates to the difference
between ambiguous and neutral forms. But this distinction does not al-
low the use of boolean types to ambiguous forms either. At least not to
those that cannot figure in the coordination constructions. For instance, if
we would assign the German word Sie a semantically potent boolean type
with the semantics being a pair of terms (one for the singular and one for
the plural interpretation) then we can still not prohibit the combination
with the conjunction of a singular and a plural verb. In fact, the semantics
of Sie would enable us to provide a semantic reading for the ungrammatical
sentence.

The idea that in a specific construction a word cannot be used in two
different senses at the same time, i.e. the Anti-Pun Ordinance from Zaenen
and Karttunen (1984) can be used as further evidence against the introduc-
tion of semantically potent boolean types.

Some discussion on the explanation of why some forms are neutral
whereas others are ambiguous can be found in Ingria (1990), Pullum and
Zwrcky (1986) and Zaenen and Karttunen (1984). Not surprisingly, at-
tempts to capture the distinction are often sought in a difference between
purely formal features and those that have semantic import. Ingria (1990)
points out:

r Syntactic features which have semantic ramifications, such as num-
ber on nouns, tense on verbs, degree on adiectives, are never neu-
tralised (underspecified). They are always fully specified and items
which seem to be underspecified with regard to them are, in fact, am-
biguous items with distinct, fully specified representations.

r Purely formal syntactic features, on the other hand, can be neutralised,
producing truly underspecifled representations [...].

There are however some complications with these semantic explana-
tions. We give an example here.

Above we saw that the feature lNuml in German as assigned to Sie is
ambiguous and therefore not conjoinable. Following the discussion on
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neutral and ambiguous features as summarised in the conclusions by In-
gria above, we might expect that number bears semantic content and can
therefore typically not be neutralised. Now consider the following noun
phrases (also discussed in Ingria (1990)).

*der Antrag des oder der Lehrer/Lehrers
the petition (of) thesen/sfl

teacherre n 1 sg I teachers 
s 

"n 1 pl

the sunlpl (9.10)

der Antrag des oder der Dozenten
the petition (of) t}lren"nlsg or ther", lpllecturerss.n/sS/pl

(e.1 1)

These phrases show that Dozenten in German is neutral between singular
and plural and should therefore be assigned a neutral feature. This cannot
be lNuml as above because this is ambiguous and not conjoinable. From
a technical point of view the solution to this conflict is rather straight-
forward. We can simply assume a feature theory in which for each mor-
phosyntactic distinction (number, person, gender, etc) there are both am-
biguous and neutral generalisations; say fNum) and [Nuvr] for the case at
hand. The correct distribution is fixed by the lexicon. For more discus-
sion on which features are prone to neutralise and which ones are not see

Bayer (1996) and Pullum and Zwicky (1986). It is clear from this examples
that the issue of semantics is quite a tricky one: why is Sie ambiguous but
Dozenten neutral? For some further suggestions see Bayer (1996).

Another problem solved This diagnosis of the problem and the rem-
edy of not using underspecification for the ambiguous cases also solves the
problem discussed in Moortgat (1997).

In the analysis of the coordination cases of Johnson and Bayer (1995)
we can distinguish between two functions of the boolean operators: over-
specification or ambiguity marking and 'feature decomposition' (see also
Kanazawa (1992)).

Now consider the following example. The pronoun her can be con-
sidered to be ambiguous between a personal (Nr) and a possessive (Nn/N)
pronoun. In the former reading it bears accusative case (acc). Combin-
ing this information into a single type leads to the assignment to her of
the type (un n acc) n (Nr/N). However, now the problem arises of how to
prevent the acc marking, which is true of the personal pronoun reading,
to reassociate with the possessive type: NP/N. Moortgat (1997) therefore
warns against the use of the boolean operator as two functions: feature de-
composition and ambiguity marking. As we hope to have made clear by
now, this problem is not so much caused by mixing the two functions of
the boolean connectives, but rather by using them to reduce the number of
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assignments to (certain) ambiguous words. Even assigning her t}:^e category
Np A (Np/N) is problematic because it suggests that her can occur in contexts
in which it acts both a noun phrase and as a possessive pronoun. Similarly,
the assignment to wants: (Nn\s)/(vp v (Np r vr)) taken from Morrill leads to
overgeneration problems in the cases of coordination constructions. The
relevant constructions here are those that are apparent violations of Wa-
sow's generalisation. The same holds f.or her, where the picture looks like
this.

However, this is not the picture that fits the interpretation of the cate-
gory (ur n acc) n (rur/N). It is clear that her is not in u(Nr) au(acc) n u(un/N)
and should therefore be assigned two types.

9.3.3 Off-line underspecification and amhiguity
What we have demonstrated above is that the ambiguous factors should
not be assigned underspecified categories in an on-line strategy similar to
the neutral factors.

The main reason that we are discussing coordination constructions in
this chapter is to evaluate the status of underspecification in grammars (on-
line/off-line, polarity sensitive/insensitive, subsumption/unification based).
The grammatical cases with coordinates of unlike types involve a neutral
factor and show how we need on-line, polarity-sensitive, underspecifica-
tion in grammatical derivations. Underspecification as abbreviation falls
short in these cases. The ungrammatical cases with coordinates of unlike
types involve an ambiguous factor and show the limits of allowing under-
specification within grammatical derivations. What we now want to show
is that underspeciflcation as abbreviation is fine for these cases.

Off-Iine strategy for Ambiguity The reason that we can use off-line
abbreviations for ambiguous factors is essentially the same as the reason
why we cannot use it for neutral factors. Both times it blocks the derivation
of coordination constructions with unlike types. In the first case this is

ACC
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exactly what we want, but in the second case we do not want this. So

consider the following pre-lexicon.

Applying the inclusion postulates we get the following expanded lexi-
con.

Frauen [Case]ttt,
findet vrl([acc]Nn)
hitft vnl([dat]Nr)

Frauen [daf]Nr
Frauen [acc]ur
findet vr,/([acc]Nn)
hilfr vrl ( [dar]Nn)

Frauen fCase]Nr
findet vnl([acc]Nn)
hitft vP l([daf]Nn)

Frauen [Case]Nr
findet vrl([acc]Nn)
hitft vn/([da|Nr)

Sie [Nurz]t'u,
sinst ([sg]Nn)\s
singen (p/lNr)\s

Sie [rg]Np
Sie pllNr
singt ([ss]Nn)\s
sinsen (p/lNn)\s

Sie [Num]ur
sinst ([sg]Nn)\s
singen (lpllNt,)\s

Sie [rg]Np
Sie [p/]Nn
sinst ([ss]Nn)\s
sinsen (pllNn)\s

Above we saw that this incorrectly prohibits the derivation for findetund
hilft Frauen. However, by the same kind of reasoning it correctly prohibits
the derivation for Sie singt und singen.

What we need for these cases is an analysis in which ambiguous under-
specification is distinguished from neutral underspecification.

Keeping them Apart The simplest way to account for both cases is to
distinguish between the behaviour of the different forms of underspecifica-
tion. This could easily be done by introducing two types of overspecifled or
underspecified features: the neutral and the ambiguous ones. The former
are not expanded in the move from the pre-Iexicon to the lexicon whereas
the latter must be expanded. This requires us to distinguish between two
types of inclusion postulates: those that apply off-line to the pre-lexicon
(lexical inferences) and those that apply on-line during the grammatical
derivations. We will mark the 'off-line'as bold-face. For the German exam-
ple, we can use the following assignments.

Applying the off-line inclusion postulates to the boldface sorts we get
the following expanded lexicon.
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9.4 The use of underspecification
In the previous sections we have dealt with the issue of multiple type as-

signments to lexical expressions in the context of coordination construc-
tions. The coordination cases we have presented point out that a distinc-
tion has to be made between neutral and ambiguous expressions. There is a
another case that has to be considered as regards underspecification which
we illustrated by underspecification for number of the object noun phrase
with (English) transitive verbs. This class provided the original motivation
for the simplification of lexical assignments by underspecification. Prepo-
sitions also do not care whether they combine with singular or plural noun
phrases (and do not care about many other properties either). Having no
underspecification for these cases results in a massive increase in the num-
ber of categories that have to be assumed and the number of assignments
to lexical items. Typically, this kind of pattern belongs to a whole class
of words and involves a generalisation across all possible values for some
attribute. Having no way to account for this kind of generalisation in a

grammar requires making distinctions which are not really there (which is
worse than merely increasing the size of the lexicon).

A typical difference between neutralisation and the "don't care" cases
is that neutralisation is rather idiosyncratic; it often involves a particular
word instead of a whole class of words. The phenomenon seems therefore
to be more exceptional, for instance the fact that Frauen can be checked for
both accusative and dative at the same time. The constructions in which
such neutral items have to be assumed are also special. It may be that some
lexical item must be underspecified for only a few values for some attribute
instead of the whole range. In this case, it is not simply possible to multiply
out the possible category assignments to the neutral word because then it
will have no assignment that fits the special context in which the word
appears in two functions at the same time.

Underspecification for the ambiguous words is problematic as we have
pointed out because of possible contexts like coordination. As with the
neutral words, these cases seem idiosyncratic as well. Expanding the num-
ber of lexical assignments and not having underspecification for these cases
will not involve a big cost to the grammar. The linguistic status of an un-
derspecified entry is also unclear. What is the status of the entry sheep as

something that is both singular and plural? In any utterance in which the
word occurs it will either be taken as singular or plural but not as both at
the same time. The underspecified entry here is then simply an artificial
construct, so it seems.

The question that comes to mind at this point is how the difference
between the on-line versus the off-line strategies relates to the differences
in the cases of underspecification that we have distinguished: don't care,
neutral, ambiguous.

We can allow both ambiguous, neutral and don't care forms to be un-
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derspecified in the pre-lexicon. Howeveq to avoid overgeneration in the
coordination cases, the ambiguous forms should not appear underspecified
in the final lexicon that results. For the neutral forms the underspecified
forms should be able to enter the derivation to account for the coordina-
tion constructions with neutral factors. It seems that the don't care entries
can be treated either way.

Notice that this means that a combination of both strategies seems to be
optimal. In any case, we cannot choose completely for the off-line strategy
because than we miss out on the correct treatment of the neutral forms.
If we opt for a strategy in which all underspecified forms can also appear
in the grammatical derivations, then we should take care not to assign
underspecified categories to ambiguous forms.

Conclusion
In general, we draw the following conclusions from these coordination
CASES.

o As is argued in the work by Ingria and Bayer and Johnson, unifica-
tion strategies can be sub-optimal: "unification - variable-matching
combined with variable substitution - is the wrong mechanism for
effecting agreement."

r Instead of unification, subsumption checking provides a better means
to analyse certain constructions. This claim is also found in the liter-
ature on unifi.cation grammars in analyses of coordination construc-
tions (Shieber (7992) and Sag et al. (1985)).

r The problem with the subsumption based approaches in the feature-
structure theories is that there is no appropriate interaction between
the procedure of subsumption checking on the one hand and the
logic of combination and selection on the other.

o More speciflcally, a polarity-sensitive logic is required and is deflned
by the type-logical grammars.

o The use of on-line underspeciflcation for ambiguous words may lead
to overgeneration and should therefore be restricted to neutral items.

In the previous sections, we hope to have made clear that combining
a type-Iogical approach and a constraint-based approach requires a precise
division of labour for the underspecif,cation of linguistic information.
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Surnrnary of the fourth part
In this last part, w€ have looked at the status of underspecification with
respect to the general organisation of grammatical information. In the pre-
vious part we defined a resource-sensitive, deductive perspective on cross-
classification and organisation and opposed this to the constraint-based
perspective. However, in this part we wanted to point out how the two
traditions can be used in a complementary way.

Because the constraint-based framework provides a general purpose logic
it can also be used to encode and organise a type-logical grammar. In this
way we can define a hierarchical type-Iogical lexicon in the spirit of the
hierarchical lexicons for grammars like HPSG.

With respect to underspecification, we distinguished between under-
specification in the lexicon (pre lexical insertion) that is resolved off-line
and the use of underspecified types in a grammatical derivation. From the
discussion of some cases of co-ordination it appears that polarity-sensitive
on-Iine underspecification is needed for adequate linguistic description.
This can be implemented along the lines we developed in the previous
part using inclusion postulates. The discussion also showed that a purely
constraint-based approach fails to provide an adequate analysis of certain
cases because it does not have polarity-sensitive underspecification. How-
ever, a constraint-based approach may still be useful to organise grammati-
cal information, particularly when it is used off-line, to express lexical and
other generalisations.





Conclusion
We set out to def,ne a grammatical framework in which the type-logical
perspective on grammatical composition is combined with a refi.ned system
of classification.

We have demonstrated how the multi-modal version of the Lambek cal-
culus provides the basis not iust for the definition of compositional struc-
ture using the binary connectives, but also for refined cross-classifi.cation
using unary connectives. The resource-conscious logic governing the con-
nectives constitutes both a dedicated logic of linguistic composition and
selection on the one hand and a logic of feature marking and checking on
the other. This use of the unary operators obviates the need to introduce
feature structures or similar techniques fror cross-classification into the for-
malism.

We have focused on morphosyntactic aspects of linguistic description
because techniques for other aspects are already well established. We have
proposed to use unary connectives as (morphosyntactic) feature decora-
tions to decompose the information that is often encoded by basic cate-
gories. The logical rules define the basic feature checking procedure. These
are complemented by inclusion postulates def,ning a partial ordering that
is used to express generalisations through underspecification and by inter-
action postulates defining the distribution of morphosyntactic information
through the compositional structure.

Our analysis shows the expressivity of current multimodal categorial
grammars as no extra devices need to be introduced to the formalism.
Moreover, the kind of decomposition of categorial information as we pro-
pose it and the way it is used and manipulated in the grammar has a num-
ber of additional advantages which, taken together, distinguish this ap-
proach from others proposed in the literature. We list three advantages
here.

r Modal (morphosyntactic) decorations are allowed on both basic and
complex categories.
Underspecification is sensitive to the polarity of (sub)categories and
modal decorations.
Distribution postulates can be used instead of techniques like struc-
ture or variable-sharing.

These properties make it possible to maximise the use of underspeci-
fication. Polarity-sensitivity is also important for an adequate account of
co-ordination constructions. These constructions constitute an important
motivation for the subsumption-based, asymmetric account of underspec-
ification as it is defined in type-logical grammars.

In the discussion of these constructions we have emphasised that it
is important to distinguish between different cases of underspecification.

zo3



zo4 CONCLUSION

An analysis of these distinctions led us to reconsider the combination of
the type-logical framework and constraint-based approaches. Although we
have defined a framework in which many of the functions that feature
structures serve in constraint-based theories are taken over by unary modal-
ities and their logical and structural properties, this does not mean that a

constraint-based perspective on the organisation of lexical information or
the organisation of the postulates and the resource management modes
cannot be useful as a notational tool for type-logical grammars.



Samenvatting in het
Nederland,s

In dit proefschrift wordt betoogd dat het overbodig is om (multimodale)
type-logische grammatica's uit te breiden met kenmerkstructuren zoals die
in vele computationeel taalkundige theorie€n gebruikt worden. We laten
zien hoe de voordelen van kenmerkstructuren in taalkundige beschrijvin-
gen bereikt kunnen worden met andere middelen die reeds in het multi-
modale kader voorhandig zijn. Dit instrumentarium biedt zelfs extra voor-
delen. Zo maken ze een analyse van bepaalde nevenschikkingen mogelijk
die niet voorhanden is in de theorie€n die uitsluitend gebruik maken van
kenmerkstructuren en kenmerklogica's. Hoewel betoogd wordt dat uitbrei-
dingen van type-Iogische grammatica's met kenmerkstructuren niet nodig
zijn, kunnen deze laatste wel gebruikt worden als notationeel instrument
om de informatie in het type-logische lexicon te representeren en te struc-
tureren.

Het betoog is opgebouwd uit vier delen. In het eerste deel geven we een
karakterisering van de probleemstelling en verstrekken we de achtergrond-
informatie die nodig is voor een goed begrip van het type-logische kader
dat centraal staat in dit proefschrift. In het tweede deel bespreken we de
kwaliteiten en gebreken van de diverse voorstellen die eerder gedaan zijn
om het categoriale model uit te breiden met kenmerkstructuren of met ver-
gelijkbare technieken. Vervolgens stellen we in het derde deel onze eigen
benadering voor. Ten slotte vergeliiken we in het vierde deel onze voor-
stellen opnieuw met kenmerkstructuren. Door een analyse van de beschrij-
vingstechnieken voor bijzondere nevenschikkingsconstructies komen we
tot twee conclusies. De eerste is dat het verf,jnde type-logische instrumen-
tarium een betere beschrijving van deze constructies mogeliik maakt dan
de (niet type-logische) theoriedn die gebruik maken van kenmerkstructu-
ren. De tweede is dat we de twee modellen niet volledige antagonistisch
tegenover elkaar moeten stellen maar dat ze een complementaire positie
kunnen innemen. Kenmerkstructuren kunnen gebruikt worden om type-
logische grammatica's te noteren en te structuren.

Deel I Achtergrond en Probleemstelling (Hoofdstuk 1-4)
In het eerste hoofdstuk geven we aan welke taken van de grammatica in

dit proefschrift besproken zullen worden en op welke manier verschillende
soorten grammatica's deze taken vervullen. Onder de elementaire taken
van een grammatica vallen: een specificatie van de uitdrukkingen die tot
een taal behoren, een indeling van deze uitdrukkingen in categorie€n en
een beschrijving van de opbouw van de uitdrukkingen. Over een andere
elementaire taak, een specificatie van de manier waarop betekenissen toe-
gekend worden aan uitdrukkingen wordt verder niet uitgeweid. We stellen

zos
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in dit hoofdstuk ook twee basissystemen voor om talen te beschrijven. Het
eerste systeem is een context-vrije herschriifgrammatica en het tweede een
categoriale grammatica.

In het tweede hoofdstuk presenteren we het grammatica-model dat cen-
traal staat in het proefschrift: type-logische grammatica's, ook wel mul-
timodale categoriale grammatica's genoemd. Zonder in detail te treden
kunnen we de werking van dit type grammatica als volgt schetsen. Een
categoriale grammatica kent aan iedere basisuitdrukking (woord) van een
taal een categorie (ook wel type genoemd) toe in een lexicon. Een catego-
rie is een formule van een logische (modale) taal die als volgt kan worden
gespecificeerd.

C ::: B I C .nC I ClnC I C\nC I a$ I aoC

B is een verzameling atomaire symbolen van basiscategorie€n. Met de
subscripts i worden verschillende instanties van de logische connectieven
/,.,\, O, tr onderscheiden.

Een woord behoort tot de taal wanneer het in het lexicon staat. De
grammaticaliteit van complexe uitdrukkingen wordt bepaald door een Io-
gische afleiding. Deze afleiding maakt gebruik van de logische regels voor
de connectieven.

Willen we weten of lamie kookt een kreeft een welgevormde zin is, dan
zoeken we de categorieEn van de individuele woorden op in het lexicon en
vormen hiermee een gestructureerde term. In het algemeen zijn termen (7)
van de volgende vorm.

T:::Clg"rT)l€lu
De structuur van de term weerspiegelt de structuur van de zin. Wanneer

we het volgende lexicon gebruiken dan blijkt dat met de gepaste afleidings-
regels lamie kookt een kreeft als zin (s) kan worden afgeleid. In dit voorbeeld
laten we de subscripts bij de connectieven achterwege.

Lexicon
lamie NP

kookt (Nr\s)/ttt,

Tl,o ilo/*

Wanneer we in de derivatie de categorie€n in de term 7 systematisch
vervangen door de gepaste woorden dan ziet de afleiding voor deze zin er
als volgt uit.

eenl NP/N kreeftl N

kookt F (Nn\s)/Nn een o kreeft F tTp

Iamie F htp kookt o (een o kreefr) F ur\s
lamie o (kookt o (een o kreeft)) I s
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Voor deze afleiding gebruiken we de volgende afleidingsregels.

LrlAlB L2aB AlFB A2FB\A
(A, o Lz)l A (A, o Lz)l A

In het derde hoofdstuk bespreken we het nut van kenmerkstructuren in
een grammatica. We noemen de volgende drie voordelen.

o Ze leveren de mogelijkheid om uitdrukkingen op basis van meerdere
criteria in te delen (cross-classiflcatie).

t Ze ordenen uitdrukkingen in een taxonomie met subklassen en super-
klassen. Dit maakt het mogelijk om generalisaties door onderspecifi-
catie uit te drukken.

o Door informatie te decomponeren in verschillende onderdelen is het
mogelijk om algemene uitspraken te doen over de onderdelen afzon-
derlijk.

In het vierde hoofdstuk vragen we ons af voor welke onderdelen van de
taalkundige beschrijving een uitbreiding van het type-logische kader met
kenmerkstructuren gewenst zou zlin. Meer bepaald willen we een karakte-
risering geven van die onderdelen die in het type-logische kader nog geen
adequate behandeling krijgen. Hiervoor beschouwen we de verschillende
kenmerken die in de theorie van Head-Driven Phrase structure Grammar
worden gebruikt. We stellen ons telkens de vraag bij ieder kenmerk of
type-logische grammatica's baat zouden vinden bij uitbreidingen met dit
kenmerk. Onze conclusie is dat voornamelijk voor de beschrijving van
morfosyntactische eigenschappen een uitbreiding van het type-logische ka-
der gewenst is.

Deel II Literatuur (Hoofdstuk 5-6)
In het vijfde hoofdstuk bespreken we de technieken die in de literatuur

zijn voorgesteld om categoriale grammatica's uit te breiden zodat cross-
classificatie, onderspecifi.catie en het generaliseren over afzonderlilke ken-
merken mogeliik wordt.

In het zesde hoofdstuk wordt gekeken naar de voor- en nadelen van
deze systemen. Op deze manier komen we tot een lif st van eigenschappen
waaraan een optimaal systeem zou moeten voldoen.

Deel III Resource logica als oplossing (Hoofdstuk 7-8)
In hoofdstuk zeven stellen we voor om de operatoren O6 en tr4 (die reeds

in type-logische grammatica's gebruikt worden om bijvoorbeeld structurele
manipulaties te controleren en om lokale domeinen te defini€ren) aan te
wenden voor de beschrijving van morfosyntactische eigenschappen. Deze
techniek voldoet aan de eisen die we in het tweede deel hebben gesteld aan
een optimaal systeem. We noemen hier drie voordelen van deze techniek.
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. Het laat morfosyntactische decoraties toe op zowel atomaire catego-
rieEn als op complexe categorieen.

r Het is polariteits-gevoelig.
r Het laat onderspecificatie met co-variatie toe.

Deze laatste eigenschap lichten we toe met een voorbeeld. Het Ne-
derlandse lidwoord de combineert zowel met enkelvoudige (kreeTt) als met
meervoudige naamwoorden (kreeften). De resulterende naamwoordsgroe-
pen dragen hetzelfde kenmerk. Wanneer we het lidwoord onderspecifrce-
ren voor getal moeten we er wel voor zorgen dat de waarde voor het getal
van de groep overeenstemt met de waarde van het nomen. Dit noemen we
een probleem van co-variatie. In onze beschrijving wordt dit opgelost met
behulp van distributiepostulaten.

In het algemeen bestaat onze beschriiving van morfosyntactische ei-
genschappen uit verschillende componenten. De logische regels voor de
operatoren O en fl controleren of kenmerken al dan niet aanwezig ziin en
de structurele regels regelen onderspecifi.catie en de distributie van morfo-
syntactische informatie in complexe uitdrukkingen. In hoofdstuk 7 intro-
duceren en illustreren we de basistechniek. Deze kan met een eenvoudig
voorbeeld worden verduidelijkt. We schrijven daarbij tri als [z].

Lexicon
de lNuml(Nr/"N)
kreeft fenkv]x
kookt fenkv]ur\"s

Gegeven dit lexicon, leiden we de zin de kreeft kookt als volgt af.

Afleiding
de I lNuml(Nr/,ru)
(de)Nr. F Nrp/,I'{ kreeftl lenkv)N
(del enkv F ur,/"N {kreeft} rnkv I N

(de) enkv o" \kreeftl enkv F Np

(de o, kreeftl rrTr, l- ur
(de o, kreeft) F fenkv]Nr kooktt [enkv]Nn\"s

(de o" kreeft) o" kookt F s

We gebruiken hiervoor de volgende regels.

a l- tric
(a)c F c

(LlNumt c

(a)c I c
TtW

(Lr)en*vo" (Lz)enkvl C

(Ll enkv t c (Ar o, Lzl ,r1ru I C
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De eerste twee regels ziin de logische regels voor z. Ze gelden voor alle
indices i. De andere regels gelden voor specifieke indices. De eerste is een
inclusieregel die zegt dat de markeringNum vervangen kan worden door de
markerin g sg. Num is een ondergespecificeerde markering. De tweede regel
is een distributieregel die zegt dat wanneer twee delen verbonden door o"

allebei een enkv markering dragen, wc deze kunnen vervangen door een
markering op het geheel. Met deze regel dwingen we co-variatie af omdat
de eis is dat zowel het geheel als de delen identiek gemarkeerd worden.

In het achtste hoofdstuk laten we de taalkundige gebruiksmogelijkhe-
den zien van diverse opties en verfijningen die aan het basissysteem kun-
nen worden aangebracht.

Deel IV Onderspecificatie opnieuw bekeken (Hoofdstuk 9)
In het laatste hoofdstuk bespreken we de analyse van nevenschikkings-

constructies die voor kenmerk-gebaseerde theorie€n problemen op leveren.
We laten zien dat het fijngevoelige logische apparaat van de type-Iogische
grammatica's wel de goede analyse levert. Vooral van belang in dit verband
is het polariteits-gevoelige redeneren in de type-logische aanpak die in de
kenm erkgrammatica's ontbreekt.

Een ander punt dat belicht wordt in dit hoofdstuk is het verschil in de
status van onderspecificatie voor verschillende gevallen. Het gegeven dat
het Engelse woord sheep zowel in het enkelvoud als in het meervoud kan
optreden is van een andere aard dan het gegeven dat het Duitse Frauen
zowel een accusatief als een datief vorm is. Immers, the sheep walk and graze
is niet grammaticaal terwijl Er findet und hilftFrauen dat wel is (waarbli findet
een accusatief en hilft een datief object naast zich wil hebben). De analyse
van deze verschillen in status leiden ons ertoe om de relatie tussen het type-
logische kader en het kenmerk-gebaseerde vanuit een ander perspectief te
beschouwen. Behalve op het contrast tussen de twee theorie€n, wiizen we
in dit hoofdstuk ook op hun complementariteit en schetsen de contouren
van een kader waarin de voordelen van beide gecombineerd worden.
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polarity, 72, 716, 134, 747
polarity sensitivity, 7 Z

positive occurrences, 1 19
postulate

1,37
K1,37
K2,37
ASSOC, 34
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K, 37
MC,39
PERM, 33

Prawitz notation, 29
Prawitz-style, 40
precedence, 15
predicate symbol, 103
principled resolution, 183
propositional logic, 19, 747
prosodic interpretation, 79

QSTORE, 79
quantification, 104

range, 16
re-entrant, 48
reflexivity, "1,47

relative clause, 77
residuation,26
resource management mode, 36
resource-conscious logic, 33
resource-sensitive, 32
rewrite rule, L 7

rewriting system, 12
right rule, 40
rightward application, 16
rule-to-rule,22

semantic form, 21
semantic interpret ation, 7 9

sequent, 27
sign, L0, 11, 20, 73
signature, 46, 49, 94

HPSG, 60
signs, 21
SLASH, 78
sort, 46
sort constraint, 50, 65
sort-hierarchy, 49
sort-resolved, 50, 63
sortal hierarchy, 51
SPEC, 75
stand-alone formalism, 53
start symbol, 12
string, 11
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string set, 1.3

strong distribution, 37
structural operator, 30
structurally complete, 35
structure building operation, 27
structure-sensitiv e, 32
structure-sharing, 48
suBCAT, 70
subcategorisation, 7L
subcategorisation principle, 64
sun;ecr, 70
subsort, 49
substructural logic, 33
subsume, 52
subsumption, 52
subsumption-based grammar, 54
succedent, 27
supersort, 49

tag,49
taxonomic classification, 45, 49
term, 27, 30
term constructor,2T
terminal symbol, 12
theory, 70
totally well-typed, 50, 63
tree, 13
turnstile, 20
type constraint, see sort constraint
type skeleton, 106
type-constraint, 100
type-driven, 23
typed feature structure, 49
types, L5

unary connective,25
unary product, 29
unbounded depen dency, 7 7

underspecification, 59
underspecified mode, L38
unification, 53
unification-based grammar, 56
uppercase, 138

vnt,96

valuation function, 26
variable, 103
verb raising, 39
vocabulary, T2

Wasow's generalisation, 1 82
weak distribution, 37
weak equivalence, L 7

weakening, 33
well-typed, 23
word, 12

X-bar, 58
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